Chapter 1

SIMPLIFIED PROCEDURES
FOR OPACITY C A L C U L A T I O N S * '
This chapter contains a digested summary of a number of recently
published papers dealing with opacity calculations under conditions for
which detailed considerations of spectral line structures and widths are
not required. The procedures are especially useful for the approximate
calculation of band and total emissivities of molecular emitters and for
the estimation of continuum radiation from plasmas. The presentation
is highly biased since the detailed exposition of methodology is largely
restricted to the techniques that have been developed and exploited by
S. S. Penner and his collaborators.
The work on continuum radiation from plasmas follows studies that
were performed in collaboration with R. A. Pappert and M. A. Thomas.
The theoretical procedures for obtaining estimates on the pure rotation
spectra of diatomic molecules have been extended by S. A. Golden and
are based, as are all of the other studies on molecular emitters, on the
development of a useful technique for handling "just-overlapping"
lines. This method, evolved in collaboration with (J.) A. (L.) Thomson
?nd W. J. Hooker during the period 1956-1958, is described (pp. 2 7 5 280) in S. S. Penner, "Quantitative Molecular Spectroscopy and Gas
Emissivities ,, (Addison-Wesley, Reading, Massachusetts, 1959). Reasonable familiarity with the contents of the first nine chapters of this book
is assumed throughout the following discussion.
An alternative technique to that of Penner, Thomson, and Hooker
was developed independently by B. Kivel, H. Mayer, and H. A. Bethe
in 1957 and has been exploited, for the electronic band spectra of
* Chapter 1 is by S. S. Penner.
+

T h e author is happy to acknowledge support for research on opacities by the Physics
Branch of the Office of Naval Research and, more recently, also by the Advanced Research
Projects Agency through the Institute for Radiation Physics and Aerodynamics.
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diatomic emitters, by Kivel and his collaborators. We have repeatedly
noted the complete equivalence of these methods, and we reproduce in
Section 1-4 the essential features of the parallel analytical procedures.
The simplified treatment on opacities in infrared vibration-rotation
bands for diatomic molecules was developed in collaboration with
K. G. P. Sulzmann and C. B. Ludwig; similar studies for electronic
band spectra were worked out jointly with R. W. Patch and W. L.
Shackleford. Extensions and applications of related methods of calculation to C 0 2 and H 2 0 are described in joint publications with P. Varanasi,
whereas a review of the basic intensity formulae, as well as applications
to CH 4 , form the subject of a joint paper with L. D. Gray. A review and
slight modification of early work by Coolidge, James, and Present and by
Sulzer and Wieland was also carried out in collaboration with P. Varanasi.
In view of the availability of several excellent texts dealing with basic
spectroscopy, 1-3 we shall restrict the scope of our discussion to analyses
that are particularly pertinent to the applications which we wish to
consider. The basic physical laws referring to equilibrium line radiation
from heated gases are reviewed in Section 1-1. Next we present brief
summary remarks on useful experimental procedures for absoluteintensity measurements (Section 1-2). The following sections contain
detailed descriptions of highly simplified but useful procedures for the
theoretical calculation of opacities. In Section 1-3, we consider continuum
radiation in plasmas associated with bound-free and free-free transitions.
In Section 1-4, we summarize techniques for estimating opacities of
diatomic molecules. Band and total emissivity calculations for C 0 2 ,
H 2 0 , CH 4 , and C 0 2 - H 2 0 mixtures are described in Sections 1-5 to
1-8, respectively. Radiant-energy emission and absorption in transitions
from stable to unstable energy levels are treated in Section 1-9. In
conclusion, we mention briefly some well-known results on the relation
between total absorptivities and total emissivities (Section 1-10) and
describe (Section 1-11) a simplified procedure for handling radiation
from non-isothermal emitters.

1-1

Basic physical laws for equilibrium line radiation*

The following discussion is restricted to a summary of the
equilibrium radiation laws for gaseous emitters. These expressions form
* The material in Section 1-1 has been abstracted from S. S. Penner's article appearing
as Chapter VII in "Fundamental Data Obtained from Shock-Tube Experiments''
(A. Ferri, ed.), published for and on behalf of the Advisory Group for Aeronautical
Research and Development (NATO), Pergamon Press, Oxford, 1963.
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the theoretical basis for the applications considered in subsequent
sections.
1-1A BLACKBODY RADIATION LAWS.4-8 A blackbody is defined as
a substance that absorbs all of the incident radiation which it receives.
Conversely, the equilibrium radiant energy emitted from unit area of a
blackbody in unit time, at a fixed temperature, represents an upper limit
for the emission of radiant energy from any substance which is at the
same temperature as the blackbody. T h e preceding definition, together
with the principle of equipartition of energy, permits the derivation of
the Planck blackbody distribution law for the equilibrium rate at which
radiant energy is emitted as a function of wavelength λ (or wavenumber
ω = Ι/λ, or frequency v = cjX) at the temperature T. We denote by
i?j} dX (or i?2 dœy R°v dv) the spectral (or monochromatic) radiancy,
which is defined as the energy emitted, in unit time, from unit area, at the
temperature T (in °K), in the wavelength range between λ and λ + dX
(or in the wavenumber range between ω and ω -\- dœ, the frequency
range between v and v + dv), into a solid angle of 2π sterad. We shall
refer to R°A (or i?£, Rty as the spectral blackbody radiancy. T h e Planck
blackbody distribution law is
DO j \ _
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(1-1.1.)

<M-lb>

Here h is Planck's constant, c denotes the velocity of light, k stands for
the Boltzmann constant, the first radiation constant is
cx = 2whcz ~ 3.742 x 10"5 erg-cm 2 -sec-\
and the second radiation constant is
c2 = hc/k~ 1.439 cm-°K.
For XT < 0.3 cm-°K, Β°λ dX is given by the Wien radiation law,
(ÄS)wien dX ~ £ [exp ( - ^ - ) ] dX,

(1-l.lc)
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with an accuracy of better than 1%; for XT > 77 cm-°K, the RayleighJeans radiation law,
(ÄS)R_, dX ~ ( c ^ W 4 ) dXy

(1-l.ld)

gives an accuracy of 1% or better. The maximum value of ϋ°λ is found
from Eq. (1-1.1) to be
( ^ ) m a x ^ 21.20 Cl{Tlc2f

(1-1.2)

and occurs at λ = A max , where
Amax^T = c2/4.965 ~ 0.2898 cm-°K.

(1-1.3)

Equation (1-1.3) is known as Wien's displacement law.
The total radiant energy emitted from unit area of a blackbody, in
unit time, over all wavelengths, into a solid angle of 2π sterad, is
W=

C R»dX = aT\
o

J

(1-1.4)

where σ c^ 5.670 X 10 - 5 erg-cm~ 2 -( 0 K)~ 4 -sec _1 is known as the StefanBoltzmann constant. We shall refer to W = σΓ 4 as the (total) blackbody
radiancy.
The quantities Ä$ , (tf°) m a x , ^ / ( ^ ) m a x , £ / $ < & ' , W, and
(l/W) jQ R°y dX' have been tabulated. 8
1-1B DISTRIBUTED RADIATORS.9 From the laws of thermodynamics,
we may derive Kirchhofes law, according to which the spectral radiancy
of any substance equals the product of the blackbody spectral radiancy
and the spectral absorptivity doc'x (or doc^, or doc'v). For distributed
radiators, it is convenient to write, for example,
ά<*'ω = Ρω dX

where Ρω is called the spectral absorption coefficient and is expressed in
cm _ 1 -atm _ 1 or in ft~ 1 -atm _1 ; correspondingly, the optical density
dX (in cm-atm or in ft-atm) represents the product of a geometric
length dl and the (constant) partial pressure p of the radiators. For
distributed isothermal radiators, we may then use Kirchhofes law and
the assumption that Ρω is independent of the nature of the incident
radiant energy to show that the spectral radiancy of the emitters is
K = K[l - e x p ( - PJTj\
for an optical path length X.

(1-1.5)
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The spectral emissivity for distributed radiators is evidently
(1-1.6)

€ω = 1-αρ(-ΡωΧ).

The engineering or total emissivity e used in practical calculations of
radiant-energy transfer is defined as

(Μ

— ΨΓ^**

·7)

We note that the values of Ρω for different constituents are additive; on
the other hand, neither the spectral nor total emissivities may be added,
except in the limit as X goes to zero.
1-1C

EINSTEIN COEFFICIENTS10 AND INTEGRATED ABSORPTION.

The

spectral volume density of radiation for a blackbody is
Pv

(1-1.8)

= ^R°v.

The transition probability, in unit time, from the lower energy level Ex
to the upper level Eu , in a radiation field of density pv ^ , is J B ^ p ^ ,
where Bl^u is the Einstein coefficient for induced absorption. The
Einstein coefficient for spontaneous emission is Au^l and denotes the
transition probability, in unit time, for a spontaneous change from Eu to
El. The Einstein coefficient for induced emission is Bu^l and is defined
in such a way that Bu_,lpv is the transition probability from Eu to El, in
unit time, in a radiation field of density pv . At equilibrium,
Nu(A^t

+ B^lPvJ

= NlBl^uPviu

,

(1-1.9)

where iVu and Nt denote, respectively, the molecules (or atoms) per unit
volume in the upper and lower quantum states. From Eqs. (1-1.lb),
(1-1.8), and (1-1.9) the following relations may be derived for equilibrium conditions:
A^=^^-Bw

(1-1.10)

and
giBl^=gnB^l

(1-1.11)

since, at equilibrium,

if gl and £ u represent, respectively, the statistical weights for the lower
and upper energy levels.
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Actually, energy transitions between Eu and Et give rise to a narrow
frequency range centered around vlu = (Eu — E^/h. We denote by Slu
the integrated absorption, which is defined as the integral over wavenumbers of the spectral absorption coefficients Ρω = Ρω associated
with energy transitions between Ex and £"u . Thus
= f

(1-1.13)

Ρωαω,

where the integration interval in Eq. (1-1.13) extends over the entire
wavenumber range Δω1η for which Ρω is sensibly different from zero.
From the definitions of the Einstein coefficients and integrated absorption,
it is easily proved that
N

l

*~>7.U

/£u\

fi

L™

hv

lM

Nlß

hviu

c

"-.(£)['-(·*-»]
A

pc

'up represents the pressure in atm.
The values of SlVL in cm~ 2 -atm _1 may be converted to Au_>t at STP
for hvlVL^> kT, gu = gt, for ideal gases with practically all of the molecules in the ground level, by using the relation
Slu ~ 3.210 x 1028(AiWv?u)

(1-1.15)

if AU_>1 and vln have the dimensions sec - 1 .
1-1D OSCILLATOR STRENGTHS. 11 The dimensionless absorption
oscillator strength /1_>U is defined in terms of the integrated absorption
SlVL through the expression
mc2 p

•iM 1 -(=>-&-)]"'

<i-,-w>

where e and m denote, respectively, the electronic charge (in esu) and
mass (in gm/electron) and p is the pressure. At STP, if practically all of
the molecules present are in the ground level, Ex, then
/ ^ u ~ 4.203 X 10- 8 S m ,

(M-17)

where Slu is expressed in cm~ 2 -atm _1 .
The emission oscillator strength fu_+l is defined by the relation
l/u-n 1 = ^ 1 / ^ 1 .

(1-1.18)
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1-1E SPECTRAL LINE PROFILES. 1 2 - 2 2 A detailed quantitative description of spectral line profiles requires consideration of a variety of linebroadening effects, including natural-line broadening, Doppler broadening, collision broadening, and Stark broadening. 12-22 In the absence
of large electron concentrations, it is often sufficient to include only
Doppler and dispersion contributions. In this case, it may be shown that

-r®Lm*h*·
+ (f-y>

P,M

<■-'·'»

where

. = «* + >cHW,

(1 .ui)

and

Also £ N , bc , and bD denote, respectively, the natural, collision, and
Doppler half-widths, and ω0 identifies the wavenumber at the line
center. A variety of theoretical representations may be obtained for
PtfJP', which are suitable for numerical calculations. T h e resulting
expressions may be used to evaluate the quantity
* L (ln 2) 1/2 = i - £
2RQb„

[1 - e x p ( - PUiX)] άξ,

(1-1.23)

ωη D

where
ÄL ~ <

I

J

[1 - e x p ( - Ρμ_„ 0 |Χ)] d(\ ω-ω0

|),

(1-1.24)

—00

i?° is the blackbody radiancy at ω0 , and P L represents the total intensity
of radiation emitted from an isolated spectral line, i.e., it represents the
line radiancy.
The results of computations of P L (ln 2) 1 / 2 /2P°o D may be summarized
conveniently 23-25 by the "curves of growth" on which the dimensionless
parameter P L (ln 2) 1 / 2 /2o D P° o is plotted as a function of log(10.6P'X),
for various values of the line-shape parameter a.
a. Doppler broadening. For spectral lines with pure Doppler contour
(i.e., a = 0), Eq. (1-1.19) becomes
PU| = P ' ( e x p - H

(1-1.25)
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and
7^

=

ω

» Γ ^ )

J

[l-«P(-^^«P-?)]di.

(1-1.26)

Expanding the exponential on the right-hand side of Eq. (1-1.26) in an
infinite series, and then interchanging the order of summation and
integration, we find that
krSXÎ(n

+ mnX)+l)^·

( Μ

·

2 7 )

Numerical values for (RJR^SX)
for pure Doppler broadening have
been given by Ladenburg2°6>27 for 0.10 < P'X
< 1000. For
0.10 < P'X < 30, Eq. (1-1.27) may be replaced by the following
approximation with an accuracy of about 10%:
# L / < ~ SX e x p [ - \ (PXf2].

(1-1.28)

b. Natural-line and collision broadening. For spectral lines with
natural-line and collision broadening, i.e., for spectral lines with resonance contour, it may be shown that
^|ω-ωο| = — ( ω _

ω())2 +

&>

(M.29)

where
b=b^

+ bc

(1-1.30)

represents the sum of the natural-line and collision half-widths. It is
now found that

t-Jll , -'[-"i=^rn-]l i *

(M 3,,

·

An explicit evaluation for RJR% may be obtained in terms of Bessel
functions of imaginary arguments by utilizing a procedure that was
first employed by Ladenburg and Reiche 28 (cf. Elsasser 29 ). If
x = SXßnb,

(1-1.32)

then it is found that
RL/Rl0 = 27rb f(x) = 2nbf(SX/2nb)y

(1-1.33)
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where the function
/(*) = xer*[J0(ix) - iUix)]

(1-1.34)

has been tabulated by Elsasser 29 (the quantities J0 and Jx denote Bessel
functions of the first kind). Useful asymptotic forms 2 8 - 3 0 for RJR% are
# L /#° 0 ~ SX

for small values of x = SXßri

RLlRlo~2(SbX)1/2

for large values of

(1-1.35)

and
x;

(1-1.36)

Eq. (1-1.35) constitutes a better approximation for x < (2/π), whereas
Eq. (1-1.36) is to be preferred for x > (2/π).
Numerical values of RL for spectral lines with Doppler or resonance
contours can be obtained conveniently by the use of nomograms. 30,31
1-1F ABSOLUTE INTENSITIES AND HALF-WIDTHS. Absolute-intensity
measurements for atomic lines 32 and for vibration-rotation bands 3 3 - 3 5
have been performed successfully when sufficient care was exercised
and a suitable isothermal experimental arrangement could be constructed
for quantitative work. Reliable theoretical calculations of absolute
intensities are difficult to perform, except for light atoms. However,
starting from the basic theoretical relation

^ , = w ^ v ' m l *»·'''·

(Μ 37)

·

where &Utl is the matrix element for a transition between the energy
levels identified by the subscripts / and u, it is possible to perform fairly
accurate theoretical calculations of relative intensities, for example, for
the rotational lines belonging to a given vibration-rotation band. 36 ' 37 In
other words, a judicious combination of experimental data on integrated
intensities for entire vibration-rotation bands, and of theoretical results
relating to relative intensities of rotational lines, permits the quantitative
determination of absolute intensities of rotational lines. 36-38 These
absolute-intensity estimates, in turn, may be employed for the calculation
of spectral absorption coefficients by utilizing experimentally determined collision half-widths for the computation of the line-shape
parameter a.
The dispersion half-width and the spectral line profile for isolated
rotational lines may be obtained directly if instruments of sufficiently
high resolving power are available. 39-41 Measurements of this type may

10
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be made without difficulty in the microwave region of the spectrum but
are generally well beyond the limits of resolution attainable with conventional optical instruments. For this reason, and because the practical
applications of gas emissivities generally deal with effective average
values of b for entire vibration-rotation bands, indirect procedures for
(infrared) line-width measurements may be of greater general utility
than detailed studies on individual spectral lines. 42-50
1-2

Measurement principles involved in relative and absolute
intensity determinations for discrete transitions

The fundamental principles involved in obtaining significant measurements by utilizing various spectroscopic procedures must be clearly
stated, especially when the assumption that local thermodynamic
equilibrium exists is not satisfied.51 In this connection, it is sometimes
useful to assume that an inhibited thermodynamic system with partial
equilibration occurs and that useful population temperatures may be
defined. 51-53
When inadequate resolution is obtained, 54 it is important to introduce
appropriate corrections for slit distortions and to perform consistency
tests 54-56 for the measured data. We refer to the published literature for
further discussion of the very considerable problems involved in the
determination of significant experimental data.
1-3

Bound-free and free-free transitions
(continuum radiation)

At elevated temperatures behind shock fronts, particularly if extensive
ionization occurs, we must consider bound-free and free-free transitions
that produce continuum radiation. We content ourselves with a brief
summary of some of the more important results, which should serve as
an introduction to the relevant literature, where further details may be
found.
1-3A
EMPIRICALLY DETERMINED COLLISION CROSS SECTIONS AND
/-NUMBERS FOR FREE-BOUND TRANSITIONS. The encounter of an electron

with a gas may lead to elastic, inelastic, superelastic, and radiative
collisions.57 In an elastic collision, effectively no energy exchange
occurs* between the colliding partners; in an inelastic collision, some of
* The energy exchange is negligibly small because the mass of the electron is more
than three orders of magnitude smaller than the mass of the atom.
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the translational energy of the electron is transferred to internal energy
of the atom; in a superelastic collision, which can occur only with an
excited atom, the electron gains translational energy at the expense of
internal energy of the atom. Inelastic collisions may lead to the emission
of electromagnetic radiation; in extreme cases, the electron is captured
by the atom and a negative ion is produced. Encounters between electrons and atoms are described quantitatively in terms of suitable (empirically determined) cross sections.
Of particular interest, in connection with emission of radiation from
heated air, are processes such as the photodetachment of electrons from
negative ions. The absorption of a photon of energy hcœ by the ion A~
leads to the production of a neutral atom or molecule A and an electron e
with velocity vy i.e.,
A- +hcœ->A+e.

(1-3.1)

T h e collision cross section σΡΌω (in cm 2 ) for photodetachment with
respect to a photon of energy hcœ is related 57 to the spectral absorption
coefficient (in cm _ 1 -atm - 1 ) through the expression
*ρο.ω = PMN)

(1-3.2)

and to t h e / - n u m b e r through the relation [compare Eqs. (1-1.16) and
(1-3.2)]

where a0 = h2/4n2me2 is the first Bohr radius, af = 2ne2/hc is the finestructure constant, and RY = 2n2me*lh3c is the Rydberg constant for
infinite nuclear mass. Direct measurements of photodetachment from
negative ions have been carried out, for example, for H~ and for 0~.57~~59
A fit to the experimental data on 0 ~ of Branscomb and Smith 59 shows 60
that
1018σΡϋ>,' = - 26.4 + 23.7e' - 3.82(€')2
if σΡΌ €' is expressed in square centimeters and e' identifies the photon
energy in electron volts. Meyerott 60 used the approximate sum rule
Σ / — 1 (which holds for one-electron transitions but may not apply
to 0 ~ since the total binding energy has significant contributions from
polarization terms), assumed that for 3 ^ € '(eV) ^ e^ the cross section
OpD,«' i s constant, and that for e^ < e'(eV) < oo it is proportional to
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(β')- 3 . He then found that e = 7.5 eV and 1017aPD ,- = (7.3/e') 3 for
€ > 7.5 eV.
*
An argument analogous to that given for photodetachment from ions
shows that Eqs. (1-3.2) and (1-3.3) apply also to neutral atoms and
molecules for free-bound transitions. Absorption of radiation and
electron detachment from O, N, and N 2 occur for energy levels corresponding to the principal quantum number greater than or equal to 3.
Since the excited states become hydrogen-like, Meyerott 60 used the
relation σΡΌω ~ ω - 3 (where ω is measured from the nearest photoelectric edge) and the known result that the total /-number for the
continuum of H is about 0.2. Hence
df

d{œjRY)

(1-3.4)

-0A^RY
' ώ'

and
Λ>ο,ω = 1.6 ψ

SafaRy

[l - (exp - *j£-)] g ,

(1-3.5)

where NJp is the number of atoms or molecules per unit volume at unit
pressure in the ith level with energy hcœi . Equation (1-3.5) predicts
the absorption coefficient for neon, at a frequency of one rydberg above
the absorption edge, within a factor of 2.
1-3B

THEORETICAL

EXPRESSIONS

FOR

FREE-FREE

AND

BOUND-FREE

We shall now summarize the theoretical
equations that may be used for the computation of continuum absorption
coefficients.
Kramers 61 first obtained theoretical relations for the absorption of
radiation associated with the acceleration of electrons in the fields of
ions or atoms with effective nuclear charge Z. Kramers' derivation
utilized the correspondence principle. It has since been shown by
several authors, 6 2 - 6 4 using quantum-theoretical calculations, that
Kramers' formula applies with an error of less than 15% for H+ and for
hydrogen-like ions. Kramers' formula may be used also for nonhydrogenic substances, provided a suitable effective accelerating charge (Z) is
introduced. In our notation, the following relation is obtained for the
spectral absorption coefficient per unit length associated with free-free
transitions:
kft^
16TT2
Z¥
NeN& 1
(1-3.6)
[1 - e x p ( - hcwjkT)]
3 V3 hà(2ntn)*/2 (kT)1/2 ω3 '
ABSORPTION COEFFICIENTS.

Here Z is the effective charge (—1 for singly charged positive ions), Ne
is the number of electrons per unit volume, iVa stands for the number of

1-3
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particles per unit volume, the fields of which accelerate the electron, and
m stands for the electron mass. Equation (1-3.6) may be rewritten in
the following convenient form:
= - ^ = aX A ) ' Z 2

^
[1 - e x p ( - hcaj/kT)]

3 V3 °

C

-

NeN& ,

(1-3.7)

(nkTßm)1!2

\ ω '

where λ 0 = hjrnc is the Compton wavelength of the electron, and
(nkTßm)1/2 = v
represents the electron velocity. Reference to Eqs. (1-3.6) and (1-3.7)
shows that the absolute value of the spectral absorption coefficient is
determined once the effective charge Z is defined.
For the bound-free absorption of an atom in the nth quantum state of
energy
En =

-RYhc^,

the spectral absorption coefficient is given by an expression 65 which is
similar to Eq. (1-3.6), viz.,
**=*
= 1 1 6 ^ ° (2RYhc *-) 1 ,
[1 - e x p ( - hcœ/kT)]
n2 3 V3 Wà \
n* ' ω3

(1-3.8)

where the absorption coefficient khino} is evaluated per atom (in the nth
energy state) per electron. In order to determine the value of the spectral
absorption coefficient at ω for all bound-free transitions, we must sum
Eq. (1-3.8) over all values of n. This program has been carried out,
approximately, by Unsold 65,66 for hydrogen atoms. After addition of the
free-free contributions, the following result is obtained without the
induced emission term:
c

P =

32 77-V^yZ4 (exp — xj) Γ v

" TV2, ~1^-H

(exp xn) _

(exp x5) _

— [£-*-*»■« + -ST*»·"
— 2^" (SaM — ga.tt)

(1-3.9)
3

_1

_1

where Ρ°ω is expressed in cm -atm-atom -°K , the (Gaunt) factors
ËGM a n < l SG,U deviate only slightly from unity, xn = RYhc/kTn2, and n
represents the principal quantum number. The summation in Eq. (1-3.9)
extends over all states n for which v > vn , where vn is the frequency at the
dissociation limit for the nth state.
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The binding energy of H~ is about 0.75 eV.67 Calculations of the
absorption coefficient have been carried out for both free-free and
bound-free transitions. Details concerning these studies may be found
in the literature. For an electron pressure /> e (dyn/cm 2 ), the ratio of the
number of H~ ions (NH_) to the number of H atoms (NH) is
^

= [exP ( - 0 . 1 2 +0.75 ψ - 1 5

log

ή]ρ..

Thus, at Γ = 5600°K for pe = 10 dyn/cm 2 , NU_/NH = 1.5 X 10~8.
At 6300°K, atmospheric pressure, pe = 1 dyn/cm 2 , the total absorption
coefficient for H~ in the wavelength range between 0.5 and 2 μ is of the
order of 4 X 10~26 per neutral hydrogen atom. 68 The cross section for
photodetachment of H~ has been measured directly. 58 The observed
results were found to be in reasonably good accord with Chandrasekhar's
estimated maximum value of 4.52 X 10 - 1 7 cm 2 at 8275 Â.
1-3C APPROXIMATE CONTINUUM OPACITY FORMULAE. 6 9 - 7 2 In some
practical cases involving high-temperature phenomena, the dominant
contribution to radiant-energy transfer may be associated with the
easily evaluated continuum radiation. An approximate procedure for
the theoretical calculation of continuum absorption coefficients may be
developed by making the assumption that only two ionized species make
important contributions to the opacity and that these two ionic constituents are present in equal concentrations. The approximate formulae
may then be shown to yield results that are in good accord with estimates
based on detailed numerical computations.*
After introduction of appropriate statistical weight factors and of the
Saha equation [which is given in Eq. (1-3.20)], addition of Eqs. (1-3.6)
* The analysis presented in this Section 1-3C is substantially equivalent to the
discussion of Penner and Thomas. 7 2
For an exhaustive review of the very extensive literature on experimental and
theoretical studies of continuum radiation, particularly on poly electronic atoms and ions
for which the hydrogenic approximation yields poor estimates, reference should be
made to the review article "Kontinuierliche Spektren" by Finkelnburg and Peters. 72a
Finkelnburg and Peters cite 496 references, many of which correspond to papers published
during the period 1937-1956, following completion of Finkelnburg's monograph on
continuum spectra. 72b T h e 1938 publication includes references to 1700 papers appearing
up to 1937 and beginning essentially with the classical analysis of Kramers. 61 Proper
appreciation of this rich historical background will serve to place the analysis presented
in the text in its correct perspective: a simplified prescription for calculating useful data
that should be of value to the applied scientist who may content himself with approximate
results, which can really be improved significantly only at the expense of considerable
complication in analytical procedure.
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and (1-3.8) yields the following expression for the total linear absorption
coefficient xm(x) associated with the bound-free contribution from an
m-ion (i.e., an m times ionized atom) and the free-free contribution from
an (m + l)-ion: 72

_^M_ = ξ Μ ^ Nm{m +

1)2 θ_2 [exp(_ Xim)] Fm{x)i

(1_3_10)

where
ξ = i ^ L £1(1.6 X 10- 12 )- 2 ~ 7.3 X 10-16 cm2-eV2,
3 V3 ch
* = y ,

«i«=y·*

(1-3-11)

Here Im is the ionization potential of the wz-ion, Nm is the number
density (cm - 3 ) of m-ions in the ground state (for all practical purposes,
Nm equals the total number of m-ions per unit volume), and Θ is the
temperature in electron volts (in this discussion all energies are expressed
in electron volts). For atoms and ions more complicated than those
treated here, the labor involved is increased because of the necessity of
estimating the ionization potentials of the contributing ions. Since the
hydrogenic approximation has been made for the excited states, the
frequency-dependent factor is given by
Fm{x) = x-3 |2*1M X «"3 [exp ( ^ - ) ] + 1J .

(1-3.12)

The first term in the brackets represents the bound-free contribution,
while the second term represents the free-free contribution to the absorption coefficient. In an ionized gas containing /w-ions with m = 0, 1, 2,...,
the total continuum absorption coefficient is finally obtained by summing
the contributions made by the separate w-ions. Thus
y ^ L = ξβ-ζ X

Nm

M=H

(m

+ l) 2 [ e x p ( - Xlm)] Fm(x).

(1-3.13)

Menzel and Pekeris 70 and Raizer69 have performed an approximate
evaluation for the radiation mean free paths by utilizing the fact that
configuration splitting of the 2n2 degenerate hydrogenic levels makes
plausible the replacement of the sum over n, which occurs in Eq. (1-3.13),
by an integration, i.e.,

Σ ^ Τ K ("^)] ^f*dy

= e>-h

*<*lm,

(1-3.14)

* T h e assumptions (e.g., unit Gaunt factor) implicit in the use of Eq. (1-3.10) are
discussed, for example, by Bussard and van de Hulst. 72c
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whence
Fm(x) ~ x~*ex

for

x < xlm.

(1-3.15)

Thus, for the case in which the energy of the incident photon is less
than the ionization potential of the /w-ion, the frequency-dependent
factor Fm(x) is a universal function of x.
For x > xlm , Raizer69 assumed that the dominant role is played by
the ground level n = 1, whence
Fm{x) ^ 2* lm *" 3 exp(*lm),

x > xlm .

(1-3.16)

In view of Eqs. (1-3.15) and (1-3.16), we may use the following
approximate representation for Fm(x):
for

*(*) - -^r

X <C Xlm

(1-3.17)

2x

for

— —:ψ~ expKm)

x ^ xlm

Hence

+ ine*p(-Xim)] for x < xl}m >

rtx) = -1 J_ ^e-x = ^02*3
e*liNmZ^(m
0

X

m

S m

(1-3.18)
To obtain an explicit relation for χ(χ), it is now necessary to evaluate
the sums over the w-ions. A rigorous evaluation of these sums requires
the determination of Nm with proper allowance for each of the equilibria
(1-3.19)

Nm*±Nm+1+e

The Saha equation for equilibrium between the concentrations Nm and
Nm+1 of m- and (m + l)-ions, respectively, may be written in the form
Nm+l
ΛΤ

Nm

Ne = Α' ( gegm+1 ) 03/2 (exp - ^ ) ,
\

gm

'

\

(1-3.20)

VI

where Ne denotes the electron concentration;
.,
r 2nme(L6 x 10-12) f/2
. π ^ 1Λ21
. __ 3/2
^4' =
—p
~ 3 . 0 X 1021 cm-3-eV~3/2;
instead of the symbol m, we use me for the electron mass in this section;
h = Planck's constant; ge , gm+1, and gm are the statistical weights for
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the electron, the (m + l)-ion, and the m-ion, respectively. Raizer 69 and
Pappert and Penner 71 set ge = 2 and# m + 1 /£ m = 1, whereas they used
the Unsold approximation gegm+1/gm = 1 in the opacity formulae [see
Eqs. (1-3.12) and (1-3.13)].
Instead of solving the complete set of simultaneous Saha equations,
we follow Raizer 73 by estimating the average degree of ionization per
atom, m> from Eq. (1-3.20), written in the form
/ m—\
*

Θ In

(1-3.21)

Nm

where N is the total number density (cm - 3 ). Thus Eq. (1-3.21) is
consistent with the Saha equation in the following sense: the hypothetical ion species corresponding to m = m + | and m = m — \ are
equal in number. This statement is clearly in accordance with Eq. (1-3.20)
since iVe = Nth.
The function Im is plotted graphically by drawing a continuous curve
through the discrete points Im . In our notation, I0 corresponds to the
ionization level of the neutral atom. Representative curves showing the
comparison between m, as determined from Eq. (1-3.21), for nitrogen,
and the corresponding values found by Armstrong 74 by solving the
complete set of Saha equations, are given in Fig. 1-3.1 for 0 = 5, 10, and
20 eV and for number densities ranging between ~ 5 X 1020 c m - 3
and 1017 cnr*3. In Fig. 1-3.1, we show data derived from Eq. (1-3.21)
HIM i i i

jiiii ι ι ι ι—|in 111 ι ι — μ ι ι ι ι ι ι—r

5

I4

L

lOeV

IE 3
2
I

inn i i i
10

linn ι ι ι
10

Inn 11 ι ι

Inn 11 ι ι

10
10
,-3\3)
■ NUMBER DENSITY (cm"

10

FIG. 1-3.1. T h e average number of electrons per atom (m) as a function of the number
density N (cm - 3 ) at various temperatures. T h e dashed curve refers to results derived
from Eq. (1-3.21) with the ratio of statistical weights equal to unity; the dot-dash curve
refers to geSm+\lëm-\ — 2. T h e solid curves are based on Armstrong's data. 74 Reproduced
from Penner and Thomas. 7 2
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with gegm+i/gm_i = 1, as well as data obtained by setting this ratio
equal to 2. Reference to Fig. 1-3.1 shows that the use of gegm+$lgm_± = 1
leads to a somewhat more satisfactory prediction of the average degree
of ionization m than the statement gegm+±lgm_x = 2. In any case, a
consistent approximation procedure requires the use of the same
estimates for this ratio everywhere.
The physical reasons for the use of Eq. (1-3.21) may be made plausible
by referring to the schematic diagram shown in Fig. 1-3.2, where the
concentration of m-ions (i.e., of m times ionized atoms) is shown as a
function of temperature. In general, we expect that there will be temperatures T at which the plasma composition is well described by the presence
of two ionic constituents that are present in equal concentrations. Since
all physical observables will usually vary continuously with temperature,
we expect that the use of the assumption that only two m-ions are
present in equal concentrations for all values of T must lead to a good
prediction of electron composition and of plasma properties for all values
of T.
Using Eq. (1-3.20), it is now possible to rewrite the sums occurring
in Eq. (1-3.18). Since Nm+± ~ Nm_± ~ iV/2, we find that
Σ Nm ii^±-\
m

öm

N2m
— ÂW*(m2

'

(m + l) 2 [exp - xlm]

+

for

^

2

Nm ,_,,.„
+
-2Är¥T^m
^>
2^Nm(l^n±i\{m

+

c
0Γ

x<Xlm

i

*lmi

K X

< *lm* '

(1-3.22)

lyXi

gr,

for
- N[(m + i) 2 xlmi + (m + f) 2 * l m J

xlmi < x < xlm2

for x > xlnl2.

(1-3.23)

Here m1 = m — J, m2 = m + | , and we have made the assumption
SeSm+iISm = 1 · It should be noted that x < xlmi corresponds physically
to hv < Im_¥ xlmi < x < xlm2 to Im_h < hv < Im+s , and x > xlm^ to
hv > Im+i . We finally obtain the following expressions for the spectral
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FIG. 1-3.2. Schematic diagram showing the concentration of ra-ions, Nm , as a function
of temperature, T. At the points A, B, C, D, etc., the plasma composition is well described
by the presence of two m-ions in equal concentrations.

absorption coefficient without the induced emission term (after noting
that the important contributing ions have the values m = m — \ and
m = m — f for x < xlm):
ξ

N2m

x'(*) = e v ~ÄW* (™2 + έ)**
0 2ξ* 3 [ü^{*
r N2™

/-

+ We* + N{m + W*im]

-£p N[(m + I)* xlmi + (m + | ) 2 x lm J

for x < x-lm1

for *lm1
for

y

<^ X ^

x > xlm2

X\m2 y

'

(1-3.24)
The assumption gegm+1/gm = 1 affects only the terms in Eq. (1-3.24) not
containing A'.
In order to complete the semianalytical representation for χ'(χ), it is
now necessary to specify m in terms of Θ and N. An implicit representation for m is given through the Raizer approximation specified in
Eq. (1-3.21). Equations (1-3.24) and (1-3.21) permit ready calculation
of χ(χ) to the hydrogenic, modified Raizer representation for all values
of Θ and N. Reference to Eqs. (1-3.24) and (1-3.21) shows that χ\ for
fixed values of N and Θ, increases as v~z exp (hv/θ) until v = Im_±jh\ for
lfh-\ < hv < Im+x , x is given by the sum of two terms, one of which increases as v~s exp (hv/θ) and the other of which decreases as v~s; finally,
for v > Im+i/h, x becomes inversely proportional to iA This simplified
form for χ(χ) is the direct result of the approximation that the number
density of ionized atoms is vanishingly small, except for the m-ions
characterized by m = m ± \.
Representative plots of χ(χ) as a function of hv are shown in Fig. 1-3.3
for nitrogen at 5, 10, and 20 eV for a number density of 1017 c m - 3 ;
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FIG. 1-3.3. A simplified representation for the spectral absorption coefficient of
nitrogen as a function of frequency for Θ = 5, 10, and 20 eV for 1017 atoms c m - 3 . Reproduced from Penner and Thomas. 7 2

χ(χ) is shown in Fig. 1-3.4 as a function of hv for 0— 10 eV and for
number densities of 1017, 1019, and 1021 cm - 3 . In constructing the plots
shown in Figs. 1-3.3 and 1-3.4, we have used the calculated values for
m based on Armstrong's data. 74
Figure 1-3.5 shows the values of χ{χ) calculated from Eq. (1-3.24)
with values of m taken from Armstrong. 74 Also shown in Fig. 1-3.5 are
Armstrong's 74 more accurate calculations. Armstrong did not use the
method of Seaton, 75 ' 76 but employed screened hydrogenic cross sections,
made full allowance for LS-term splitting, for the correct ionization
potentials, and for an approximate plasma interaction effect.*
Reference to Fig. 1-3.5 shows that significant discrepancies occur only
for photon energies which are sufficiently large to ionize the nitrogen ion
in its ground state, because the hydrogenic model is then no longer a
reasonable approximation and because statistical weight factors influence
the results. + On the other hand, over most of the spectral range, the
* T h e author wishes to thank Dr. Armstrong for furnishing a precise categorization of
the assumptions used in his calculations.
+
We have avoided the complications associated with the statistical weight factors in
the terms not containing A' by setting gegm+ilgm arbitrarily equal to unity. Actually this
ratio varies from numbers smaller than unity to numbers larger than unity, depending
on m, by as much as a factor of J to a factor of 3.
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FIG. 1-3.4. A simplified representation for the spectral absorption coefficient of
nitrogen at 10 eV for IO17, IO19, and IO21 atoms cm - 3 . Reproduced from Penner and
Thomas. 72

approximate treatment provides a good representation for the spectral
absorption coefficient. Hence we conclude that the highly simplified
procedure which we have employed provides an adequate representation
for thermodynamic functions and continuum opacities of plasmas
containing polyelectronic atoms.
It is interesting to compare our results with those derived from
somewhat more elementary considerations for a Maxwellian distribution
of electrons. Finkelnburg and Peters, 723, give the following expression
for the total radiant energy emitted from unit volume, in the frequency
range between v and v + dv, per unit solid angle, in the transparent gas
approximation, when allowance is made for bound-free and free-free
contributions for a hydrogenic atom with effective charge Z:
€v

_
327r2Z2g<W1JVe
~ 3 V3 r^Trme)3/2 (kTQfl* '

Here Ni = Ne is the number density of ions and electrons in a neutral
plasma and Te is the electron temperature, which equals the local
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I

I
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x'MFROM EQ (1-3.24)
FOR N = 5.23xlO,7cm"3
AND 0 * 5 e V
v'(X) FROM ARMSTRONG'S
DATA74 FOR
N = 5.23xlO l7 cm" 3

l

^

v

.
^ ^

χ'(Χ) FROM ARMSTRONG'S'
DATA4F0R N = IO l7 cm -3
AND Θ = lOeV
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_l
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100

F I G . 1-3.5. T h e spectral absorption coefficient, without the induced-emission term,
for nitrogen as calculated from Eq. (1-3.24) and, using the best available methods, as
calculated by Armstrong 74 for Θ = 5 eV, iV = 5.23 x 1017 cm" 3 , and Θ = 10 eV,
N = 1017 cm - 3 . Reproduced from Penner and Thomas. 7 2

translational temperature for a gas at equilibrium. The "emission
coefficient' ' ev is evidently independent of the frequency v. A relation of
this form is clearly obtainable only when the spectral absorption coefficient varies inversely with v3, i.e., for a plasma described by two ionized
species it can apply only in the frequency range below the ionization
energy of the more easily ionized species where x < xlm . For x < xlm ,
we find from Eq. (1-3.24) that
* 3 Α'θηΙ*

for

m2>i,

i.e.,

16π2

N2e«m*

x(*) = 3 V3 hcv\27rm f/2 (kTfl* (*■ - i)·
e
Multiplication of twice the Planck function, viz., of
2#„ =

•(«--l)-\
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by χ(χ) and division by 2π then leads to the result
_

€v

32TT2

me^NjNe

~ 3 VÏ c*(2nmef;2 {kTfl2

since m2N2 = iV| = A^iV^. Hence, iw £Ä£ specified restricted frequency
range, our relation differs from that of Finkelnburg and Peters by the
identification of Z2 with in (which is the average number of electrons
produced per atom). Reference to Fig. 1-3.1 shows, for example, that m
increases from 1.7 to 4.3 for nitrogen as the temperature increases from
5 to 20 eV at a number density of 1019 per unit volume.

1-4

Approximate theoretical procedures for calculating line
and band radiation on diatomic molecules

Theoretical procedures for the calculation of absolute line and band
radiation have been fully described in a recently published book, 77 as
well as in a number of other journal articles. For the spectral line
profiles mentioned in Section 1-1E, a number of detailed numerical
calculations has been performed. T h e results of these calculations on
molecular emitters are generally in acceptable agreement with experimental measurements.
The derivation of the basic formulae used in these calculations forms
the subject of Chapter 7 in Penner. 77 T h e theoretical equations are
ultimately based on the direct application of Eq. (1-1.37). Rather than
review the quantum-mechanical considerations that are involved in the
theoretical calculations of absolute intensities, we shall confine our
considerations to approximate computations utilizing somewhat simplified relations. For diatomic and polyatomic emitters, our calculations
not only predict modified spectral absorption-coefficient contours as a
function of wavenumber, but provide, at the same time, a very excellent
(usually within a few percent) representation of wavenumber-integrated
intensities.
The basic technique* used in the approximate calculations involves
utilization of a "smeared-out rotational line structure , , ) i.e., the spectral
absorption coefficient is set equal to a local mean value which is computed by dividing the local value of the integrated intensity of a rotational
line by the local line spacing. 77 This procedure has been shown 78 to be
equivalent to an alternative technique used by Kivel et al.79>80 We shall
* T h e procedure was first applied systematically by S. S. Penner, J. A. L. Thomson,
and W. J. Hooker in the years 1956-1958 (see pp. 275-280 of Penner 77 ).
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illustrate the method of calculation successively for the pure rotation
spectrum, the vibration-rotation spectrum of diatomic emitters, and
electronic band systems belonging to diatomic emitters. In each case,
we shall use the two formally different procedures, which lead to identical
results, for the rigid rotator-harmonic oscillator model of a diatomic
molecule.
1-4A
SPECTRAL ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT
TRANSITIONS, a. Smeared-out rotational line

FOR

PURE

ROTATIONAL

structure. For the pure
rotation spectrum, the wavenumber for the transition n —> n> K —>· K — 1
is given by the relation*
hc<»(n.K)An.K-i) ^ 2KhcBe

(1-4.1)

for large K where Be is the rotational constant. Hence
K~œ<*'»-<*·*-».

(1-4.2)

ZlJQ

Also, the energy of the level with rotational quantum number K — 1
above the rotationless level is
«<„..U„.*-i> =* K{K - 1) hcBe = W » - 2 B e )

>

(M<3)

where we use simply ω for ^(η>κ),(η,κ-ι) ·
We define the *'smeared-out rotational model/ ' in general, by the
relation
1 df
d /
El\
/ d<ω
where the proportionality constant is determined in such a way that the
integral over ω of the derivative df/dœ equals the total /-number; the
energy Et refers to the lower state involved in the transition.
Using the smeared-out line approximation, we find for the pure
rotation spectrum that
d

fn.n a-

dw

f

J_

Un

L v n _ €(n.0).(n.g-l)1

dœ LeXP

'

kT

J'

and, in view of Eq. (1-4.3),
d

fn,n -r jr

dœ

Jn n

'

hc œ

(

~

B

2BekT

e)

Γ^ γ|Λ _ g(n.o).(n.g-i)l

L exp

kT

\

* Approximate estimates [see Eqs. (1-4.1) to (1-4.13)] for spectral absorption coefficients
in pure rotation spectra were derived by S. S. Penner and communicated to S. A. Golden
at Rocketdyne in 1961. Refined calculations by S. A. Golden were subsequently published
in the open literature (see Golden 81 ).
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or
dfn,n_.
fn n

hc(w -- BB
e)e){|
hc{<o

da ~ -

2BekT

r

Γr _ hc(üj-B
e
hc(w - ef-\\
Bey I )( /^ ihcB
,hcB*

Xp

4Ββ*Γ

L

\\\P\4kT)'

(iqA)

which is normalized in such a way that

<>-4-5>

i,ifd"-f·"Jn,n

The spectral absorption coefficient associated with the transition
(nyK)^(n,K1) is77
ne2 Nn dfn%n \Λ
/ _ _ hdx
mc2 p da

CJL- - '.,.„.,..„, ^ f f f [> - h> - £)] - (>-«)

where
ω

—ω(η,Κ),(η,Κ-ΐ)

-

From Eqs. (1-1.14) and (1-1.16) it follows that

i*b^u = 8 ^ tΛ^1 ;

(1 47)

~'

using now Eq. (1-1.37), we find that
π€2

C

r

647T 4

o

, ^

877 3

,o

o / T^

. .

1

,.,

. ox

In the derivation of Eq. (1-4.8) we have noted (cf. the third equation in
Penner, 77 p. 136) that
\&lu\2^\@(n,K-l)An,K)\2=—~

Σ
Sn,K-l

I #<».*-!.">. (η,Κ,Μ') I»

Μ,Μ'

and
gn,K_l=2K-\~2K,
Σ

\@in,K-i,M)An,K.M')?^u{K-\).

(1-4.9)

MM'

Equation (1-4.9) follows from Eqs. (7-62) of Penner 77 for the vibrationless transition K — l —► K if μ0 denotes the permanent dipole moment
of the diatomic molecule.
Combining Eqs. (1-4.4), (1-4.6), (1-4.8), and (1-4.2), we now find
that 81
_ 2τ73 Νη μΙω(ω - 2Be)

\Τω)η.η -

3

p

BekT

I hcBe \

exp y ^

χ

j
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Equation (1-4.10) refers to the vibrational state which is identified by
the quantum number n. T h e total spectral absorption coefficient is
obtained by summing over the contributions made for different values of
n. But, to the order of approximation used, the only term in Eq. (1-4.10)
depending on n is Nn . Hence
P -Y(P\
n

- 2π* N? ώω(ω - 2B*Î Uexp
n ( hcB* W
' ~~ 3Be P
kT
L I 4kT 11

nn

where the ideal-gas law has been used since we have employed the
relation X NJp ~ Ντ/ρ> where Ντ is the total number of molecules per
unit volume; also NT/p = 1/kT.
b. Use of the just-overlapping-line
(1-4.7), and (1-4.8) it follows that
c

S(n,K)An,K-i)

87Γ3 N%
μ\\Λ
= Wc — ω y [1 -

(
hca>Y\
(expr - — j j

2 L

3hc p

From

model.

V

Eqs. (1-1.14),

(K-l)
_ { )

( 2 K

kT/1 (2K-

1) *

But
Nl

(η.θ)Λη,Κ-1

= #<n.JT-l> = ·

QK

where the statistical weight gK_1 becomes
gx-x = 2(K - 1) + 1 = 2K - 1 = (w -

Be)/Be

and the rotational partition function is
QK~kTjhcBe
for heteropolar diatomic molecules. Hence we obtain
S^n.KUn.K-D

4ΤΓ3 Νη

ω(ω -

= - y -

jf

2Be)

I

/

jexp ^

efa,o),fa,AT-i)\)

j|

w

x[l-(ex

P

-^-)]^.

(1-4.12)

Since the rotational spacing is approximately 2Be , we find that
I-(n.K)An.K-l) —

2β&

~

3

p

BekT

„ ( - a - ^ ^ ü ) ! [,_(«, _ «hcw^
-)].

(1.4,3)
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Equations (1-4.10) and (1-4.13) are evidently identical since [cf. Eq.
(1-4.3)]
*(η,ο),(η,*-ι) _

M** -

kT

B

e)2

4BekT

hcBe

4kT '

c. Effect of vibration-rotation interactions and refined calculations.
Golden 81 has noted that a first-order correction for vibration-rotation
interactions may be obtained quite simply by replacing Be by
Bn

<*e(n + J),

Be

(1-4.14)

where a e is a tabulated spectroscopic constant.
A more exact calculation, based on the "just-overlapping-line" model,
has been performed for the H F molecule by using the following procedure: 81
(1) The integrated intensities of the rotational lines in various vibrational levels is first evaluated accurately.
(2) Next a wavenumber interval is chosen which is centered on a
strong rotational line according to the method illustrated in Fig. 1-4.1.
-Aw*

Δω 3 -π

I

ill mm limn lllllllllll UJLL i i i i IL
FIG. 1-4.1. Illustration of the method of determining the local line spacing. Positions
of the centers of very intense lines are designated by ω1 , ω2 , ω3 , and ω4 . The spacing
used for the interval about the line with center at <ot is Δω{ = \(ω{ - a>i_i) + ^(ω ί+1 - ω{) =
^(ωί+ι — ω ζ-ι); reproduced from Golden. 81

The integrated intensities of all lines lying in the specified interval are
then summed to obtain a * 'total' ' integrated intensity over the interval.
(3) The spectral absorption coefficients are finally set equal to the
ratios of the sums of the line intensities to the assumed widths of the
intervals, i.e.,

- Σ .A
Δω '

(1-4.15)

The results of the ''approximate'' smeared-line model calculations are
compared in Fig. 1-4.2 with those derived from the "just-overlapping-
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WAVENUMBER, c m " 1

F I G . 1-4.2. Comparison of the results of the "approximate smeared-line" and
"exact just-overlapping-line" models for H F . T h e smeared-line calculation has been
performed to the rigid-rotator approximation, while the just-overlapping-line calculation
is based on the use of exact line intensities and rotational energies. Reproduced from
Golden. 81

line" model using essentially exact matrix elements and rotational energies. Reference to Fig. 1-4.2 shows that the simplified computations
constitute an excellent approximation to the more exact numerical
calculations. The results of approximate calculations, based on the use
of Eq. (1-4.11), have been given by Golden 81 for OH, CO, NO, HC1,
and HBr.
1-4B
APPROXIMATE INFRARED EMISSIVITY CALCULATIONS FOR DIATOMIC
MOLECULES AT ELEVATED TEMPERATURES.78 We shall now derive analytical

expressions for the spectral and (hemispherical) engineering infrared
emissivities of diatomic gases at optical depths which are so high that we
may assume essentially a continuum distribution of rotational line
structure in vibration-rotation bands. We shall demonstrate the utility
of our formulae for approximate infrared spectral emissivity calculations
by showing that the numerical results obtained by Breene 82 for NO in
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air are reproduced, in good approximation. This discussion is very
similar to the treatment of Penner, Sulzmann, and Ludwig. 78
Consider transitions between the ground state with vibrational
quantum number it" and rotational quantum n u m b e r / ' and the upper
state n\ / . Since both vibrational levels belong to the same electronic
state of a given diatomic molecule, we may write the respective rotational
energies (e^·) in the form
er=r(r

+ l)hcBe

(1-4.16)

«*'= fU'

+ l)hcBe,

(1-4.17)

and

where h is Planck's constant, c is the velocity of light, and Be the rotational constant for the given state. The selection rules allow Aj = ± 1
except that, for asymmetric top molecules, the transitions Aj = 0 are
also allowed. We shall assume that the contributions of the ^-branches
to the total and spectral emissivities may be neglected at temperatures
which are sufficiently high that, for all practical purposes, / ~ / ' .
Subject to this last approximation, we note that
hew = (€W- - en-) ± 2j'hcBe ,

(1-4.18)

where ω is the observed wavenumber for the transition (n"yj") —► (w',/)
if en" and e n ' are the corresponding vibrational energies. Hence
«,- c (j'y hcBe = ( ^ - - ^ Τ )

2

(1-4.19)

hcBe

and*
dfn'.n*
dœ

1 r
2 Jn'*n"

1 hcœ - {en' 2BekT

€n*) 1

(
P

i

[hew - {en> 4heBekT

en»)f)
j "
(1-4.20)

f

In Eq. (1-4.20), fn y is the total/-number for the ri —> n" transition, k
is the Boltzmann constant, and T denotes the temperature. Equation
(1-4.20) is obtained by assuming that
- f c l = oon.tx/.....

x-£-(op-#)

* Compare Penner, 77 p. 398. Equation (1-4.20) provides essentially a relation between
the local value of the spectral absorption coefficient and the product of (integrated
intensity) and (population in the ground state) for a given transition.
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and determining the constant in such a way that
f

™Jn'
,n"
Jn,η"

K=Un>-en»)/hc

—1

αω

x

Ί

αω =fn',n"
I

It is now convenient to write
Jri,n"

Jn'—n",θΧη',n"

>

\L-H.ZL)

w h e r e / n ' _ n - 0 is t h e / - n u m b e r for the transition from the ground state
that falls in the same spectral region as the transition ri —►ri'.From the
general relation
r _ /

„*£Ν^α/η>.ηr

«n>,n»-mc2

p

dœ

|/

_ hcwvi

^eXP

k

) \

T

for the spectral absorption coefficient at the wavenumber ω produced by
the vibrational transition ri —►ri'(e and m denote, respectively, the
electronic charge and mass; Nn»jp represents the total number of
molecules in the ground vibrational state per unit volume per unit
pressure), we find for the spectral absorption coefficient Ρω the following
explicit relation:
Ντ
hc
P —V P
L·—*
Γι
Jn n Q
r»-L
*V.»· - 2 mc* '- "' pQv 2BekT 1/

X Σ Xnn

l
facayi
Γ Χ ρ kT ) \

|ex P ( - - g r ) | I ω - ov. w . | [exp - ^ " ^

0

' ] ,

(1-4.22)

where Ντ/ρ is the total number of molecules of the emitting species per
unit pressure per unit volume, and Qv represents the complete vibrational
partition function.
Equation (1-4.22) takes a particularly simple form to the harmonic
oscillator approximation since only the transitions ri —>ri— 1 are
allowed in emission and
ω

η',η" = ωο = const,

x*n.n.

p ho =

-

€n» = (n" + | ) hcœ0 ,

= ri = n" + 1 [Penner,7' Eq. (7-56)], viz.,

y 2^·ο Wv t1 " (exp " ^ ) ] lexp (" w ) I
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where the subscript ho identifies results that are applicable to the harmonic oscillator approximation and ω ~ ω0 for harmonic transitions.*
The spectral emissivities for gases distributed uniformly through the
length / at a partial pressure p may be computed readily from Eqs.
(1-4.22) and (l-4.22a). Thus
€ω = 1 - e x p ( - ΡωΡ1)

(1-4.23)

€w.ho = 1 - e x p ( - Pœ,hoP1)-

(1-4.23a)

or
a. Approximate calculation of spectral absorption coefficients and of
spectral emissivities for the first overtone region. We may derive an
approximate expression for the spectral absorption coefficient in the first
overtone region by noting that Eq. (1-4.22) leads to the relation
1 πβ2

ΝΎ

r

he

/

l* ~ Γ Χ Ρ ~

^.overtone ^ y ^^jQ^W^kT

hca>\i
~kTl\

χ | ω _„„,μ [ _Μ^^>ΐ] ΐ [ « ρ ( _^ ) ]
x £ [ 4 ( „ - + 2)(„- + l ) ] ( e x p - - î ^ p ! )

(1-4.24)

n"

since [Penner,

77

Eq. (7-95)]
x i ' + 2 . » ' ^ i ( » ' + 2 ) ( n " + l).

* Equation (l-4.22a) is identical with Eq. (11-141) of Penner: 77
a
tt'

Ρω ho = P v R =
VR

ex

P

u'2

·

4(5C) 1 / 2
4γ
T h e validity of the preceding identification may be demonstrated as follows. T h e quantity
a. in Eq. (11-141) of Penner 77 represents
X α«,η+1 ,
n

where αη.η+ι is the integrated absorption for the band corresponding to the transitions
n —> n + 1. But, according to Eq. (7-91) of Penner, 77

X <*».»+! ^ «o.l [1 ~ ( eX P

/^/J "

Furthermore [cf. Eq. (2-21) of Penner 7 7 ],
α

ο.ι =

7-'^." ^ ^

pQv
;'■-&[-(--£■)]['-(--£)l·

me2

B = C = Be , u' = hc | ω — ω0 I kT, and y = hcBJkT. T h u s the identification
Eq. (l-4.22a) with Eq. (11-141) of Penner 77 has been established.
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Hence
,, over tone '

11 πβ
πβ2

iV T
(/ ααο.20>2 \\ f/ "τ
Jl
2 mc* l α0ι1 )Tt -° pQv

X 1

lexp

L

exp

(/
I

ha
fco>o\
2*T j

ΓΧΡ1

2W

TTIJ

X [l - ( e x p - - ^ ) ] - 3

4W

J|

(1-4.25)

since [see Eq. (7-91) of Penner 77 ]
Z m <*m,m+2 ^
a

Z-ra m , w + l

/2

5 u
a

N __

€ χ ρ

0,l ^

/ _
\

hc

™0

Xl"^

kl

/\

[1 — exp(— 2hcw0lkT)] _ a0t2
'° [1 - e x p ( - Α*ω0/*Γ)] " « o . / 1 · 0 '

and the c o n s t a n t / 2 0 is conveniently evaluated from room temperature
(rt) data by using the preceding relation, i.e.,
\ ao,i ; r t

The spectral emissivity in the first overtone region is given by the
expression
^.overtone = 1 — e x p ( — ^ ω , overtone/^)·

(1-4.26)

b. Approximate calculation of hemispherical engineering emissivities
for transparent gases. For transparent gases distributed uniformly
throughout the optical depth pi, the emitted spectral radiancy is
πΙω

= Rœ = R°œPœpl,

where R% is the spectral blackbody radiancy. Using Eq. (1-4.22a), we
obtain the following explicit relation for the fundamental region:

ω=

1 / π2β2 \

yr^~)

tl

o sx r

( ω

Ντ1 r

/

exp

hcœ\\ ^

o .

Xnn

^'-""'Ο~η~σ L x r ~ w ) \ ^ " ' ω ~ ω η ' * η " '
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where
Q'r ~ BekT/hc
is Bl times the rotational partition function. To the harmonic oscillator
approximation, we find that

χ [' - h - » P » - -1 «Ρ[- ^ ^

- (>-4.^)

The (hemispherical) engineering emissivity is defined by the expression

€

(1 428)

^ = -^ΓΚωάω'

"'

Hence, to the harmonic oscillator approximation,
15e2

/ hccüQ \ 4 .

NTl r

3hcw0 \ι [\

/

/

hcœn \ i - 2

* ■ · * " - Ä \ h r " ) Λ · 0 W Îexp (" ~2kT-)\L1 - (exp --ΤΤΊ\ ·
(1-4.29)

Similarly, for the first overtone region,
,0 = " ^ Γ J

^.overtone dœy

(1-4.30)

whence, using Eq. (1-4.25) and the transparent gas approximation,

*—. - 1 (-£-) ^ (%l /,. H K (- ^ ) ]
i » - - 1 «Ρ[-*ΤΕΚΚ]

- h (- £■)] [' - h - W

(1-4.31)

and
15e2

/ 2hcwn \ 4 / an o \

-

AfT/ r

/

5Ac<

X [l - ( e x p - - ^ ) ] - .

(1-4.32)

Comparison of Eqs. (1-4.32) and (1-4.29) shows that
e

i,o;ho

'(■5t)> (-»]['-(«*-τ?-)Γ· <"·33>
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The ratio €2,o/ei,o;ho should not be confused with
lim

J €ω, over tone d(x)

J r^overtone

"ω

2ÄCC

si-

kT
(1-4.34)
which may be obtained directly by integrating tabulated spectral
emissivity data for transparent gases.
c. Approximate spectral emissivity calculations for NO. Spectral
emissivities have been computed for N O in air at various optical depths
by using Eqs. (1-4.22a) and (1-4.23a) for the fundamental region and
Eqs. (1-4.25) and (1-4.26) for the first overtone region. These spectral
emissivity data are compared* in Figs. 1-4.3 to 1-4.7 with the results of
numerical computations performed by Breene. 82 Reference to Figs. 1-4.3
to 1-4.7 shows that our approximate theoretical values for the spectral
i.o
SIMPLIFIED THEORY

0.8

BREENE'S DATA82

0.6
0.4
0.2
J
1300

2000

cu.cnrr1

L
3000

.yy^

4000

FIG. 1-4.3. T h e spectral emissivity of N O in air as a function of wavenumber at
3000°K and ten times normal density for an optical depth of 47.1 cm-atm; reproduced
from Penner et al.;78 the plotted values of €ω should be replaced by
{1 - exp[(128/70) ln(l - e j ] } .
* For the purposes of this comparison, we have employed the same integrated intensity
estimates as were used by Breene. These numerical results are practically identical with
the values reported by Penner and Weber, 83 which must be extensively revised in accord
with recent measurements (see Varanasi and Penner 83a and the references quoted in this
paper). In first approximation, all of the spectral emissivities in Figs. 1-4.3 to 1-4.7
should be replaced by the term {1 — exp[( 128/70) ln(l — €ω)]}, where βω represents the
values plotted in the figures; this change allows for revised experimental estimates of
integrated intensities. For sufficiently small values of €ω , the spectral emissivities are
thus increased by the factor (128/70).
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• SIMPLIFIED THEORY
82

BREENE'S DATA1

J
-

T
3000

4000

ω, cm ·

FIG. 1-4.4. The spectral emissivity of NO in air as a function of wavenumber at
5000°K and ten times normal density for an optical depth of 206 cm-atm; reproduced
from Penner et al. ;78 the plotted values of €ω should be replaced by
{1 - exp[(128/70) ln(l - e j ] } .

emissivites agree reasonably well with the results obtained from machine
computations. The most notable discrepancy is a small shift toward
larger wavenumbers for the wing values of the spectral emissivities
computed from our formulae. This shift is expected since we have
neglected all anharmonicity corrections. Slight errors have also been
introduced because we have ignored vibration-rotation interactions.
i.o
SIMPLIFIED THEORY
BREENE'S

1300

2000

DATA

3000

4000

cü,cm -I

FIG. 1-4.5. The spectral emissivity of NO in air as a function of wavenumber at
7000°K and ten times normal density for an optical depth of 222 cm-atm; reproduced
from Penner et al.;78 the plotted values of €ω should be replaced by
{1 - exp[(128/70) ln(l - «J]}·
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FIG. 1-4.6. T h e spectral emissivity of N O in air as a function of wavenumber at
8000°K and ten times normal density for an optical depth of 191 cm-atm; reproduced
from Penner et al.;78 the plotted values of €ω should be replaced by
{1 - exp[(128/70) ln(l - βω)]}.

With the suggested modifications, the analysis should yield improved
results, albeit at the expense of considerable complication.
The excellent agreement between our calculated estimates and Breene's
data of J* €ω άω for the fundamental and first overtone bands may be
judged by noting, for example, that both of our values at 5000°K for
normal density are higher than Breene's by only about 2 % .
0.8
-SIMPLIFIED THEORY
-BREENE'S DATA

0.4
0.31

0.2I
0.1

/ΓΛ'Τ\\

0
1300
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3000
w,cm

mmP^^Ê^Z^L·
4000

■1

FIG. 1-4.7. T h e spectral emissivity of N O in air as a function of wavenumber at
5000°K and normal density for an optical depth of 13 cm-atm; reproduced from
Penner et al.;78 the plotted values of €ω should be replaced by
{1 - exp[(128/70) ln(l - c j ] } .
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Consider the simplified energy-level diagram for a
diatomic molecule shown in Fig. 1-4.8. Two electronic states are

i
UJ

INTERNUCLEAR DISTANCE·

FIG. 1-4.8. Simplified energy level diagram for diatomic molecules. 84 Thespacing of
the rotational levels is exaggerated for the sake of clarity.

indicated. The vibrational and rotational term values (or energy levels)
of the upper electronic state are identified by the subscripts v' and / ,
respectively; the corresponding term values of the lower electronic
state bear the subscripts v" and 7", respectively. Radiative transitions
may take place between vibrational levels of the two electronic states,
subject to the rotational selection rules

-y = o.

±1

(1-4.35)

The rotational term values for the large values of/' a n d / , which make
the dominant contributions to the spectral absorption coefficients, are
given by the expressions
o>r=j"{j"

+ \)B'i

* This Section is reproduced from Patch, Shackleford, and PennerJ

(1-4.36)
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and
<»* =J'W

+ 1) B'e ^ΪΧΪ'

+ l)B'e.

(1-4.37)

a. Use of the just-overlapping-line model. The equilibrium fraction
of the v" molecules in the / ' state is given by the relation
N,-r
Νυ·

=

( 2 / + 1) e x p [ - / ' ( / + 1) Bïhc/kT]
Σ?1ο (2;" + 1) « P [ - / ( / + 1) Blhc/kT] ·

(l S)

'^

It is well known that we may use the approximation

i

{lf + „rap-

ffi^il* , j ; V K (_££<)] <r _ £
(1-4.39)

at moderate and high temperatures. Hence it follows that
Nv-r _2j'BShctxp[-j'(j"
+ l)flgfc/*r]
7VV- Ä71
"

U-4*·^;

In a given vibration-rotation band involving transitions between
v and v'\ each/'-level is found to participate in the formation of n = 2
or more rotational lines when proper allowance is made for the selection
rules and for spin splitting. We shall simplify the following analysis by
assuming that all of these lines have equal integrated absorption coefficients, Sv"v'.j» , viz.,
S.V

/»OO
V ',3

(1-4.41)

I Ρω.ν.ν.χ.άω.

The sum over Sv»v' .y for all of the lines belonging to a specified /'-level is
proportional to the population ofthat level. Letting OLV»V> be the integrated
absorption coefficient for all lines of all rotational levels for the z/V-band,
we find that, approximately,
a » ' TV »■»

if n represents the number of rotational lines per /'-level. Combining
Eqs. (1-4.40) and (1-4.42), we now obtain
*vv;j

-

2«vWj"B£hc
nkT

CXP

r _ j'U'
L

+ l)Bi!ici
kT
J"

V

qAO)

Equation (1-4.43) is identical with Eq. (14-31) of Penner 77 if we use the
approximation/'(/ + 1 ) —j"2-
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The approximate wavenumber ω at which a line occurs is given by
the difference between the final and initial term values (cf. Fig. 1-4.8),
i.e.,
ω = ων' — ων» + tty — αλ,« .

(1-4.44)

Combining Eqs. (1-4.36), (1-4.37), and (1-4.44), we obtain
+ 1) (ÄS - B'e).

ω = ÛV - ων. -j"(j"

(1-4.45)

For a given vibrational transition, ωυ> and ων» are constant, whence it
follows that the average line spacing δω^ in a band where each/'-level
is associated with n lines is*
J

n

n

v

y

where
(1-4.47)

AB=\Bl-B'e\.

Combining Eqs. (1-4.43) and (1-4.46) and setting Ρ ω . „ ν equal to the
local value of Sv»v'.f divided by the local line spacing (i.e. using a
just-overlapping-line model), we find for the z/V-band that
p
^ω1νν

_ SvWliδω,-

_ oiv»v>Blhc
r
~ kTAB e x p L

/ ( / + 1) Bfrci
kT
J'

(1 4 48)

' ·

We may replace j"{j" + 1) in Eq. (1-4.48) by writing Eq. (1-4.45) in the
form
/ ( / + l)="-^+.
e

w

'·,

e

(1-4-49)

provided that the right-hand side of Eq. (1-4.49) is positive. If it is
negative, ω lies in a wavenumber region where no rotational transitions
occur and, therefore, Pœyvf is to be set equal to zero.
The integrated absorption coefficient, ocv»v' , is related to the electronic
absorption oscillator strength, / , and the Franck-Condon factor, qv»v>, by
the expression [compare Eq. (1-1.16)]
_ 7re2Nfqv»v': /
mc2pQv»

ho

("-τ^

<'-"·5»)

* Equations (1-4.46) and (1-4.48) are equivalent to Eqs. (14-33) and (14-34) of Penner, 77
if we note that the line spacing in Penner 77 is computed for each branch of a band. T h e
present method appears simpler conceptually, since we do not require a final summation
over band branches.
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if induced emission terms are negligibly small, which will normally be
justified except at very high temperatures. The Franck-Condon factor is
defined, as usual, by the square of the vibrational overlap integral
(1-4.51)

J Φν'Φν" dr

Çv"v'

Equation (1-4.50) follows directly from Eq. (2-21) of Penner 77 and from
the definition of the electronic /-number. The vibrational partition
function is
ρ,. = £ («P - i g ? 1 )

(1-4.52)

and should be summed from zero over all integral values of v" to the
value corresponding to the dissociation limit.
Combining Eqs. (1-4.48) to (1-4.50) leads to the relation
^;v"v'

ir*NfqvWhBl \
- mcpQv'kT AB | e

[fXJ" + 1) Bl + a y ] he \
kT
\'

P

V1"4·^

The actual value of the spectral absorption coefficient is the sum of the
contributions made by individual bands in the band system; thus
^ = Σ Σ

Ρ

« » ν .

(1-4.54)

v" v'

Combining Eqs. (1-4.45), (1-4.53), and (1-4.54), we obtain the form of
the results given by Keck et al.yso viz.,
_ ne2Nfh

Γ
((ωωοο
00 —
Γ
— ω)
oj) he
he i
mcpkT Γ Χ Ρ ~
kT
Jφ'

ω

(1-4.55)

where
ψ

Be

=

QTÄB

y y „

(γη

Σ Σ I*-*- jexP

[/(/

+ l)B'e+

ωυ> - ω00] he }

kr

j·

(1 4 56)

- ·

It is interesting to observe that the final expression for Ρω is independent
of the number of band branches, i.e., it is independent of the value of n.
b. The "smeared rotational line model"**
(1-4.20), we start with the equation

As in Eqs. (1-4.4) and

JrT-iK-fe)-

Jv'v

( Μ · 57 >
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and we find, therefore, that
JV V

Ί

hcB'é
B'
B"e\kT

( exp -fr)

(1-4.58)

since

Er~j"(j"

+\)hcB'i

hcBê 7Γ (ω

B'-K
e

(1-4.59)

— ωυ>ν").

e

Equation (1-4.58) holds for B'e Φ B% if | B'e — B"e | represents the
absolute value of the difference between the rotational constants. For a
band system, we must again sum over v" and v' in order to obtain all
contributions at a given wavenumber. Thus
Λ,Λ,
v v

^
■*

— L L
v v

J

+> Jv'v" I nf
■*
' e

hcBi
Bl | kT exp

(1-4.60)

kTJy

where Nv» is the total number of molecules per unit volume in the lower
electronic state with vibrational quantum number v", and p denotes the
pressure.
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FIG. 1-4.9. Approximate values for the spectral absorption coefficients of various N O
y-bands at 2000°K; the numbers in parentheses correspond to (υ', v"). T h e solid curves
were computed from Eqs. (1-4.68), (1-4.69), and (1-4.71). Reproduced from Patch,
Shackleford, and Penner. 84
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In terms of the Franck-Condon factors, qv'v» , we may write
fv'v*

=fyv'v"

,

(1-4.61)

w h e r e / is the electronic/-number. Setting N equal to the total concentration of absorbing species, and noting the equilibrium relation
Nv- _ e x p ( - E9-/kT)
N
Q*

(1-4.62)

we find that
hcBef
N_J_
(
do> - | B'e - B; I kT p QV, ?»'*" l e x p

p

Ev. + Ef
).
kT

(1-4.63)

The spectral absorption coefficient at the wavenumber ω associated
with the τ/V-band, Ρω.ν*ν' , may now be obtained from the relation
77-é?2 Nv"

P . »> = 2
me p

30

32

34

dfv'v»

(1-4.64)

dœ

50

52

54

56

58

FIG. 1-4.10. Approximate values for the spectral absorption coefficients of the NO
y-band system at 2000°K. The solid curves were obtained from the data given in Fig. 1-4.9;
the dotted curves are taken from Meyerott et al.87 Band heads (v\ v") are indicated on
the absorption coefficients curves. Reproduced from Patch, Shackleford, and Penner. 84
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whence it follows, in view of Eq. (1-4.63), that Eq. (1-4.53) is obtained.
Proceeding as before, we may again derive Eqs. (1-4.55) and (1-4.56).
c. Calculations of spectral absorption coefficients for the NO γ-bands at
2000°K. 84 From Eqs. (1-4.49), (1-4.55), and (1-4.56), we obtain the
relation
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FIG. 1-4.11. Spectral emissivities of CO (weak-line approximation), (a) T = 1200°K;
(b) T = 3000°K. Reproduced from Malkmus and Thomson. 8 9
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In Ρω·ν»ν' = — DOJ + In C V V

Reference to Eq. (1-4.70) shows that In Ρω;ν"ν' varies linearly with ω and
that the slopes of these plots are independent of ω. To the order of
approximation to which the present theory has been worked out, it is
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FIG. 1-4.12. Spectral emissivities of NO(weak-line approximation), (a) T = 3000°K;
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apparent that the band head coincides with the band origin [cf. Eq.
(1-4.45)].* Consequently, it is only necessary to compute Ρω;ν*ν' at
ων" and then to draw appropriate straight lines. The value
ω = ων>
of Ρ ω ; ν ν a t t n e band head is
7Te2NfhBeqv»v ' (
hcwv»\
mcpkTQv» ΔΒ- ( e x p - - ^ - )

(1-4.71)

Once Ρ ω ; ΐ /ν i s known, we may obtain Ρω according to Eq. (1-4.54) by
performing a numerical or graphical addition.
The NO y-bands corresponding to the transitions A 2Σ+ —>■ X2TJ are
important in radiant-heat transfer from heated air. An electronic
/-number of about 0.0025 has been obtained by Weber and Penner 85 and
by Bethke 86 experimentally for this band system. Franck-Condon factors
have been calculated 1 by Kivel et al.79 Assuming an /-number of
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FIG. 1-4.13. Spectral emissivities of HC1 (strong-line approximation), (a) T = 6 0 0 ° K ;
(b) T = 5000°K. Reproduced from Malkmus and Thomson. 8 9
* For the N O y-system, the band head is actually close to the band origin (cf. Penner, 77
p. 405).
+
More accurate data have been obtained recently by Flinn et a/. 86a
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0.0025, Meyerott et al.S7 obtained curves of spectral absorption coefficients as a function of wavenumber for the NO y-band contribution to
the absorption coefficient of air. In order to compare the present theoretical results directly with those of Meyerott et al., we have also used
/ = 0.0025. Spectroscopic constants were obtained from Herzberg. 2
Results computed from Eqs. (1-4.70) and (1-4.71) for Ρω;ν"υ' at
2000°K are shown in Fig. 1-4.9; the final values of Ρω are plotted in
Fig. 1-4.10, together with the values given in Meyerott et al.87 The
method that was used by Meyerott et al. is not specified in detail, but it
is noted that averages were employed over frequency intervals of
2000 cm - 1 . Consequently, the results shown in Fig. 1-4.10 must be
considered to be in good agreement.
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A simplified theoretical treatment has been
discussed in Section 1-4B for calculating spectral absorption coefficients
Ρω, the spectral emissivities, and total emissivities e of diatomic
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molecules. The available empirical data are too incomplete to justify
inclusion in this monograph and the complete theoretical studies are too
complex for detailed review. For these reasons, we content ourselves here
with the listing of representative examples which should serve to indicate
the nature of the available information. The data given in this section
constitute the dominant contributions at relatively low temperatures
(T < 3000°K) where the important emission arises from the infrared
vibration-rotation bands, 77 ' 78,88 ' 89 with much smaller contributions from
pure rotation bands. The theoretical calculations are customarily performed in the "weak-line" or ''strong-line'' approximations using a
variety of molecular band models. In the "weak-line" approximation,
the spectral emissivities and absorption coefficients are determined by
the optical depth X = pi; in the "strong-line" approximation, the
important parameter is p2L These two cases arise because the radiantenergy contribution from an isolated spectral line with dispersion
contour is roughly proportional to X = pi (for SX/lnb < 2/π) or to
pi1/2 (for SX/2vb > 2 / T T ) . *
Representative theoretical results, which were derived from numerical
computations, for CO, NO, HC1, and H F are summarized in Figs. 1-4.11
to 1-4.14.
1-5

Approximate band and total emissivity calculations
for C 0 2 9 0

Theoretical calculations of total emissivities for C 0 2 were performed
successfully at low temperatures (300 and 600°K) some years ago. 77 ' 91
More recently, a semiempirical procedure has been described 92 for
correlating spectroscopic data with empirically determined emissivity
data. 93
Spectral emissivities for the 4.3- and 2.7-/x regions have been computed
theoretically by Malkmus, 94,95 who has demonstrated the utility of the
harmonic oscillator intensity formulae for combination bands at elevated
temperatures. Edwards 96 has used empirical procedures to fit and extrapolate measured results on band absorption.
* Here »S (in cm~ 2 -atm _1 ) is a spectroscopic constant and stands for the integrated
intensity of a spectral line = J l i n e Ρω άω\ b (in cm - 1 ) is the half-width of a dispersion
line such that the spectral absorption coefficient (in c m - 1 - a t m - 1 ) is
l«™0l

π

{ω _

ω ( )2) +

2b

at the wavenumber displacement ω — ω0 from the line center at ω0 (in cm - 1 ). 7 7 For
further details, reference should be made to Section 1-1E.
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Penner and Varanasi 90 have shown how the harmonic oscillator
intensity formulae may be used, together with a highly simplified
prescription of band contours, to calculate band and total emissivities
for C 0 2 from low-temperature data as a function of temperature, at
pressures that are sufficiently high to justify the use of a just-overlappingline approximation. Aside from yielding results in semianalytic form,
their procedure appears to be a reasonable one since the supplementary
approximations introduced do not obviously lead to larger errors for
band and total emissivities than those already anticipated because
of the use of the harmonic oscillator intensity formulae. In this
connection, it should be noted particularly that transitions in the 2.7-μ,
region are associated with combination bands that are strictly forbidden
in the harmonic-oscillator approximation; nevertheless, band intensities
are calculated theoretically, in good approximation, by using harmonicoscillator wave functions and an appropriate power-series expansion for
the electric dipole moment. 95
1-5A OUTLINE OF THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS. The integrated
intensity a(in cm~ 2 -atm - 1 ) for the transition n^n\nz —> n^n^ n'3 of a
vibration-rotation band is given by the expression [cf. Eq. (7-117) of
Penner 77 ]
$π3β2ωΝτ
i
/ ,ϊ /\
α(ηΧ« 3 -> ν ? « ο = - ä ^ f t

{
r
|e*P [

W^in^ln^) i ) r
/
* L i U J . ] j [l - (exp -

hew \i
-^r)],
(1-5.1)

where β2 is the square of the electric dipole moment matrix element for
the indicated transition, ω = ω(η1η2ιη3 —> n[n'2l n3) denotes the wavenumber at the band center for the indicated transition, Ντ is the total
number of molecules per unit volume, p is the pressure, gx represents the
statistical weight of the ground state, Qv equals the complete vibrational
partition function, h is Planck's constant, c stands for the velocity in
light, Wv represents the vibrational energy of the lower state involved of
the transition, k is the Boltzmann constant, and T identifies the temperature. In the harmonic oscillator approximation, we find for C 0 2
that [see Penner, 77 Eq. (11-104)]
ρ ν exp[Wv(00°0)lkT] = [1 - e x p ( - hcœJkT)]-1
X [1 - e x p ( - hca>2/kT)]-2 [1 - e x p ( - hcœJkT)]-1,
where ωλ = 1388 cm-1, ω2 = 667 cm-1, and ω3 = 2349 cm-1.

(1-5.2)
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FromEqs. (1-5.1) and (1-5.2), we obtain the following general expression
for the integrated band intensity:
i

, ,7' ,χ

afanfo -> n'xn'2l n3) =

%π3β2ω(ηΛvηι21η~

^

- > n[n12 L η'Λ
L

- -*

Α7

NTgl

X [exp(— hcjkT) (η1ω1 + η2ω2 + η3ω3)]
X {1 — exp[— Ηεω(ηλη\ηζ -> n[n2l n'J/kT]}
X [1 - e x p ( - hcui^kT)} [1 - e x p ( - hcœ2/kT)]2
X [1 - e x p ( - hcœJkT)]

(1-5.3)

since
Wv( w i w 2 w 3) ~

W^v(00°0) = hc{n1œ1 + η 2 ω 2 + « 3 ω 3 )

to the order of approximation used in the present studies. Equation
(1-5.3) is identical with Eq. (19) of Malkmus. 95
Using harmonic oscillator wave functions and a power-series expansion
for the electric dipole moment, it is found94'95'97-99 that, for example,
ß2 = «3 + 1

f

ß2 = i (W3 + 1) (W3 + 2 )

f

2

ß = i K + 2) (n2 + 3) («s + 1)

° r W1W2W3 -* ninl(n3

+ 1)»

° r W1W2W3 ~* ninl(n3

+ 2),

for

nxn\n^ -+ nx(n2 + 2)1 fa + 1)

after averaging over all allowed values of /, etc. Introduction of appropriate data for ß2 into Eq. (1-5.3) allows immediate evaluation of the
sums of harmonic bands in the ideal-gas approximation. The following
generalized relation* is consistent with the results obtained in this
manner:
Σηι,η,,η,,* α [ « Α ~> K + 8J (tl2 + 82)il+8l) fa + δ,); Τ]
Ση,η2,η3.* "K*2W3 "* K + δ ΐ) K + » i ) " ^ K + &Z)\ TQ]
=

_To_
1 — exp[(— hcjkT) ( δ ^ + 82ω2 + δ3ω3)]
T [1 - e x p ( - hcojJkT)]8^! - e x p ( - ^ω2/Α71)]δ2[1 - e x p ( - hcœJkT)]8*'
(1-5.4)

where T 0 is a low reference temperature such that
{1 — exp[(— hc/kT0)

( δ ^ + δ 2 ω 2 + δ 3 ω 3 )]} ~ 1

* The origin of Eq. (1-5.4) is discussed in Appendix 1-1.
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and δ ί (/ = 1, 2, 3) is zero or a small integer. Various special cases of
Eq. (1-5.4) have been given before. For example, 77 ' 95
(l-5.4a)
or 95
Σ <Αηχη\η* -»» K + 1) Wafa + 1); ^]

=

T0
1 - exp[(- fo/ΛΓ) K + α>3)]
71 [1 - e x p ( - hcajJkT)] [1 - e x p ( - hcœJkT)] '

(l-5.4b)

X α ^ / φ ^ - * wi(w2 + 2Y (n3 + !); T]
Σ « I V X -> ηλ{η2 + 2)' («3 + 1); TQ]
T0
1 - exp[(- hcjkT) (2ω2 + ω3)]
T [1 - exp(— hcjoJkT)]2 [1 - e x p ( - hcwJkT)]

(l-5.4c)

where it is understood that the summations extend over all quantum
numbers.
1-5B APPROXIMATE CALCULATIONS OF BAND ABSORPTION. We shall
describe the band contours by a symmetric profile, starting from the
approximation 92 that the band absorption of the zth band is
Ai

Ξ

f

[i _ e x p ( - ΡωΧ)] dco ~ ±5s± UK,),

J ith

V

band

y,

(1-5.5)

where
I(Kt) = JΓ [1 - e x p ( - Kti exp - *«)] άξ
0

(1-5.6)

[see Fig. 1-5.1 for a plot of I(K) as a function of K]>
I{Kj) ~ KJ2

for small Kt (this approximation is good to 2 % for K ^ 0.05),
(l-5.6a)

/(^•) ~ 1.11 [2.303 log(l.llKi)]1'*

for large and intermediate values of Kt.
(l-5.6b)

In Eq. (1-5.5), Ρω denotes the spectral absorption coefficient (in
cm _ 1 -atm _ 1 ) at the wavenumber ω, X is the optical depth (in cm-atm),
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FIG. 1-5.1. The quantity I(K) as a function of K for 0 < K < 10,000. Reproduced
from Penner and Varanasi.90

yi = l.44BeJT
if Bei is the rotational constant in c m - 1 of the ith. band
and T represents the temperature in °K, Kt = <χ{Χ VvJ^eA
with a *
2
_1
identifying the integrated intensity for the band (in cm~ -atm ) at the
temperature T. Equation (1-5.5) yields an upper bound for Ai if the
ith band is an isolated band because the rotational fine structure has been
assumed to be completely smeared out. For two or more partially overlapping bands in the 7th spectral region, we may obtain both upper and
lower bounds for
As

f

J jth

[1 - e x p ( - ΡωΧ)] άω

(1-5.7)

spectral region

by noting that
(45 e /Vf) I ( Σ * , ) < A, < Σ (*B*.ilVVi) UK,),

(1-5.8)

where the summation extends over all of the bands contributing to the
jth region and Ëe and y are (arithmetic) average values for the contributing bands in the yth region. T h e lower bound in Eq. (1-5.8) corresponds to the case in which the various contributing bands are practically
coincident; the upper bound corresponds to the case where strong
contributions from different bands fall in different spectral regions. The
upper bound in Eq. (1-5.8) is generally a reasonable approximation for
molecular bands provided harmonic bands are treated as coincident
(see below) and the band centers are separated by more than about
100 Ëe cm" 1 .
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T A B L E 1-5.1
SPECTROSCOPIC DATA REQUIRED FOR THE THEORETICAL CALCULATION OF
BAND ABSORPTION OF C 0 2 IN THE 2.7-μ R E G I O N ; Be
REPRODUCED

FROM

Band center
(cm"1)
3716
(Wl0°«3 -> («i + l)0°(n,.+ 1)
3609
(0nl2nz -> 0(w2 + 2)l(«3

PENNER

AND

= 0.3906 C M - 1 .

V A R A N A S I . 90

T

0La

(°K)

(cm~ 2 -atm -1 )

300

42.3
28.5

+ 1)

3716
3609

600

21.2
19.5

3716
3609

900

14.1
21.8

3716
3609

1200

13.8
24.2

3716
3609

1500

12.5
28.3

3716
3609

2000

11.65
33.5

3716
3609

2500

10.1
38.8

a

T h e values of a have been calculated, from the measured room-temperature values,
according to Eq. (l-5.4b) for the 3716-cm - 1 band and according to Eq. (l-5.4c) for the
3609-cm - 1 band, respectively.

As an illustration of the utility of Eq. (1-5.8), we present a detailed
comparison between theoretical and experimental results obtained for
the 2.7-/X region of C 0 2 . T h e required spectroscopic data are listed in
Table 1-5.1 and the results of the calculations are summarized in Table
1-5.2. Following Malkmus, 95 we assume that the only important
contributing bands are the Qn\nz —>■ 0(n2 + 2)l(n3 + 1) and
w
i0°w3 —>- (nx -f- l)0°(w3 + 1 ) transitions, for which we use the roomtemperature intensity measurements of Weber, Holm, and Penner. 100
Reference to the data listed in Table 1-5.2 shows that the upper bound
specified in Eq. (1-5.8) is in agreement with the results of direct measurements of A at elevated temperatures, well within the quoted limits of
accuracy of the room-temperature estimates for the integrated intensities
( ± 2 0 % ) . Hence the theoretical predictions of band absorption must be
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T A B L E 1-5.2
COMPARISON OF MEASURED AND CALCULATED VALUES OF A FOR THE 2.7-μ
REPRODUCED

FROM

PENNER

X

T

AND

A observed0

(°K)

REGION.

V A R A N A S I . 90

(cm"1)

Zi(4J3e,,/Vyt)/(iQ
(cm"1)

1200

15.5
7.75

197
121

216
151

1273

11.7

169

178

1500

15.5
7.75

208
128

219
153

2000

15.5
7.75

—
—

280
189

2500

15.5
7.75

—
—

303
209

α
Literature citations to the experimental studies, as well as a comparison of experimental data with results derived from extensive numerical calculations, may be found
in Malkmus. 95

considered to have been accomplished successfully. The fact that the
theoretical predictions appear to become too large, for the smaller optical
depths at elevated temperatures, is probably associated with the use of a
just-overlapping-line model under conditions where the rotational fine
structure is not completely smeared out. However, no precise corrections
for the line structure are possible in any case in view of the lack of
adequate measurements or adequate theoretical relations concerning the
prediction of line widths for polyatomic molecules at elevated temperatures.
1-5C

APPROXIMATE

CALCULATIONS

OF

TOTAL

EMISSIVITIES.

We

evaluate the separate contributions made by all known bands according
to our simplified procedure by starting with the data listed in Table
1-5.3.
Using the data listed in Table 1-5.3, the generalized intensity formula
given in Eq. (1-5.4), and the procedure for computing band absorption
described in Section 1-5B, we have computed the total emissivities of
C 0 2 as a function of temperature according to the defining relation
«=

σΤ1

.

(1-5-9)
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TABLE 1-5.3
INTEGRATED INTENSITIES OF THE STRONGER VIBRATION-ROTATION BANDS OF CO,

Band center
(cm"1)

Transition

648*
667.3
720.5

OPO-^OO^
O^O^OO^
10°0 -^OPO

(740.8)d
(960.8)
(1063.6)

ll10-+0220
00°1 -> 10°0
00°1 -* 02°0

0.22
0.0219
0.0532

(1886)
(1932.5)
(2076.5)

04°0 ->01H)
03H) -* 00°0
IPO-^OOOO

0.0415c
0.0415C
0.12

(2094)
(2137)
2284.56

1220 -> 01M)
20°0 - * 0 P 0
00°1 -> 00°0

2349.3
3609
3716

00° 1 -* 00°0
02°1 -> 00°0
10°1 -+ 00°0

4860.5
4983.5
(5109)

04° 1 -^ 00°0
12°1 -> 00°0
20° 1 -* 00°0

α

oc (300°K)
(cm -2 -atm _1 )
3C
237c
7.5

0.020c
0.005 c
30.0
2676
28.5
42.3
0.272
1.01
0.426

° Reproduced from Lapp, Gray, and Penner.92
Transition of C13OJ6 (C 1 3 0 1 6 is assumed to represent 1.1 % of the total C0 2 ).
c
These numerical values have been chosen to equal the listed band intensities (Penner,77
pp. 310 and 314).
d
Deletion of contributions by bands listed in parentheses will introduce errors smaller
than 2 % into the total emissivity for T < 2000°K and X < 4 ft-atm.
b

where JR^. is the blackbody radiancy evaluated at the center of the ith
vibration-rotation band and σ denotes the Stefan-Boltzmann constant.
The results of the calculations are compared in Fig. 1-5.2 with
HottePs data. 93 In view of the approximations made in the analysis, the
agreement with the experimental data must be considered to be excellent.
For the smallest optical depth (0.01 ft-atm), the theoretical values tend
to be too large because of the previously noted failure of the assumption
that the rotational fine structure has been completely smeared out. At
the highest temperature, the calculated emissivity values tend to be
relatively large compared with the experimental values, possibly because
the contributions of the 04° 1 -► 00°0 and 12°1 -> 00°0 transitions have
been overestimated by the simplified harmonic oscillator approximation.
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FIG. 1-5.2. Comparison of observed
(solid lines) and calculated (dotted lines
passing through circles) emissivities for C 0 2 as functions of temperature; reproduced
from Penner and Varanasi.90

1-6

Approximate band and total emissivity calculations
for H 2 O 1 0 1 ' 1 0 1 a

A highly simplified procedure, utilizing symmetrical band contours
and intensity estimates derived from harmonic oscillator approximations, may be used to calculate band emissivities for H 2 0 at sufficiently
high pressures where the rotational fine structure has been removed.
Agreement with experimental data is satisfactory, as is shown in
Fig. 1-6.1. The analysis presented in this Section 1-6 is based on the
work of Penner and Varanasi. 101
The empirically determined dependence of total emissivities on the
partial pressure of water vapor, at constant total pressure, may be accounted for quantitatively by using a model of randomly distributed dispersion lines falling in the square-root region of the curves of growth.
1-6A INTRODUCTION. Total emissivities for water vapor, as a
function of temperature and optical depth, were measured, some years
ago, by Hottel, Eckert, and others. 93 ' 102 ' 103 These carefully performed
measurements constitute the principal source of useful information in
total radiative exchange calculations involving water vapor. 93
During the last few years, a number of papers have been published on
quantitative measurements of spectral and band absorption for water
vapor. 104-109 Probably the most extensive and most accurate highpressure data are those of Goldstein, 104 which we shall use throughout
the following analysis. Furthermore, important contributions to line-
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FIG. 1-6.1. Comparison of observed93 (solid lines) and calculated (circles) total
emissivities for pure water vapor at atmospheric pressure as a function of temperature.
Reproduced from Penner and Varanasi.101

width estimates of water in collisions with water molecules or with air
constituents have been reported recently. 110 ' 111 It therefore appears
appropriate to reexamine the feasibility of performing quantitative
calculations of band and total emissivities from spectroscopic data, a
program which was first carried out about ten years ago with some
measure of success. 77,112 We shall show that the calculations can be performed simply and accurately by using a procedure involving the assumptions of symmetrical band contours and intensity estimates derived
from harmonic oscillator approximations. We have already seen (Section
1-5)90 that this highly simplified technique yields excellent results for
C 0 2 under conditions where the rotational fine structure is smeared out.
1-6B
OUTLINE OF THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR BANDS WITHOUT
ROTATIONAL FINE STRUCTURE. Proceeding as in emissivity calculations

for C 0 2 , 9 0 we use for the band absorption of the ith band the relation
^~(42?e.*/vV0W

(1-6.1)

I{Kt) = Γ [1 - e x p ( - K£ exp - | 2 )] d(

(1-6.2)

where
J

0
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is plotted in Fig. 1-5.1, Bei is again an appropriate rotational constant
(in cm - 1 ) of the ith band, and yi = l.44Be JT if T is expressed in °K
(cf. Section 1-5). Also Ki = αίΧ\/γίΙ2Β&4
if α ί is the integrated absorption (in cm~ 2 -atm - 1 ) and X equals the optical depth (in cm-atm). To the
harmonic oscillator approximation, the temperature dependence of the
integrated intensity for the sum of a series of harmonic bands may be
calculated from the general expression [cf. Eq. (1-5.4)]
Σηχ.η,.η, <*K , n2, n3 -> Κ + 8j), (n2 + δ2), («3 + δ3); Τ]
a[nx ,n2,n3-+ (wx + δ^, (w2 + δ2), (w3 + δ3); Τ0]
=

T0

1 — exp[(— hcjkT) (S1w1 + δ 2 ω 2 + δ3ω3)]

~T~ [1 - e x p ( - hcwJkT)]8! [1 - e x p ( - hcœ2jkT)]h [1 -

= ^-f(T);

txp(-hcœJkT)Y*
(1-6.3)

where T0 is a low reference temperature such that
1 — exp[(— hc/kT0) ( δ ι ω ι + δ 2 ω 2 + δ3ω3)] ~ 1,

δ^ (i = 1, 2, 3) is zero or a small integer, ω{ is the wavenumber at the
center of the zth fundamental band, and the other symbols have their
usual meaning. Close study of HotteFs data 93 and of the very large line
widths associated with broadening in water-water collisions110 suggest
that, at a pressure exceeding about 1 atm of pure water vapor, the rotational fine structure is sufficiently well removed, at all temperatures, to
justify the applicability of our highly simplified model. Thus we expect
to find rotational lines at intervals of a few c m - 1 and a dispersion line
width of perhaps 0.5 cm - 1 . Somewhat more convincing is the empirically
known fact that adequate pressure broadening is achieved, at a few
atmospheres, at room temperature in dilute water vapor and that the
collision half-widths for water-water collisions are five to ten times larger
than the collision half-widths for H 2 0 — N 2 or H 2 0 — 0 2 collisions. 110 ' 111
Goldstein's data 113 were obtained at total pressures in pure water
exceeding about 15 atm. Our simplified theoretical relations are, therefore, well applicable to his results. We have used Goldstein's roomtemperature estimates for the integrated absorption, in conjunction with
Eqs. (1-6.1) to (1-6.3), in our computation of the total band absorption
At. Proper distribution of the band intensities among the two bands in
the 1.38-μ, region and the three bands in the 2.7-/x region has been
carried out by starting with the assumption that the integrated intensities
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have the temperature dependence specified in Eq. (1-6.3). Thus we
write Eq. (1-6.3) in the form
Σ «*(Γ0)Λ(Γ) = -ψ-Σ «an

(l-6.3a)

where we have summed over all of the i bands located in the spectral
region for which the measurements were made, Σ* α ί( Τ) is the observed
integrated intensity at the temperature T for the entire spectral region,
and the quantities a^( T0) are to be determined from these measurements
by using the value of fi(T) = f(T) for the ith band, as defined in
Eq. (1-6.3). The two bands in the 2.7-μ, region, with band centers at
3652 and 3756 cm - 1 , are the vx- and ^-fundamentals with
δχ = 1(δ2 = δ 3 = 0) and δ 3 = l(81 = δ2 = 0), respectively, for both
of which fi(T) = 1. Hence it is not possible to determine individual
values of oci(T0) for these two bands according to Eq. (l-6.3a). However,
as will become clear in the subsequent analysis, our estimate for the
total absorption is independent of the relative contributions of the vxand ^-fundamentals, provided either (a) the bands are extensively overlapped or (b) one of the bands is relatively much stronger than the other.
Actually, both of these conditions appear to be met. *
The value of oLi(T0) for the weak band with center at 3151 c m - 1
(δχ = 0, δ2 = 2, and δ 3 = 0) has been determined empirically by fitting
Goldstein's spectral absorption coefficient ( = Ρ ω in cm _ 1 -atm _ 1 ) measurements. 104,113 By using the data listed in Table 1-6.1 and the assumption
[cf. Eq. (1-6.2)] that
ΡωΧ = Κ,ξ (exp - I2),

f = I ω - co* |

VYil2Be.i,

where | ω - œf \ is the wavenumber displacement from the ith
band center, we find, for example, the spectral emissivities
[€ω = 1 — exp(—Ρ ω Χ)\ as a function of ω shown in Fig. 1-6.2 for
T = 1000°K.
The remaining integrated intensity estimates listed in Table 1-6.1
were either given by Goldstein 104 or else have been deduced from his
measurements by using Eq. (l-6.3a). Early intensity measurements 115 in
the 20-μ region are now known 116 to represent data on the pure rotation
spectrum of water vapor. In Table 1-6.1 we have not listed a weak band
(000—► 111) centered at 1.1 μ with an estimated integrated intensity of
1.8 X 10~3 times that of the v 3 -fundamental, 116a i.e., oc ~ 0 . 4 cm~ 2 -atm _1 .
* According to Benedict et a/.,114 the v3-fundamental is about ten times stronger than
the νχ-fundamental.
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T A B L E 1-6.1
INTEGRATED INTENSITIES OF VIBRATION-ROTATION BANDS OF H 2 0 AT 300°K,
MOSTLY DERIVED FROM GOLDSTEIN'S MEASUREMENTS. 104 » 113
REPRODUCED

FROM

PENNER

AND

V A R A N A S I . 1 01

Band center
(cm"1)

Transition

1.38

7252
6873

000 — 101
000—021

15.6
0.48

1.87

5332

000—011

21.6

3151
3652
3756

000 — 020
000 — 100)
000—001)

3.2

2.7
6.3

1595

000—010

Spectral region

(ri

3000

3200

a

(cm_2-atm-1)

3400

3600

191
225

3800

4000

4200

F I G . 1-6.2. Comparison of observed 113 (solid line) and calculated (dotted lines passing
through circles) spectral emissivities of water vapor in the 2.7-μ region; optical depth =
30 cm-atm; T = 1000°K. Reproduced from Penner and Varanasi. 101
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The contribution of this band is negligibly small in the temperature and
optical depth range of interest to us in the present calculations.*
Using the data listed in Table 1-6.1, in conjunction with Eqs. (1-6.1)
to (1-6.3) and the value Bei = 11.6 cm - 1 , 7 7 ' 1 0 1 we may compute the
ratio
(4^ e , f /Vy f )/(^) >
(^i)exp

with the ( ^ e x p representing the values derived directly from Goldstein's
measurements. 104 » 113 The results are shown in Table 1-6.2, where we
have used the upper bounds [see the discussion of Eq. (1-5.8) in Section
1-5] for all of the bands except for the vx- and ^-fundamentals, which
have been treated as single bands, in accord with our earlier discussion.
An approximate correction has been made for the isotopic constituents
associated with H D O and with O 17 and O 18 , which make up about
0.27% of normal water. 117 ' 118 In order to allow for the contribution of
isotopic bands, we replace I(Kt) by 7(0.997 K{) + 7(0.0027 K^ which
increases the calculated values of Ai for the stronger bands by about
2 to 3 % .
Reference to Table 1-6.2 shows that the largest observed discrepancy
with our highly simplified treatment occurs for the 6.3-μ band and is
about 18% ;+ the discrepancies are generally smaller than about 5% for
the other band regions. Thus it appears that we have devised a useful
procedure for the approximate computation of band absorption from
spectroscopic data.
It is apparent that there is an ambiguity in the selection of a "proper"
value of Bei. In this connection, it should, however, be noted that the
theoretical values of Ai is independent of Bei for sufficiently small
values of Ki and that it varies as Bl{*[log (ψ/Βΐ^)]1/2 for large values of
Ki where φ is independent of ^/Bei . This relatively weak dependence
of the theoretical value of Ai on BGi is, in large measure, responsible
for the success of our highly simplified procedure.
1-6C
THEORETICAL
CALCULATIONS OF
"SMEARED-OUT" ROTATIONAL LINES. Total

TOTAL

EMISSIVITIES

FOR

emissivity calculations for

* An approximate intensity estimate of 1.9 cm - 2 -atm _ 1 has recently been given for
the 1.1 -μ band of H 2 0 (see Ferriso and Ludwig 116b ). The use of this larger value does
not affect the conclusions stated in the text.
+
We have a fairly satisfactory reason for explaining the disproportionately large
discrepancies for the 6.3-μ. band. For this band, our symmetric band contour is too
narrow and is, therefore, an especially poor approximation. For precise calculations, it
is clearly necessary to use a much more sophisticated description of spectral structure
for the 6.3-μ. band than we have employed.
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TABLE 1-6.2
T H E RATIO [(4£ e .</vV<)WQ]/(^<)expFOR WATER VAPOR,

USING GOLDSTEIN'S MEASUREMENTS FOR THE DETERMINATION OF (Ai)exv> ;104>113
REPRODUCED

FROM

PENNER

A N D V A R A N A S I . 1 01

T
(°K)

Band Center
(μ)

473

1.38
1.87
6.3

3

0.99
0.99
0.88

1.38
1.87
2.7
6.3

30

0.99
1.1
1.0
0.82

1.38
1.87

3

0.99
1.0

1.38
1.87
2.7

30

0.96
1.0
0.99

1.38
1.87

3

1.0
1.0

1.38
1.87
2.7

30

1.0
0.95
0.93

2.7

10
30

0.95
0.93

673

873

1000

X
(cm-atm)

(ABUVvdHKd
(^t')exp

water vapor have been carried out by using the integrated intensity data
listed in Table 1-6.1. The approximate procedure described in Section
1-6B has been employed in computing the band absorption contributions from various bands at different temperatures and optical depths.
From the band absorption results, the total emissivity of water vapor
is estimated on the basis of the defining relation

Σ* MA
where R% is the blackbody radiancy evaluated at the center of the ith
vibration-rotation band and σ denotes the Stefan-Boltzmann constant.
In these total emissivity calculations, it was necessary to make allowance
also for the contributions of the pure rotation spectrum (see Sections 1-8F
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to 1-8H). For the temperatures and optical densities of interest in our
present calculations, we use the approximate expression for the emissivity
€R of the rotation spectrum given in Eq. (11-136) of Penner; 77 among
other approximations, the induced emission term has not been included
in deriving this relation for € R . Our estimates for the total emissivities
are compared with Hottel's measurements in Fig. 1-6.1. The solid lines
in Fig. 1-6.1 correspond to H o t t e d data for pure water vapor at a
pressure of 1 atm. The effect of partial pressure and line width on the
emissivity of water vapor is discussed in detail in the next section. We
have thus shown that our simplified procedure yields useful estimates
for the total emissivities of water vapor. *
1-6D
TIES.

T H E EFFECT OF ROTATIONAL FINE STRUCTURE ON TOTAL EMISSIVI-

Hotters correlations 93 show the remarkable result that the linewidth correction is independent of temperature. This conclusion is
reached by noting that a universal plot is presented for the ratio cH of
(emissivity for arbitrary water pressure at 1 atm total pressure) to
(emissivity at zero water pressure at 1 atm total pressure) for all temperatures and various optical depths.
HotteFs correlation can be understood in view of the fact that the linewidth effect for moderate and large values of the optical depth should be
accounted for by a statistical distribution of strong dispersion lines. The
emissivity is then determined by the parameter

i

where δ* is the effective spacing of the randomly distributed lines with
effective integrated intensity S{ and half-width b. For fixed optical depth,
we expect {S^)1!2, to vary roughly as Γ - 3 / 4 and the parameter
(2/8*)(5ίΧό)1/2 is, therefore, independent of T if 8f is also proportional
to 7 1-3 / 4 . We have previously accounted for the relation between the
total absorptivities and emissivities of water vapor, for X% 0.1 ft-atm,
by noting that δ* ~ T~*'9 where ξ' ~ l. 119 Hence Hottel's temperatureindependent correction for changes in spectral line width may be
considered to verify the applicability of the statistical line distribution
* At large optical depths, we tend to overestimate Hottel's emissivity values as the
temperature is increased. The origin of this behavior is unclear, although several obvious
possibilities may be cited: failure of our highly simplified procedure at high temperatures,
experimental errors, etc. In view of the crudeness of our calculations, we would not
regard the noted discrepancies as particularly significant if it were not for the fact that
our band absorption computations at temperatures up to about 1000°K were generally in
excellent accord with measured data (cf. Table 1-6.2).
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model for water vapor for X % O.lft-atm. For non-overlapping dispersion lines falling in the square-root region of the curves of growth,
results are obtained that are similar to those specified for randomly
distributed spectral lines (see below).
At the smallest value of the optical depth for which Hottel gives
experimental data (X = 0.05 ft-atm), it is not unreasonable to use a
model of nonoverlapping dispersion lines. HottePs parameter cH is then
defined by the relation
CH

~ 2 y- R° (si>. n nxyi2 '

(

'

where i?°. is the blackbody radiancy at the center of the zth line which
is located at the wavenumber ωί, Si is the strength of the zth line,
bip is the half-width of the tth line at the pressure pw (in atm) of water
vapor when the total pressure is latm, and X represents the optical
depth. As was noted previously in this discussion, we expect the number
of contributing lines N{ to vary with temperature in such a manner that
the product N^SJbt^ X)1!2 remains constant and equal to its room
temperature value. In accord with Hottel's correlation, we must look for
a form of the emissivity,

i

that is expressible as the product of a temperature-dependent and a
temperature-independent term containing the line-width contributions.
This result is clearly obtainable only if we can define constant average
values for the product Ni{Sibi/p ) x / 2 in such a manner that
^= ^ Γ ( Σ < ) ( ^ ^ )

1 / 2

·

(1-6.5)

Hence Eq. (1-6.4) becomes

The preceding qualitative considerations are in accord with more careful
emissivity computations for nonoverlapping dispersion lines on diatomic
molecules [see Eqs. (11-82) and (11-101) in Penner 77 for the special
case in which the line width is the same for all vibration-rotation bands].
The average half-widths bPw are functions of the half-widths associated with water-water collisions, bww , and the half-widths produced
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in water collisions with one of the air constituents, bw A .* Thus, at a
total pressure of 1 atm,
(j>w6w.w)^2{l + [ ( 1 -/>W)/J>W](6W,A/6W,W)}1^
(VA)1'2

Equation (1-6.6) has been used in an empirical determination of the
parameter bWfW/bw A by fitting it to Hotter s data for cH as a function of
pw for X = 0.05 ft-atm (see Fig. 1-6.3). Excellent agreement with the
1.6
1.5
14
H

1.3
1.2
II
1.0
0.0

0.1

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

0.6 0.7

0.8 0.9

1.0

PW

FIG. 1-6.3. The parameter cH = [eHoo.j> /€H0O.J> =O] a s a function on pw for
X = 0.05 ft-atm. Solid lines are taken from Hottel; 93 circles have been calculated from
Eq. (1-6.6). Reproduced from Penner and Varanasi.101

measured results is obtained for bw w/bw A = 2.46, which is somewhat
smaller than the corresponding estimate derived from the data available
for a limited number of spectral lines. 110,111 We may regard the estimate
bw w/bw A ~ 2.46 as an "effective average value'' for all of the rotational
lines in all of the vibration-rotation bands of water vapor.
For X ;> 0.1 ft-atm, it appears preferable to employ a model of
randomly distributed, strong dispersion lines. For a mean line strength
Si, the local mean emissivity is then given by the relation

l^l-expf-^^A.^)1/2]
i

= 1 - exp [ - (ηΧγΐ' 1 (5A.P W =O) 1 / 2 ]

(1-6.7)

i

* It may readily be shown that our results remain unchanged if we distinguish between
H 2 0 — N 2 and H 2 0 — 0 2 collisions and use different half-widths for these encounters, in
accord with the findings of Benedict and Kaplan. 110,111
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where η = bi>pJbiPw=0 = (cH)*=o.o5ft-atm· There is no obvious procedure
for estimating a useful average value of the temperature-independent
parameter (2l8f)(SibPvi=z0)1^2J which we shall designate as χ, from spectroscopic data. We, therefore, resort a second time to the empirical
information contained in HottePs correlations. The single unknown
parameter χ is then determined by fitting the relation
Cu =

l-exp[-for)i/«x]
1
-expi-X^x)

(1-6.8)

to HottePs experimental curves while using the following functional
dependence of η on pw , which may be derived from Eq. (1-6.6):
V = (^H)^=o.05ft-atm = 1 -46p w + 1.

(1-6.9)

For x = 0.4 (ft-atm) -1 / 2 , we find the excellent correlation of results
shown in Fig. 1-6.4. This final estimate for χ appears to be a reasonable

VÎ[FT-ATM] ,/2
FIG. 1-6.4. The parameter c^ as a function of \/X (ft-atm)1/2 for various values of
pw . Solid lines are from Hottel; 93 circles represent plots of Eq. (1-6.8) for χ = 0.4
(ft-atm) -1 / 2 . Reproduced from Penner and Varanasi.101

one since, at room temperature, δ* ~ 4 cm - 1 , bp^ = 0 c^ 0.05 c m - 1 at
1 atm, and S ~ 200/250 = 0.8 cm _ 2 -atm _ 1 , corresponding to the
estimate (2/8f )(5è Pw=0 ) 1 / 2 ~ 0.5 ( f t - a t m ) " 1 ^ . Furthermore, direct
measurements on the 6.3-/x band of water vapor have yielded a value for
X that is in fair agreement (χ ~ 1) with our estimate. 120
We may summarize the contents of the present discussion on the
effect of line width on water emissivities by the observation that cH is
given by Eq. (1-6.6) with bwJbwA
= 2.46 for X = 0.05 ft-atm and by
Eq. (1-6.8) for X ^ 0.05 ft-atm; a proper value of η is obtained from
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Eq. (1-6.9) and χ = 0.4 (ft-atm) -1 / 2 . For sufficiently large values of
Xy Eq. (1-6.8) approaches the correct limiting value of unity; on the
other hand, both Eqs. (1-6.6) and (1-6.8) approach the value of \/η for
extremely small values of X because models of nonoverlapping or
randomly distributed strong dispersion lines have been used; as X—*0,
these models must fail. An estimate for the lower limit of Xf below which
it is preferable to set cH equal to unity, is given by the condition (see
Penner,77 pp. 44-45)
SX
2_
or, for b = 0.05 cm and S = 0.8 cm~ 2 -atm _1 ,
XZ 0.008 ft-atm.
As X is decreased from 0.05 to 0.008 ft-atm, cH is therefore expected to
decrease from the value η1/2 toward unity for small values of pw .
In conclusion, it appears desirable to indicate how our use of a statistical distribution of spectral lines may be made consistent with the calculations of band and total emissivities presented in Sections 1-6B and
1-6C, respectively. In accord with the use of an emissivity independent
of wavenumber for each of the vibration-rotation bands (which is
implicit in the version of the statistical model which we have used), we
write
ΣίΒΪΑωάΤ)
€ =
{1 - e x P [ - W 1 *]}>
(1-6.10)
σΓ4
where Δω^Τ) is the temperature-dependent wavenumber interval in which the spectral emissivity has the constant value
{1 — exp [—(ηΧΥ^χ]}- But e is also given by the expression in terms of
band absorption Ai described in Section 1-6C. Hence it follows that
Αω((Τ) =

Ai

{l-eXp[-(r,X)V*x]}
{l-exp[-(vX)V2X]}·

V-°'ll>

For intermediate and large values of X> K{ falls in the range 10 to 200 and
Eq. (1-6.11) reduces to an expression of the form
Δω<(Τ)~ 10Be.il VYi,
which is very similar to an "effective band width" estimate derived by an
entirely different procedure and given in Eq. (11-25) of Penner.77 On
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the other hand, for sufficiently small values of Xy it may be seen from
Eq. (1-6.11) that Δω{ depends on α ί , X, χ, and {ηΧ)1Ι'λ, which is plausible on physical grounds. Equation (1-6.10) is not generally useful for
a priori calculations of e because an appropriate value of Δω^Τ) cannot
be specified independently of Eq. (1-6.11).
Approximate band absorption calculations for methane*

1-7

The vibration-rotation bands of methane have been intensively
studied in the past. 121-139 This molecule is a spherical top with three
equal principal moments of inertia. T h e v 3 -fundamental absorption
band of CH 4 at 3.3 μ corresponds to a vibrational transition from the
ground state to a triply degenerate state. Coriolis interactions split this
degeneracy and vibration-rotation interactions affect the spacing and
intensity of the rotational lines. Rigorous theoretical calculations of
intensities for the methane spectrum are quite difficult to perform,
particularly at elevated temperatures.
An analytic representation for the band absorption of methane may
be obtained by noting [cf. Eq. (7-127) of Penner 77 ] that the sum of the
rotational line strengths originating from the level with rotational
quantum number / is given by the relation
Σ - V - ^ e x p - ^ ,

(1-7.1)

where a represents the integrated intensity for the vibration-rotation
band, QT is the rotational partition function, gj denotes the statistical
weight of the ground state, Ej is the rotational energy of the / t h level,
k is Boltzmann's constant, and T is the absolute temperature. For a
spherical top,
QT = πΐβγ-ζΐ2σ-ι^

(1_7#2)

where y = (hcB/kT), σ is the symmetry number of the molecule (for
CH 4 , σ = 12), B is the rotational constant, and the other symbols have
their usual meaning. Also,
and

gj = (2J + iy/a

(1-7.3)

E,lkT~J(J+l)Y,

(1-7.4)

+

* The contents of this section are reproduced from a paper by Gray and Penner. 120a
Equation (1-7.4) is true for nondegenerate vibrational states. For the triply degenerate
vibrational states, the Coriolis interaction splits the degeneracy and the rotational energy
values for the three sublevels are given by Eq. (IV, 78) of Herzberg.3
+
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whence it follows that the rotational line spacing is approximately* equal
to
8~2B(l
-ξ).
(1-7.5)
According to the usual procedure, we represent the local spectral
absorption coefficient as the ratio of the line strength to the line spacing
for large values of / , viz.,

P ^ i J ^ - ^ ^ L ^ p ^ ,

(1 .,. 6)

and, since J2 = | ω - ω 0 | 2 /4B 2 (1 — £)2, the band absorption A for an
optical depth X becomes
A=[
J band
10 c

r—T—i i i m i

FIG. 1-7.1.
Penner. 120a

[1 - e x p ( - ΡωΧ)] dœ = 4B(l - ξ) γ-^2Ι2(Κ)
i

1—ι ι ι i M i

T h e functions In(K)

r—i—ΓΤΤΤΤΠ

1

ι ι ι ιιm

(1-7.7)
ι

1 τ ι ι τ i'-i

for n = 0, 1, and 2; reproduced from Gray and

* See Eq. (IV, 85) of Herzberg 3 for a more precise value of the line spacing. T h e
Coriolis coefficient ξ is small for the v 3 -fundamental and the approximation

δ = 2B(\ - f)

~2B

is reasonably good (δ = 9.87 and 2B = 10.48 cm - 1 ). For the ^-fundamental, this
approximation is, however, very poor and δ = 5.74 c m - 1 .
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where
In(K) = Γ [1 - e x p ( - Ky- exp - y*)] dy9
J

(1-7.8)

o
/VX1/2

ocX

(1 7 9)

* = 5(Γ=ο£) '

-·

and ω represents the wavenumber. T h e functions In(K) are discussed in
Section 1-7B and are plotted in Fig. 1-7.1 for n = 0, 1, and 2.
1-7A APPLICATION TO THE 3.3-/X BANDS OF METHANE. T h e band
absorption for methane has been calculated for the 3.3-μ, bands as a
function of temperature and optical depth. T h e results are given in
Table 1-7.1. T h e integrated intensity of the band, a, varies approximately as T _ 1 (see Appendix 1-1 for details) and a value 136 of
oc = 320 c m ^ - a t m - 1 at T = 300°K was used.
It may be seen from Table 1-7.1 that our calculated values of band
absorption are in excellent agreement with the measurements of
Vanderwerf,139 which were performed at constant pressure and constant
optical depth. For values of optical depth 20 ^ X(cm-atm) ^ 200,
our results are in good agreement with the room-temperature measurements of Burch and Williams 136 and the high-temperature measureT A B L E 1-7.1
COMPARISON OF CALCULATED AND OBSERVED BAND ABSORPTION FOR
THE 3.3-/Z BANDS OF C H 4 ;
REPRODUCED FROM G R A Y AND PENNER. 120a

T(°K)

p (atm)

297

0.790
0.921
0.921
1.04
3.12
3.22
0.921
0.921
3.12
3.89
0.921
0.921
2.57
3.20
5.51

373
473
559
567
573
673
828

X (cm-atm)

30
28.2
28.2

2.5
7.4
122
28.2
28.2
7.36

147
28.2
28.2

97
30.3

209

-^calculated

328
326
326
204
272
366
347
377
287
480
395
409
518
448
575

-^observed

325
315
340
87.9

I

205
385
318
349
204
502
368
385
600
464
678

Ref.

138
139
136
138
138
138
139
139
138
138
139
139
138
138
138
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ments of Menard. 138 However, for the relatively small value of the
optical depth of 2.5 cm-atm, at p = 1.04 atm, our overlapping-line
model is apparently not applicable. This type of discrepancy is not
unexpected since the applicability of the just-overlapping-line model is
ultimately determined by the numerical value of the product ΡωΧ in the
line wings.
Welsh et al.126 have noted that pressures in excess of 10 atm are
required, at small optical depths, to smear out the rotational structure
when nitrogen is used as the broadening agent. At very much higher
pressures, pressure-induced absorption becomes noticeable and our
simplified procedure for calculating band absorption would be expected
to yield values that are somewhat too low.
1-7B EVALUATION OF In(K).
The curves shown in Fig. 1-7.1 were
derived by direct numerical evaluation of In(K) (with n = 0, 1, 2). The
function 70 was first studied and tabulated by Ladenburg and Levy; 140
Araki 141 has extended these tables. The function Ix has been evaluated
by Penner (and Hooker) 77 and was used in the calculations on C 0 2 and
H 2 0 (see Section 1-5B).
A series representation, which converges rapidly for small values of Ky
may be obtained for In(K) by expanding the exponential in Eq. (1-7.8)
in an infinite series and interchanging the order of summation and
integration. The result is

In{K) - - y λ

·

WTY)

(1 7 10)

'

For small values of K, the sum may be approximated by the first term
and
In(K) ~ (K/2) Γ[(η + l)/2]
for K < 0.1.
(1-7.11)
Thus, I0 ~ Κπ1/2/!, Ix ~ K/2, and l^K^I^A
for
small values of K.
For large values of K> the integrand in Eq. (1-7.8) is approximately
equal to unity up to the value of y where the factor exp (+J>2) becomes
appreciably larger than Kyn. Figure 1-7.2 shows the integrand
[ΞΞ egn(K)] plotted as a function of y for n = 0, 1, 2 and K = 1 and
K = 1000, respectively. It is apparent from this figure that, for K = 1000,
the value of the integral will be approximately equal to the value of y for
which the integrand egn (1000) is equal to J, i.e., In(K) ~ y0 where y0 is
the value of y for which
è = 1 - e x p ( - Kyi exp - y20)

or

—^-

~ 2

{-^r

erf y) ^
(1-7.12)
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FIG. 1-7.2. The integrands egn(y) for K = 1 and 1000 with n = 0, 1, and 2; reproduced from Gray and Penner.120a

and 1 4 2

eriy = 2π~1/2 f exp(-f 2 ))dt.
In Table (1-7.2), we have compared the values of In(K) & y0 obtained
from Eq. (1-7.12) for large values of K with the exact values.
TABLE 1-7.2
COMPARISON OF EXACT VALUES OF In(K)

FOR LARGE K WITH

NUMERICAL VALUES ("APPROXIMATE") DERIVED FROM EQ. (1-7.12);
R E P R O D U C E D F R O M G R A Y A N D P E N N E R . 1 2 0 8·

Exact
100
1000

h

h

K

2.26
2.73

Approximate
2.23
2.71

Exact
2.43
2.95

h

Approximate
2.42
2.90

Exact
2.62
3.10

Approximate
2.61
3.10

1-8 Effect of (partial) overlapping of spectral lines on the
total emissivity of H 2 0 — C 0 2 mixtures*
The influence of (partial) overlapping of lines in C 0 2 - H 2 0 mixtures
has been calculated. Highly simplified calculations lead to acceptable
agreement with HotteFs empirical correlations at elevated temperatures
(T == 1200°K) where only the 2.7-μ, bands of H 2 0 and C 0 2 are over* This Section is reproduced from a paper by Penner and Varanasi.142a
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lapped. On the other hand, comparisons at 811°K indicate that serious
discrepancies exist in the 15-/x region between Hottel's correlations and
approximate calculations based on recent spectroscopic measurements.
1-8A INTRODUCTION. The experimentally observed data93'102'103*143
on total emissivities of C 0 2 and H 2 0 , at various pressures and temperatures, have been accounted for theoretically 90 ' 101 in Sections 1-5 and 1-6,
in which we have exploited a highly idealized model for the description
of (a) spectral structure in the vibration-rotation bands of polyatomic
molecules and (b) harmonic-oscillator approximations for the computation of relative intensities of harmonic and combination bands.
It has actually been known for many years, 93 » 102,103 ' 143 and is obvious
on physical grounds, that the total emissivities of gas mixtures are not
obtainable simply by adding the emissivities of the pure constituents but
that corrections are required for (partial) overlapping between lines and
bands belonging to the separate contributing emitters. At first sight, it
might appear that a useful procedure for effecting these corrections can
be developed only at the expense of considerable computational effort
because a quantitative treatment for partial overlapping of lines requires
careful study of spectral line shapes and intensities. While this supposition is, strictly speaking, correct, it is nevertheless possible to develop
a highly simpliiied procedure that contains the essential features of the
required correction. It is the purpose of the present discussion to
elucidate this technique.
1-8B OUTLINE OF THEORETICAL PROCEDURE. Since spectral absorption coefficients are additive, the following general expression is obtained
for the total emissivity of a two-component mixture, in which we identify
the two chemical constituents by the subscripts 1 and 2, respectively:

€l 2 =

·

^τ*J

- ~exp(~P"lXl

R [l

+ Ρω Α)]αω

·

'

(1 8 1}

"·

Here σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, T represents the temperature,
i?° is the value of the Planck function at the wavenumber to, Pwi (i = 1
or 2) represents the spectral absorption coefficient (e.g., in cm _ 1 -atm _ 1 )
for species /, and Xi (i = 1 or 2) is the optical depth (e.g., in cm-atm) of
the ith constituent. It is apparent that Eq. (1-8.1) may always be rewritten
in the form

€i 2

· = ^k J 0 Rii[l - exp(~
1

Λ°°

p iXi)] + [1

-

~exp(_ Ρ-Ά)]

- [1 - e x p ( - P^XJ]

[1 - e x p ( - Ρω,2Χ2)]} du>
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or
«i.. = «i + <2 - - ^ τ fl&l

- e x p ( - P^XJ]

[1 - e x p ( - Ρω,2Ζ2)] dw,
(1-8.2)

where ex and €2 are the total emissivities of the pure components 1 and 2,
respectively. Hence the correction for partial overlapping becomes
^€1.2 =

(€1 +
1

€

2) — € 1.2
ο οΛ

= 4 τ f *£[* - e x P ( " p - A M [1 - e x P ( - Λ . . Α ) ] Λ«.
(1-8.3)
σ1
J
o
It is immediately apparent from Eq. (1-8.3) that the calculation of
Ae12 is greatly simplified if one of the exponential quantities, say
[1 — exp(—Ρ ω 1 Χ χ )], is essentially constant in the spectral
regions of the vibration-rotation bands for which the second factor,
[1 — exp(—Ρω2Χ2)]> is substantially different from zero. In this case,
it is useful to employ the following approximation:
j e i i l ~ J L Σ ßfc _
σΐ

exp(-

,ρι

P^XJ]

f
J

jth band of 2

[1 - e x p ( - Ρω,2Χ2)] dco

or
^1.2 ^ Σ tuA2j>

(1-8.4)

where
hj = ^ τ \ \ ~

ex

P(- Λ.Α)]

(1-8.5)

and
A2J = f

J jth band of 2

[1 - e x p ( - Ρω,2Χ2)] dw.

(1-8.6)

Here the quantity [1 — exp(—Ρ ω 2 Χ 2 )] has been taken to differ substantially from zero in the regions of n vibration-rotation bands of
species 2 (j = 1,2, ··· w), P° is the value of P° evaluated at the center of
the j t h band of species 2, [1 — exp(—Ρ ωί1 Χ χ )\ = [1 — exp(—P1jX1)]
has been taken as effectively constant in the region of the 7th band of
species 2, and each of the n integrals in Eq. (1-8.4) is nonzero only in the
regions of one of the n vibration-rotation bands of species 2.
The transformation leading from Eq. (1-8.3) to Eq. (1-8.4) is useful
for the following important cases:
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(a) The vibration-rotation bands of species 1 are significantly broader
than those of species 2; the pressures are sufficiently high to
remove the rotational fine structure of the bands of species 1 ; and
[1 — exp(—PaJtlX1)]
is, therefore, essentially constant in the spectral
regions where [1 — exp(—Ρ ω 2 Χ 2 )] differs significantly from zero.
(b) The vibration-rotation bands of species 1 are significantly broader
than those of species 2; the bands of species 1 consist of randomly
distributed spectral lines, the positions of which are uncorrelated with
the positions of spectral lines, belonging to species 2 ; and a statistical
treatment for radiant-energy emission from species 1 over the spectral
region for which [1 — exp(—Ρ ω2 Χ 2 )] differs substantially from zero is
therefore justified and leads to essentially constant values of
[1 — exp(—Ρω^Χχ)] over the important spectral regions. The statistical
treatment of spectral regions is expected to become a progressively
better approximation as the temperature is raised.
The preceding treatment may be generalized, without essential
difficulty, to gas mixtures with more than two emitting constituents.
1-8C APPLICATIONS TO H 2 0 — C 0 2 MIXTURES. It is immediately
apparent that Eq. (1-8.4) is applicable to H 2 0 — C 0 2 mixtures at moderate and elevated temperatures, since the vibration-rotation bands of
water vapor extend over much wider spectral regions than those of C 0 2 ,
and it is known (see Section 1-6D) that statistical treatments are
useful at moderate pressures. Furthermore, the only region of important
overlapping of vibration-rotation bands is restricted to the 2.7-/x bands
of C 0 2 . Important overlapping occurs also in the 15-/x region between
the pure rotation spectrum of water vapor and various C 0 2 bands. Since
the spectral absorption coefficients of the pure rotation band of water
vapor decrease rapidly with increasing wavenumber in the region of
overlapping near 15/x, the simplifying approximation specified in
Eq. (1-8.4) is not useful for the 15-/x region. For C 0 2 — H 2 0 mixtures,
we therefore replace Eq. (1-8.4) by the expression
J e W > C = (^<0 2<7μ + (^<0ΐ5μ — ( ^ ) 2 . 7 μ (^C)2.7M

+ (1/σΤ4) f
J

Ι5μ C 0 2 bands

/£[1 - e x p ( - Pœ,wXw)] [1 - e x p ( - Pœ,cXC)] dœ
Π - 8 7^

where the subscripts W and C identify water and carbon dioxide,
respectively, and the subscripts 2.7 μ and 15 μ indicate that quantities
appropriate to the 2.7- and 15-/x bands of C 0 2 are to be used. Explicit
relations are available for (Α€)2>Ίμ and (Ρω,€)ΐ5μ at various temperatures
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(see Section 1-5)90 provided the experimental conditions (i.e., pressures
and optical depths) are such that the rotational fine structure of the
C 0 2 bands is completely smeared out. When adequate overlapping
of the rotational lines does not occur, corrections of the type described
in the following Section 1-8 Ca must be introduced.
In view of the basic assumption that [1 — exp(—P a ) W Ji w )] is constant
in the important 2.7-μ, spectral range, Eq. (1-8.5) may be used with the
definition
Λν,2.7μ

=

~Aω

I f

^ 2.7μ

J

2.7μ

^ o . w ^ω>

where 2.7 μ again refers to the spectral region of the appropriate C 0 2
bands for which the factor [1 — exp(—Ρ ω€ Χ € )] is substantially different
from zero. At elevated pressures, the quantities PWt2.iß m a v be computed
directly from Goldstein's experimental data. 113 The results for P w > 2 i 7 / i
are plotted in Fig. 1-8.1, where the effective, temperature-dependent
0.4
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FIG. 1-8.1. Estimates of Ρ\ν.2.7μ based on Goldstein's measurements113 of the spectra
absorption coefficients for self-broadening of water vapor.

quantity Δω2 Ίμ has been set equal to the region of significant absorption
computed from our just-overlapping-line model. 90 The values of
(^°ω,\ν)ΐ5μ have been taken from the measurements of Nelson 144 and of
Ludwig et al.1*5
a. Corrections for nonov er lapping of spectral lines. At low and
moderate pressures, where use of the statistical model becomes preferable to calculations based on overlapping line models, it has been
shown 93 ' 102-103 ' 143 that a suitable correction to Ai, and also to ëi, may
be obtained by introducing semiempirical correction factors for the
dependence of (ëw)2>7M , (Ac)2Jfl > [1 — e x P ( - ^ , w ^ w ) W » a n d
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[1 — exp(—Ρ ω C X C ) ] 1 5 M on partial pressures of the constituents at fixed
total pressures.
It is shown in Sections 1-8D and 1-8E that an approximate correction
may be made for spectral line structure by replacing Eq. (1-8.7) by the
relation
J€ W > C = (^€)2>7μ + (Α€)1δμ ~ [/w(e W ) 2 .7j [/C(^ C ) 2 .7M]
+ /w/c f
J

ΐδμ C 0 2 bands

(Kl*!*) [1 - exp ( -

P^XW)]

X [1 - exp ( - PitCXc)] dœ,

(1-8.8)

where

_ l - e x p l - O . ^ l + l^o^Zw] 1 / 2 }

f
/ w

Jc

~

f,
/ w

Jc

~

1 - e x p [ - 0.4(2.46XW)1/2]

K

'

1 - e x P { - 2.86[(0.64 + 0.36j>c) Xc]^}
1 - e x p [ - 2.86(XC)1/2]
'
_ 1 - e x P { - U9[(l + 1.46/>w) * w ] 1 / 2 }
~
i _ e x P { - 1.87(XW)V2}
■
1 - e x P { - 4.954[(0.64 + 0.36/>c) Xc]^}
1 - e x p { - 4.954(Xc)1/2}
'

(

'
}

n R i n
1 8 11

i " · )
t1"*·1^

and X w and X c are expressed in ft-atm, both ^>w(atm) < 1 and^) c (atm) < 1,
and the primed values P^,w anc * ^<L,c denote spectral absorption coefficients for just-overlapping-line models. Equations (1-8.8) to (1-8.12)
have been derived on the assumption that the just-overlapping-line
model is applicable at pressures exceeding 1 atm of the pure constituents
for the range of optical depth that is of interest in the correlation of data.
The principal support for this point of view comes from the fact that the
emissivity calculations for pure H 2 0 and pure C 0 2 have been shown to
be in good agreement with measured data90»101 when this same approximation was introduced (cf. Sections 1-5 and 1-6).
b. Comparison with empirical correlations. Figures 1-8.2 and 1-8.3
show comparisons of the values of Ae calculated from Eq. (1-8.8) with
empirical correlations 93 when overlapping in the 15-μ region is neglected.
The total pressure pT — pc + />w w a s taken to be 1 atm (cf.
Hottel 93,102 ' 143 et al.). This specification, together with the prescribed
values for the combined optical depths Xw -\- Xc = pwL -\- pcL,
determines the individual optical depths for given pw . While the agreement between our theoretical curves and the empirical data is excellent
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at 811°K, for optical depths equal to and below 1 ft-atm, we underestimate J e at higher optical depths. It is apparent that the principal reason
for this discrepancy is neglect of overlapping between the pure rotation
band of water vapor and the 15-/x bands of carbon dioxide. Measurements on the pure rotation band of water vapor have been described
(Ρω^)15μ
recently by several authors. 144 ' 1443 " 145 Using the values of
derived from these measurements, the contributions (Je) 15üJ to J e w c
have been calculated at 811°K according to Eqs. (1-8.8), (1-8.11),
and (1-8.12), where the integral in Eq. (1-8.8) was evaluated numerically.
The resulting curves for {Ae)lbll at Xc + Xw = 1 , 3 , and 5 ft-atm are
shown in Fig. 1-8.4, together with the values (Je) H 15μ which are re0.4
5FT-ATM

3FT-ATM

IFT-ATM

FIG. 1-8.4. Plots of (Ae)15ß calculated using data of Nelson 144 (solid curves) and
Ludwig et al.1*5 (dotted curves) at 811°K and combined optical depths Xc + ^ w of 1, 3,
and 5 ft-atm. Also shown for comparison are values of (Je) H — {Δε)2 7μ : Δ = 5 ft-atm,
O = 3 ft-atm, and X = 1 ft-atm. Reproduced from Penner and Varanasi. 142a

quired in order to yield agreement with Hotters correlations.* Reference
to Fig. 1-8.4 shows that the values (Δ€)15μ required to fit Hottel's data
are far smaller than the theoretical estimates based on recent spectroscopic measurements. 144 ' 144a The origin of this large discrepancy is
probably the result of erroneous measurements of the contributions of
the pure rotation spectrum of H 2 0 in the data that have been used for
empirical correlations of total emissivities.
* T h e values of (^€)Η.ΐ5μ were determined by
estimates for the total correction J e . T h u s ( ^ Η , ΐ δ μ
lapping in the 15-/x region which would produce exact
in view of the previously determined correction for

subtracting (Je) 2 7μ from Hottel's
represent the corrections for overagreement with Hottel's correlations
overlapping in the 2.7-μ. region.
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At 1200°K (1700°F), the agreement between our simplified calculations and Hottel's correlations is acceptable, even though some discrepancy occurs for Xc + X w = 1 ft-atm (Fig. 1-8.3). It should be
noted that, at 1200°K, significant contributions to Ae arise only from
the 2.7-/x region. T h e maximum discrepancy is seen to be about 35%,
which may be attributed to any one of the following causes: failure of
our highly simplified computational procedure, some errors in the
difficult empirical correlations, possible errors in the experimental data
upon which the theoretical calculations are based, etc.
Since the principal region for overlapping between H 2 0 and C 0 2 ,
at temperature of 400°K or less, is the 15-μ region, it is obvious that
Hottel's correlations at these low temperatures cannot be explained
theoretically by using the presently available data for absorption in the
pure rotation spectrum of water vapor.
1-8D
APPROXIMATE CORRECTIONS FOR SPECTRAL LINE STRUCTURE IN
THE 2.7-/x REGION. As in the simplified treatment on pure water

vapor, 101 we assume that a just-overlapping-line model may be applied
at 1 atm (see Section 1-6). For lower partial pressures of water vapor
and at a total pressure of 1 atm, we employ the following correction
factor which has been derived previously 101 from a statistical treatment
(see Section 1-6D):
/w

_

1 -exp[-(^w)1/2Xw]

_

(CH)J>W

- 1 - e x p [ - (2A6XW)V* X w ] ~ (cH)Pw=1 '

V'*A3>

= 1.46/>w + 1,

(1-8.14)

where
η

/ ) w is the partial pressure (in atm) of water vapor, and
XW = 0.4 (ft-atm)- 1 / 2
is a reasonable average values for the stronger vibration-rotation bands
of water vapor; the quantity cH denotes again an empirical correction
factor derived by Hottel. 93 · 102 ' 143 In Eq. (1-8.13), we have implicitly
assumed that the half-width of lines associated with H 2 0 — C 0 2 collisions
is substantially the same as that associated with H 2 0 —N 2 or H 2 0 — 0 2
collisions in air. At a total pressure of 1 atm and for arbitrary partial
pressures />w of H 2 0 , we therefore write
ë'

~fi

l-expt-^Xw^xw]

in place of the first factor appearing in Eq. (1-8.7).
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We assume also for C 0 2 that a just-overlapping-line model becomes
applicable for 1 atm of pure C 0 2 at the optical depths that are of interest
in the present study. If we now apply a statistical treatment to C 0 2 ,
then we must multiply AC}2JyL by the factor
/c

_
l-expi(-2/Sg)(£c6c,gCXcn
- 1 - exp[(- 2/Sc*) (Sçbç^Xçf/z]
'

(J-8·16)

where δ^ is the mean spacing of lines belonging to C 0 2 , Sc is a mean line
strength, bc p is the applicable half-width at a partial pressure of C 0 2
equal to pc , and bc Pc=i is the corresponding half-width at a pressure of
C 0 2 of 1 atm. We assume that
^CPC = bc,cPc + (1 -Pc)t>c,w ,

(1-8.17)

i.e., that the half-width of C 0 2 in a C 0 2 — H 2 0 mixture at 1 atm is the
sum of the contributions made by collisions with C 0 2 and by collisions
with H 2 0 . For pure C 0 2 , Eq. (1-8.16) should evidently be replaced by
the expression
/ c -

l-exp[-(/>cJfc)i/*Xc]
l-exp[-(*c)i/«xc]

=Cc

'

(1 8 18)

- ·

where
Xc^O^Cc-i)1'"

(1-8.19)

and cc is an empirically determined correction factor given by Hottel
and Egbert. 102 The parameter χ€ has been determined to be equal to
2.86 (ft-atm)- 1 / 2 by fitting Eq. (1-8.18) to the empirical values of cc
(see Fig. 1-8.5 for a plot of this highly successful fit to the empirical
data) given in Egbert. 102 *
After introducing this value for the parameter xc into Eq. (1-8.16), we
obtain
f
/C

_ 1 - e x P { - 2.86{[j>c + (1 - pc) (ftc,w/*c.c)] *c} 1/2 }
1 - e x p [ - 2.86(XC)1/2]

(1_820)

where Eq. (1-8.17) has been used for the half-width bCtP . Reference to
Eq. (1-8.20) shows that the correction factor fc is not completely defined
until the line-width ratio (^c,w/^c,c) ^s known. Since no experimental data
* Our estimate for xc agrees well with the mean value calculated by Malkmus 145a for
this parameter at temperatures from 300 to 1200°K.
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FIG. 1-8.5. T h e parameter CQ as a function of pc (in atm) for various values of XQ
(in ft-atm). T h e solid lines are plots of Eq. (1-8.20) with Xc = 2.86 (ft-atm)" 1 / 2 ; the
points are empirical data taken from Egbert. 102 Reproduced from Penner and Varanasi. 142a

are available for the collision half-widths of the 2.7-μ, C 0 2 bands, we
have used the nitrogen-broadened half-widths bc N = 0.064 c m - 1 - a t m - 1 ,
as given by Kaplan and Eggers, 146 for the 15-/x C 0 2 band; for selfbroadening, we use the estimate bcc = 0.1 c m - 1 - a t m - 1 obtained by
Madden. 147 Thus, we have found it necessary to assume that the collision
half-widths produced by H 2 0 —N 2 collisions, by H 2 0 — C 0 2 collisions,
and by C 0 2 — N 2 collisions are all equal, with the result that
(bCfV/lbcc) ~ 0.64. Using this value for (bcw/bcc)
and the previously
determined value of 2.86 (ft-atm) - 1 / 2 for χ€ , we have calculated the linewidth correction factor fc according to Eq. (1-8.20) at different partial
pressures of C 0 2 and various optical depths ranging from 0.01 to 4.5 ft-atm.
Representative curves for fc are plotted in Fig. 1-8.6. It is apparent
from Eqs. (1-8.20) and (1-8.6) that, for optical depths of 4 ft-atm and
greater, the correction factor fc is relatively insensitive to changes in
partial pressure of carbon dioxide.
According to the methodology described above, we correct (Α€)2Ίμ at
partial pressures of C 0 2 below 1 atm by replacing (Ac)2 1μ in Eq. (1-8.7)
by
(^C)..7M = / C ( ^ C ) 2 . 7 M -

where fc is determined according to Eq. (1-8.20).

(1-8.21)
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FIG. 1-8.6. The
quantity
/ c = {1 - exp - 2.86 [(0.36 pc + 0.64) ^Tc]1/2} x
{1 — exp[ —2.86(Xc) 1/2 ]} _1 as a function of pc (in atm) for various values of Xc (in
ft-atm); reproduced from Penner and Varanasi.142a
1-8E
APPROXIMATE CORRECTIONS FOR SPECTRAL LINE STRUCTURE IN
THE 15~μ REGION. We must first correct/ w t o / ^ , which is the applicable

value for the pure rotation spectrum of water vapor. The essential
modification results from a change in the applicable mean line strength.
This correction may be introduced, approximately, by writing the following expression:

/W-

1 - exp { ( - x w ) 15 , [(1.46>w + 1.0) *w] 1/2 }
l_ex P {-1.57( X w ) 1 5 M (X w ) 1 / 2 }

(1-8.22)

where
(
\
—(
\
Γ Ww)l5M 1
ΙΧλνΑδμ — \XV/)2.7ß \~Γ^~\
L
J

1/2

\^ν/)2.'7μ

1/2

and a w refers to the integrated intensity of the appropriate water vapor
bands. It should be noted that the correction factor / ^ is relatively
insensitive to slight errors in the value of (*5w)15il, especially at the high
optical depths X^ for which the 15-/x region makes important contributions to Je. The final expression f o r / ^ has been given in Eq. (1-8.11).
In a manner analogous to that used in the derivation of Eq. (1-8.22),
we write
/ c -

1 -

exp { ( -

Xc)i5M

[(0.64 + 0.36/» c ) JT C ] 1/2 }

l-exp{(-Xc)15/J(Xc)1/2}

(1-8.23)
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where
(XcW

=

(XC) 2 .7M [ ( ^ C ) I 5 M / ( 5 C ) 2 . 7 M ] 1 / 2

^ (Xc) 2 . 7/ z [ ( a c W ( a c ) 2 . 7 M ] 1 / 2

and (a c ) 15/i and ( a c ) 2 7 μ are the integrated intensities of the 15- and
2.7-μ, C 0 2 bands, respectively. The final expression for f'c has been
given in Eq. (1-8.12).
1-8F THEORETICAL LOCAL MEAN ABSORPTION COEFFICIENTS IN THE
PURE ROTATION SPECTRUM OF WATER VAPOR.* We first present an

outline of available theoretical calculations on local mean absorptioncoefficient calculations in the pure rotation spectra of polyatomic
molecules. The theoretical relations for the weighted mean of a symmetric and "most asymmetric" top will then be compared with
experimental data on H 2 0 , which have been obtained at elevated
temperatures and pressures by Nelson 144 and by Penner and Varanasi. 144a
Detailed theoretical calculations have been performed by Benedict and
Kaplan and are quoted by Goody. 144b
a. Rigid symmetric top molecules (B = C Φ A). The integrated
intensity for a pure rotational line belonging either to a symmetric top
or to an asymmetric top molecule is given 145 by a relation that is similar
to Eq. (1-4.12), viz.,
6

_ ο 8TT
ν τ3 πN

2

Γ

/

hcœ\l

expl ~{ —kT )\
* - 3hc p μμ~
°ω0ωL1yi- —exp

x

[exp -

E(V, / ,

r)jkT]

Qr
2

Σ I *Fg Ι/τΜ,/'τ'Μ'

(1-8.24)

F, M, M'

where / , τ, and M identify appropriate quantum numbers,
Qr = Σ ^ [ e x p - E(v, / , r)lkT]

(1-8.25)

is the rotational partition function, gjT denotes the statistical weight,
and ΦΓα represents the direction cosines between the fixed F-axes and
rotating £-axes. For the rigid symmetric top, 145
Σ
FMM'

I Φρβ \JKM,(J+I)KM' = (2 — δ0Α-)

\J "Γ

l

.

(1-8.26)

)

* Unpublished studies (by S. S. Penner and P. Varanasi) supported by the Physics
Branch of the Office of Naval Research under Contract Nonr 2216(00), NR 015-401.
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Using the relation
(1-8.27)

ω ~ 2BJy

with B = C representing the two equal rotational constants, setting
/ kT

\3/2 /

7Γ

X1/2

and replacing summation over K from / = 0 to / by an integration,
Malkmus 145a finds that
β

/ 8π3 N

1 / he \{AB*\in\\

2\

- [exp ~^B(J+

i

he

1)(/ + 2)] j (/ + l) 2 G[(A - Bf* A

(/ + 1)]
(1-8.29)

where
G(*) = τ ^ 2 (l - - L )

er f(*)

+ ί ex P (-* 2 ).

(1-8.30)

For reasonably large values of / [i.e., hcJ(A - B) > Γ], Eq. (1-8.29)
is thus seen to be of the form
n

8ττ3 N

2

1

τ2

/ ,4£ 2 \ 1/2 r

/

he

n T2 \I

rt

/

IhcBJ \n

or
%πΒΝμ20

1 / ω2 W

^

\1/2Γ

/

AC ω 2 \ 1 Γ ,

/

A*,

(1-8.31)
Equations (1-8.29) and (1-8.31) are readily shown to be identical with
Eq. (11-134) of Penner 77 after introduction of the induced emission
term (which had been explicitly deleted) and correction of a misprint
involving the use of μ% in place of μΙ/2. We shall now sketch briefly the
simpler derivation of Eq. (1-8.31) according to the method of Penner. 77
For the symmetric top, Eq. (1-4.12) must be replaced by Eq. (11-132)
of Penner, 77 viz.,

K=0
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But, as is shown on p. 328 of Penner 77 (for equal rotational constants B
and C),
E(J, K) ~ [BJ2 + {A-B)

a>j ~ IB],
V

/

£

(/>

K

)

*V*<»

\

L

K=0

\

K2] he,
(

he

(1-8.33)
ω2 Υ\

B

kf—J

x Η Ρ ^ Γ ΐ Ι Ι · <'-*·">
and

& = \-hc-) h * )

(1 8 35)

·

- ·

Furthermore, the relation given for | Rs | 2 = | Rj_ltJ | 2 in Eq. (1-4.9)
applies as before. Hence it follows immediately that Eq. (1-8.29) with
G(z)/n1^2 replaced by erf(#) and Eq. (1-8.31) are obtained after introduction of the induced emission term. In summary, the treatment of
Penner 77 is substantially equivalent to that of Malkmus 145a and leads to
equivalent results for moderate and large values of / .
b. Asymmetric top (A Φ B Φ C).
and

For the asymmetric top, gJK ~ 2J

E(J, r, K) = {[(A + C)/2] / ( / + 1) + [(A - C)/2] EJT{K)} he;
there is no simple analytical representation available for EJ7(K). Ludwig
et al.U5 have treated an idealized version of the "most asymmetric" top
with 2B = A + C (A Φ C), allowing only for the transitions | Δτ \ = 0
or 2, and distributing the total intensity equally between these three
groups. The principal justification for the use of this procedure appears
to be the fact that an explicit evaluation may now be performed for τ
increasing from — J to + / i f ET(J, r, 0) & Jr. After some manipulation,
the following relation is obtained: 145
p ~ _ § ! ^ . 2 N £ 3 / 2 / he \ 1/2 4 (/ + l) 3
J
— 3kT μ° p IT1'2 \kT)
3 (/ + \f

[exp (--jtfBJV

Smh

VW

+ l))][l - exp (-~2B(J

\
he

2

)(^

+ 1))]

+

*)2J

(1-8.36)
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or, for large / and
ω~
ω

—

9

pkT 2\nhc)

IB],

(A - C)

X j[exp(- he C ■^-)]-[exp(- hc A
kT B
kT B

41'-

hcwv]

- exp (- ~kf)V

(1-8.37)
Comparison of the preceding relation with Eq. (1-8.31) shows that the
principal functional dependences of Ρω on ω are of the form

-M-££)]·
with n = 1 or 2 and B' = B2/C or B (= C φ A) for the most asymmetric and symmetric tops, respectively.
Ludwig et al.1*5 have suggested a reasonable interpolation formula
for H 2 0 between the symmetric top and most asymmetric top results,
namely,
Λυ,Η 2 0 ^ (1 + *H 2 o) Ρω,Β,δ ~ *H 2 O^.St

where the asymmetry parameter χ is defined by the relation
x

~

_ IB - A - C
A-C

and equals —0.436 for water; the subscripts as and st identify, respectively, the theoretical expressions that have been obtained for the most
asymmetric top [see Eq. (1-8.37)] and for the symmetric top [see
Eqs. (1-8.29) to (1-8.31)].
1-8G

INTEGRATED

INTENSITIES

IN

PURE ROTATION SPECTRA.

We

shall now use the previously specified relations for the determination of
a =
J

-00

_

\

Ρωάω
o

in the pure rotation spectra.
a. Linear rigid rotator. For the linear rigid rotator, integration of
Eq. (1-4.11) yields the result
16?73 μ0Ββ
«linear rotator = —^
, ,m

(1-Ö.Jö;
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to terms of order {hcBJkTfl2
for ideal gases with Njp = (1/kT).
relation is in accord with Malkmus' findings.145a

This

b. Rigid symmetric top. For the symmetric top, integration of
Eq. (1-8.31) yields the result
16TT 3

«symmetric top ^ —

μ*Β

~^ψ

/

A

\i/*

\χΖΓΒ)

(1-Χ39)

to terms of order (hcBJkTfl2.
T h e factor [A/(A - B)]1/2, which is
generally of order unity, is removed from Eq. (1-8.39) by retaining the
factor G of Eq. (l-8.29). 145 ' 145a
c. Asymmetric top. For the asymmetric top, integration of Eq.
(1-8.37) yields the result
«asymmetric top ^ ^

* ^ ( ^ Γ ^ ) Lie")

" ("χ)

J O"8'40)

to terms of order
(hcB2jCkTfl2.
Reference to the preceding integrated intensity estimates indicates
that the numerical value of a is substantially independent of the rotator
type and that it has the numerical value
«H2O ™ ^ ρ -^ψ

*> 670 cm- 2 -atm-i

(1-8.41)

at 500°K for B = 14.5 cm" 1 and μ0 = 194 X 10~18 (esu-cm).
1-8H
SPECTRAL ABSORPTION COEFFICIENTS IN THE PURE ROTATION
144a
SPECTRUM OF WATER VAPOR.
Experimental measurements 1443, have

been performed recently on water vapor at temperatures of 400°K
and 500°K and at pressures of 2 to 25 atm, by using the technique of
self-broadening. 49 T h e results of these studies are summarized in
Fig. 1-8.7, together with experimental data obtained by Nelson 144 and
theoretical values derived from the analysis performed by Ludwig
et al.1*5 Although the pressures in Nelson's cell measurements 144 were
too small to provide adequate broadening for the determination of true
local values of the absorption coefficients, his results are in quite good
agreement with the newer data shown in Fig. 1-8.7 for the same values of
optical depth and total pressure. T h e spectral emission measurements
described by Ludwig et al.U5 show the expected structural patterns of
low-resolution, low-pressure emission data and indicate a dependence
on wavelength which is quite different from that observed in the cell
measurements for large ω.
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FIG. 1-8.7. Apparent spectral absorption coefficients (P£) in the pure rotation
spectrum of water vapor at 500°K: φ , © , and ®: measurements at 2 atm (cell length,
/ = 30.48 cm), 20 and 25 atm (1 = 2 cm), respectively; 144a ® : Nelson's data at 2 atm
(/ = 38.6 cm) and 555°K; 144 (5): calculations, according to the method of Ludwig et Ö/., 145
for a weighted mean of symmetric top and "most asymmetric t o p " molecules; ® :
calculated on the basis of the estimates made by Benedict and Kaplan. 1440 Reproduced
from Penner and Varanasi. 144a

Although the apparent absorption coefficients derived from lowresolution, low-pressure emission studies are known to provide an
inadequate indication for the true local values, the observed differences
in wavelength dependence appear to be too large to be accounted for
on the basis of measurement errors. Instead, it is likely that both sets
of measurements are fundamentally correct but that elevated pressures
induce stronger intermolecular coupling and vibrations because of
hydrogen bonding in the gas phase. The occurrence of these physical
phenomena is believed to be responsible for the relatively strong
observed absorption in the 600 to 1000 c m - 1 region at elevated pressures.
Some support for the preceding hypothesis comes from the observation
that infrared absorption in the liquid phase is known to decrease in the
15- to 10-/x region in much the same manner as has been observed in
the gas phase. Additional support for this idea is obtained from a
consideration of attempts at predicting theoretically the measured
magnitudes of the spectral absorption coefficients for the pure rotation
spectrum of water vapor (see below).
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Detailed numerical intensity calculations have been performed at
220, 260, and at 300°K by Benedict and Kaplan, 144b using the complete
asymmetric-top intensity formulas. These data have been used to
obtain an extrapolated curve at 500°K, as shown in Fig. 1-8.7, again
assuming that the local absorption coefficients are equal to the ratio
of total line strengths divided by the spectral interval in which the
lines occur.
The just-overlapping line model is applicable if (a) sufficient
broadening of the rotational lines occurs to justify the assumption that
the rotational half-width is of the same order as the rotational line
spacing, with the required numerical value of this ratio depending on
optical depth, and if (b) contributions from the wings of strong, distant
lines are relatively unimportant. Empirically, the applicability of the
method may be verified conveniently by demonstrating that the true
values of the local mean absorption coefficients are substantially
independent of the total pressure when the pressure is increased.
Reference to the published theoretical 81 ' 144b>145a and experimental
data 144 ' 1443 " 145 indicates that no really satisfactory comparison between
theoretical results and experimental measurements on pure rotation
spectra has been performed under conditions in which the just-overlapping
line model applies. Golden's publication 81 contains a comparison (see
Section 1-4A for details) between two idealized theoretical methods for
evaluating local absorption coefficients in the pure rotation spectra of
diatomic molecules. The experimental data used by Ludwig et α/.145
were obtained under conditions for which the just-overlapping line
model is clearly inapplicable, even though it is reasonable to assume
that the rotational intensity distribution in water spectra may be
represented as a combination of results derived for the weighted average
of a symmetric top and a "most asymmetric" top. An empirical fit to
the measured absorption coefficients was obtained by Ludwig et al.1*5
by choosing an appropriate line-width parameter.
In the newer high-pressure measurements, 144a local absorption
coefficients should have been determined quite accurately because the
experimental slit width of about 3 c m - 1 in the 1000 to 700 c m - 1 region
is smaller than the estimated line half-widths of about 4.5 c m - 1 (at
15 atm) to about 7.5 c m - 1 (at 25 atm); in fact, judging from past
experience with systems of this type, true local absorption coefficients
should have been measured for half-widths greater than about 1.5 c m - 1
(i.e., p > 5 atm), a supposition which seems to be supported by the
plots shown in Fig. 1-8.7 for p < 15 atm. Nevertheless, it is apparent
from the data plotted in Fig. 1-8.7 that the measured local mean absorption coefficients have not become independent of total pressure. As a
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matter of fact, the difference in integrated intensity Δα (in cm _2 -atm~ 1 ),
in the wave number regions from 650 to 750 c m - 1 and from 650 to
1000 cm - 1 , between the measured data and the just-overlapping line
calculations based on asymmetric-top intensity estimates made by
Benedict and Kaplan (see curve 6 in Fig. 1-8.7) continues to increase
with pressure, as is shown in Fig. 1-8.8.
The discrepancies defined by the plot shown in Fig. 1-8.8 also reflect,
at least in part, failure of the just-overlapping line model in the far
wings of the pure rotation band of water vapor because non-negligible
local contributions should be made by the far wings of strong, distant
lines. A crude estimate for the magnitude of this effect may be
obtained by assuming that most of the integrated band intensity, say
6
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(cm^atrrr·)
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FIG. 1-8.8. The incremental increase in integrated absorption (A<x) for two wavenumber intervals, as a function of pressure. Here AOL is defined as the integral over
the specified wave-number intervals of the difference between observed spectral absorption
coefficients and spectral absorption coefficients calculated by use of a just-overlapping
line model; A: values of AOL for the 650-1000 c m - 1 interval; v : values of AOL for the
650-750 c m - 1 interval. Also shown are values ( o ) of AOL for the 650-1000 c m - 1 interval
obtained from data using a KBr prism with a spectral resolution of about 15 cm - 1 ; these
data show the effect of inadequate pressure broadening and resolution for pressures
below about 20 atm on the apparent values of AOL. Reproduced from Penner and
Varanasi.144a
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a ~ 670 cm _ 2 -atm - 1 at 500°K, is concentrated in the spectral region
at which the maximum intensity occurs, i.e., at about 250 cm - 1 . In this
case, the far wings of strong, distant Lorentz lines would contribute
at 700 c m - 1 and a pressure of 15 atm the incremental absorption
coefficient
,
670 0.3 X 15
λ
1Λ ,
Λ
AP?00 c m -i ~ — ( 4 5 0 ) 2 ~ 4 X 10-3 cm-i-atm- 1 ,
which equals about one sixth of the observed incremental absorption
coefficient. Furthermore, reference to the data plotted in Fig. 1-8.8
shows that the incremental integrated intensities for two fixed wavenumber intervals (i.e., the observed incremental increases in the spectral
absorption coefficients) are not linear functions of the pressure, as
would be the case if incremental absorption were produced by the far
line wings of strong, distant, Lorentz lines. Penner and Varanasi, 144a
therefore, concluded that intermolecular interactions are primarily
responsible for the observed increased infrared absorption coefficients
at elevated pressures in water vapor, in the 1000 to 600 c m - 1 region
and beyond. This conclusion would be more certain if we had greater
knowledge of true spectral line shapes at wave-number displacements
from line centers of the order of a hundred line half-widths or more.
The preceding considerations have an immediate bearing on lowtemperature emissivity calculations for pure water and on lowtemperature estimates for overlapping between the absorption coefficients
of C 0 2 and H 2 0 (compare Sections 1-6 and 1-7, respectively).
If the interpretation for the origin of the observed discrepancies is
correct, then the theoretical predictions of spectral absorption coefficients
for H 2 0 beyond ΙΟμ,, as well as the required changes in low-temperature
total emissivity calculations at large optical depths, require considerable
further work. In particular, the density dependence of the spectral
absorption coefficient of water vapor in the 15- to 10-μ, region should be
measured with adequate resolution.
1-9

Approximate theoretical calculations of radiant-energy
emission and absorption in transitions f r o m
stable to unstable energy levels

The theoretical calculation of spectral emissivities and absorptivities
is always possible, in principle, if sufficiently good representations are
used for the wave functions. These refined calculations are, however,
not usually warranted because of uncertainties in the quantum-mechanical
description of atomic and molecular structure. It is, therefore, gratifying
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to find that very crude calculations often provide useful first estimates.
It is the purpose of this discussion to review one of the oldest approximate procedures in quantitative spectroscopy and to note the consistency
of the method with recently derived results for the absorption spectrum
of Cl 2 in transitions from stable to unstable energy levels.
1-9A

RADIANT-ENERGY

EMISSION

IN

THE

HYDROGEN

CONTINUUM.

The Einstein coefficient for spontaneous emission from the nondegenerate, discrete upper state (u) to the nondegenerate, discrete lower
state (/) is [cf. Eq. (1-1.37)]
A

^i

= ^^i\^m\2

(1-9.1)

where vul is the emitted photon frequency and | &ul | 2 is the square of the
matrix element for transition between the discrete energy states. The
energy ÊU_>1 emitted, per second, per transition, is obtained from
Eq. (1-9.1) by multiplying the Einstein coefficient by hvul, i.e.,
/ U = ^ g ^ | « „ , I2·

(1-9.2)

Consider now a transition between a bound upper (u) and an unstable
lower state (/, c) in which the energy levels are not quantized. We may
then estimate the energy emitted, per second, per transition, in the
frequency range between v and v + dv, by noting that

where D is the variable electric moment, and
h _
1
Ae ~~ dvjdn
equals the ratio of Planck's constant to the number of energy levels per
unit length, Ae = Ae(n, x), for the unquantized repulsive lower state
associated with the (vibrational) quantum number n at the internuclear
separation x. Also
ft.c EE φ^[χ, En(r)] =

[2^(y)]1/4cos

j - ^ - £ [2μΕ(χ')γ/* dx' - ~\

(1-9.4)

is the nonnormalized, continuous wave function for the lower state, where
A is a constant, μ is the mass of the hydrogen atom, E(x) denotes the
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energy above the dissociation energy in the continuum state for the
interatomic separation x, and r identifies the classical turning point. The
wave functions φ1ο are obtained in the Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin
(WKB) approximation for an arbitrary potential curve U(r); they
become asymptotically exact for large values of r but constitute also
very satisfactory approximations for values of x ~ r near the classical
turning points. The asymptotic behavior of the level spacing for the
repulsive state, for large values of the internuclear distance, may also
be obtained by using the WKB method. It may then be shown 148 that
lim Δ*{η, b) | | 01>c |2 dx' = -r-

.

(1-9.5)

Combination of Eqs. (1-9.3), (1-9.4), and (1-9.5) leads to the result
(£„.,.c), = 2[2μβ{τψ*

^

^

I j φη ZVi,c dr

(1-9.6)

where
#. c (*) = sin j - ^ - f [2μΕ(χ')]1/2 dx' + ^ j ,

(1-9,7)

i.e., the energy emitted, per second, per transition, in the frequency
range between v and v + dv, involves a matrix element evaluated between
the discrete state u and a function in the continuum state which has been
so normalized that the radial factor reduces to a sine wave with unit
amplitude for large values of r. Equation (1-9.6) is identical with the
corrected result of Coolidge et Ö/. 149 and James and Coolidge. 150
A particularly simple technique for estimating intensities is the reflection method of Condon 151 and of Winans and Stueckelberg, 152 which has
been shown 150 ' 151 to constitute a surprisingly good approximation to
intensity estimates derived from more accurate computations. According
to this procedure, accurate intensity estimates may be made by writing
j Φη Ώφί, : dr

[£(r)] 1/2 I De» M I2 I φν{τ) \\

(1-9.8)

where | ^ e e ( r ) l 2 ^s t n e electronic transition moment for the internuclear separation r\ φν(τ) is the corresponding eigenfunction of the
discrete upper vibrational level of the emitting state evaluated at the
classical turning points; and the emitted frequency is to be identified
with (1/A) times the energy difference between the bound and repulsive
states at r. Equation (1-9.8) corresponds to the assumption that the
vibrational contribution to the eigenfunction φ[ c may be replaced by a
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delta function at the classical turning points, presumably because the
rapid oscillations of φ'ΐ0 , at distances large compared to the turning
point, for a given energy, allow only negligibly small contributions to
the vibrational overlap integral, except near the turning points (FranckCondon principle). Coolidge et al.1*9 have shown that consistent normalization of the equivalent delta functions leads to the factor [^(r)] 1 / 2
in Eq. (1-9.8). T h e following argument, due essentially to Coolidge
et al.1*9 will serve to clarify the origin of this factor.
Let the lengths x1 and x2 = x± correspond to equal distances from the
classical turning points (see Fig. 1-9.1) for total energies ϋλ and U2 ,

> E 2 ( r 2 ) = E | (r | )

FIG. 1-9.1. Schematic diagram of the lower repulsive potential curve, approximated
as a straight line over a limited range of r.

respectively. Also, we assume that it is justified to replace the lower
repulsive potential curve U(r) by a straight line for the range of values
of r for which the solutions, at total energies U1 and U2 , differ appreciably from results obtained by the use of the WKB approximation (see
Fig. 1-9.1). Thus, we assume that the WKB approximation is applicable
for r > r1 at energy U1 and for r > r2 at energy U2. It now follows
from Eq. (1-9.4) that the amplitude of Φι^ϋ^) decreases by the factor
{[U± — υ{τΛ)\Ι[υι — U(R)]}1^ as r approaches the very large value R;
similarly, 0IfO(I72) decreases by the factor {[U2 - U(r2)]/[U2 - U(R)]}1/*
as r2 approaches the very large value R. But, in the derivation of Eq.
(1-9.6), the amplitudes φ'10 have been normalized in such a way that

Um ^ , ο ί ^ ] [j _ pgfl

U -

= Um ^, c ([/ 2 )] [■U2

t

U2(r2) -|i/*

- U(R) \
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Actually, the amplitudes for large values of r = R must bear the ratio

Ym^\hAM =
™ ^/[0 liC (t/ a )]

\u* - ufah1'* r u, ~ um f4
ίί/ι - t/(rOJ

L i/a - U(R) J

r^f

=

L£a(Ä) J

since {[U2 - U(r2)]l[U1 - Ufa)]}1/* = 1. Thus the areas of the
terminal loops of the continuum wave functions are in the ratio
[E1(co)IE2(co)]1t* and, therefore, the delta functions used to replace the
wave functions must bear the same ratio to each other. Equation (1-9.8)
now follows in the form given, where it is understood that appropriate
numerical constants of unit magnitude have been deleted to make the
expression dimensionally consistent.
Combination of Eqs. (1-9.6) and (1-9.8) yields the following relation
for the absolute rate of energy emission per transition:
(È^A

=

8(2μ)1

3^

2Η4

1 DeAr)

1.1 ,.(r) |«.

(1-9.9)

The quantity
Deuei(r)

= Deeir)

(1-9.10)

has been calculated by James and Coolidge 153 and is plotted in Fig. 1-9.2
for the 327g —► 3Ση transition of H 2 .
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FIG. 1-9.2. T h e electric moment for the 3Σς —► 327u transition of H 2 as a function of
internuclear distance r of the atoms, as evaluated by James and Coolidge. 153
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Numerical results may be obtained for (Ên_,lc)v by using the known
values for Dee'(r) (see Fig. 1-9.2), employing the known potential
curves 154 (see Fig. 1-9.3) to estimate v(r), and using suitable representa16

λ
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Φ
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£T
UJ
Z
UJ

\ ^ :

g

l·

H(ls) + H(ls)

4
2

r

\

S*l\

0
I
2
INTERNUCLEAR SEPARATION, Ιθ"θcm

FIG. 1-9.3. T h e potential energy diagram for molecular hydrogen showing the
ground state x and the a and b triplet electronic states, which give rise to the continuous
spectrum of hydrogen (plotted on the basis of data given by Coolidge and James 154 ).

tions for φν(τ). The total emitted intensity, in the frequency interval
between v and v + dv, is finally obtained by computing
V

where Nv is the number density of molecules in the 327g electronic state
and in the vibrational state identified by the quantum number v.
The results of extensive numerical calculations have been summarized by Coolidge et al.1*9 Reference to their data indicates that
Eq. (1-9.9) provides a very good prediction for the spectral distribution
of the emitted radiant energy.
1-9B
LINEAR ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT FOR TRANSITIONS FROM A
BOUND LOWER STATE TO AN UNSTABLE UPPER STATE.* For a system in

thermal equilibrium, with spectral linear absorption coefficient kv, the
* The contents of Sections 1-9B and 1-9C are taken from unpublished studies by
Penner and Varanasi. 154a These studies are similar to those described by Sulzer and
Wieland. 155
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number of transitions per second from a bound lower state (/) to a bound
upper state (u), under the influence of a black external radiation field of
volume density p(v), is
p

jrxx = c\
8TT

-^kvdv

r

[exp(hv/kT)] - 1

(1-9.12)

kvdv,

where the integral in Eq. (1-9.12) extends over the width of the spectral
line for the bound-bound transition. The integrated absorption (without
the induced emission term) of the spectral line (in sec _ 1 -cm _ 1 ) is given
by the expression [cf. Eq. (1-1.14) and see Eq. (2-14) in Penner 77 ]
SU = -£r

NlAw

= f

(1-9.13)

kv dv

for hvlulkT^> 1 and equal statistical weights for the two bound states.
Here Nt identifies the number of absorbing molecules per cubic centimeter. Using Eq. (1-9.1) and proceeding as in Section 1-9A, we obtain
the following result for the contribution to the linear absorption coefficient made by the lower state with vibrational quantum number v"\
K

h 8 Λ \$φ^Ρφιάτ\*

AT = J 7 ^ T I J ^ L ^ ' I 2
=W

1

=

r 2μ iV* 8 Λ

\r

L m J "3ÂT I J *n-c °*ia

- ^ τ ' flWr) I21 * . * » I2'

(!-9·14)

where

0iiC = sin j ^ - J"5 [2/z£(*')]1/2 <**' + -J
and the physical meaning of the electronic transition moment (De e ) and
of the vibrational eigenfunctions for the bound lower state (ψυ t) is
defined in a manner analogous to that used in the preceding Section 1-9A.
Equation (1-9.14) is a cruder expression for the linear absorption
coefficient that was obtained by Gibson et al.,156 who employed the
potential function
U(r) - U(ao) -

(" 2 ~ & ·
jr*(r-ror
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Jf2 = 87T2/XR/Ä2, where μκ is the reduced mass, and (ω ^> 1) and r0 are
suitably chosen constants. These authors have shown 156 that

where è is a molecular constant and i? is a large value of the internuclear
separation, which has been chosen arbitrarily; ]ω represents the Bessel
function of the first kind of order ω.
The method of Gibson et al. has been used recently by Wilkins 157 in
calculations of the continuum absorption coefficient of chlorine at
elevated temperatures. Reference to the data given by Gibson et al.156
and by Wilkins 157 indicates that Eq. (1-9.14) constitutes a fair approximation for the dependence of kv on v, even with a constant value for the
electronic transition moment. In more refined calculations, the dependence of Z)p2p u on r should be allowed for in the same manner as was done
in the discussion on H 2 .
a. Approximate determination of the repulsive {upper) potential curve.
Equation (1-9.14) permits the immediate calculation of the parameter
| De e (re)\2 from low-temperature measurements of kv = J V kvv* if it
is assumed that the potential function and | φν\ι{τ)\2 are known for the
lower state at the equilibrium values of r = re . The low-temperature
data also provide immediate information either on the ratio
I ^ e e (r)l2/l ^ e eu(re)l2 o r o n t n e nature of the repulsive potential curve,
if the observed low-temperature value of kv shows a dependence on r
that differs from that predicted by Eq. (1-9.14) when only the ^-dependence of | φν\ι(τ)\2 is allowed for. Thus the low-temperature measurements may be used for the determination of the upper potential curve
on the assumption that | De e (r)| 2 is a constant independent of the
internuclear distance r.
The linear absorption coefficient at any temperature may be calculated
from the expressions
(2M)1/2 I ö e.e u (r) | 2 | *...,(r) |2,

Κ = Σ Kv" = Σ **· ^

(1-9.15)

where
v

~

T

e x p ( - cv-lkT
Q(T)

ΝΎ is the total number of absorbing molecules per unit volume, €v» is the
energy of the levels with vibrational quantum number v" above the
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ground level, and Q(T) denotes the partition function at the temperature T.
The indicated procedure provides a satisfactory correlation for the
available experimental data, even when the harmonic oscillator approximation is used for the ground-state wave function. In this case,
I Φο.Μ I2 = *i e x p [ - oc(r - r e ) 2 ],
where r — re (in cm) is the displacement from the equilibrium internuclear distance and oc = 2.95 X 1018 c m - 2 for the ground state of
Cl 2 . Hence
ΚΛ = ^0ßv e x p [ - 2.95 X 1018(r - r e ) 2 ],
(1-9.16)
where β is a proportionality constant. At r = re , v = 9.0 X 1014 sec - 1 ;
it now follows that β = 7.78 X 10" 14 sec/cm since the measured value 156 ' 157
at r = rG of kv0IN0 is 70 liter/cm-mole. Thus
irr
N

0

=

7 0

Π
Λ
9.0

X 1A14
1014
V

e x

Pr L[ -

2

·

9 5

x

1018

r
(v
-

r

2
e)«v
]

h t e r

J c m _ m o, l e

.

v
(1-9.17)
'

The preceding relation may be used to calculate r — re as a function of
v and, therefore, the shape of the repulsive potential curve is determined.
It is convenient to use Eq. (1-9.17) in the form
k _ r e l =

l

/ - 2.303 log{[(*„o/iVo)/70] (9.0 X 10"/y)hV'
2.95 X loi«
) -

(1-9.18)

from which it is a simple matter to construct a plot of | r — re \ as a
function of the ratio of ω = v/c = (Eu — E^/hc to oj(re). The resulting
potential energy curve is plotted in Fig. 1-9.4, together with data derived
from the numerical work of Gibson et al.156 Reference to Fig. 1-9.4
shows that the agreement is excellent. In Fig. 1-9.4, we have used the
known Morse potential curve for the stable lower level and results
derived directly from Eq. (1-9.18) for constructing the location of the
repulsive potential curve above the lowest vibrational level of the Morse
curve. By employing this procedure, we obtain a comparison with the
data of Gibson et al.156 in which the calculation of energy differences
between the repulsive curve and the lowest vibrational energy of the
bound state involves only harmonic oscillator wave functions.
b. Linear absorption coefficient at arbitrary temperatures, using harmonic
oscillator wave functions. Equation (1-9.16) may be used in the form
< = Σ "f (7.78 x 1 0 - , ) ' *·;■'£>'' - J * S L Ντ
γ„ ΝΎ K
' (oc/n)1/2 cm-mole

(1.9.19)

v

;
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FIG. 1-9.4. T h e wavenumber ratio ω(ν)/ω(ν = re) as a function of internuclear
distance. T h e lower potential curve corresponds to the known Morse potential for the
bound state. T h e repulsive potential curve was constructed by using Eq. (1-9.18). T h e
circles identify data derived in Gibson et a/.156 by using more exact, numerical computations.

for estimating the numerical value of the total linear absorption coefficient
at 1038°K; the partial linear absorption coefficients have been determined
from the relation
- -

14
= (7.78 x 10- v)

ψν»Λ(τ) j 2
(a/77) 1 / 2

liter
cm-mole

(1-9.20)

for v" = 0, 1,2, and 6. T h e results of calculations, using harmonic
oscillator wave functions, are compared in Figs. 1-9.5 to 1-9.7 with
measured data and with the numerical estimates derived by Wilkins. 157
Reference to Figs. 1-9.5 to 1-9.7 indicates that the highly simplified
procedure, using harmonic oscillator wave functions for the stable lower
level, provides a progressively poorer fit as the vibrational quantum
number is increased. T h e systematic shifts relative to the measured data,
indicated in Figs. 1-9.5 and 1-9.6, could easily be removed by introducing corrections for anharmonicities. Introduction of these refinements
will, however, rapidly complicate the computational procedure to the
point where machine methods become preferable. In spite of the systematic shifts in absorption coefficient produced by the use of harmonic
oscillator wave functions for individual vibrational energy levels, we
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FIG. 1-9.5. T h e partial spectral absorption coefficient for Cl 2 (in liter/cm-mole),
associated with transitions from various lower vibrational levels, as a function of wavenumber. T h e solid curves were obtained by Wilkins, 157 who performed machine computations using the best available potential curves and wave functions; the dotted curves
were calculated from Eq. (1-9.20) by using harmonic-oscillator wave functions.

, x 10

F I G . 1-9.6. T h e partial spectral absorption coefficient for Cl 2 (in liter/cm-mole),
associated with transitions from the v" = 6 level, as a function of wavenumber. T h e
solid curve was obtained by Wilkins, 157 who performed machine computations using the
best available potential curves and wave functions; the dotted curve was calculated from
Eq. (1-9.20) by using harmonic-oscillator wave functions.
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FIG. 1-9.7. The spectral absorption coefficient for Cl2 at 291, 554, and at 1038°K
as a function of wavenumber. The open symbols indicate experimental data obtained by
Gibson and Bayliss.158 The solid curves were computed from Eq. (1-9.19) by using
harmonic-oscillator wave functions.

expect and find that the total contributions made by all of the levels are
in good accord with experimental observations, 157 as may be verified by
reference to Fig. 1-9.7 for Cl 2 at 1038°K. The averaging produced by
the superposition of a group of slightly displaced curves tends to remove
errors in spectral structure for bound-free transitions in much the same
manner as has often been observed previously for bound-bound transitions.
The summation of contributions associated with different vibrational
energy states may be performed analytically, as was first shown by
Sulzer and Wieland. 155 We shall now show how their treatment may be
used for a determination of the total spectral absorption coefficient per
unit length.
To the harmonic oscillator approximation,
Nv- _
exp(-v"hca>*lkT)
NT " [1 - cxp(- hcw*/kT)]-

zv"(l — z)

(1-9.21)

where
z = hccü*/kT

(1-9.22)

and co>* is the normal vibration frequency. Introduction of Eq. (1-9.21)
into Eq. (1-9.19) leads to the result

4 = 1 ^ 3 ^ (7·78 xi<HMIM')l»,
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where 159

if
ξ

=

al/2(r

_

Γβ)

and Ην'(ξ) is a Hermite polynomial. But 155 ' 159
e x p ( - P) [Ην.(ξ)γ = exp(P) (~^r

exp

exp -

ή \

" ** = YVZ i l lexp ( iH~ T)1 rf*

^ (exp - *)=ΓΤ;

i l (Ä)" Iexp (*f - T-)] Λ ·

h$Hexp - *■)]' - i IIII <">" h [«* -of- -^ΤΜ IÄ *
X

ffl!lexp(-?)[»,.(«]»

-^rjli^M«*-'»'--^]
(exp £2)
477

dkdl

LLhlv-n-^+S-W*'

2

(exp ξ )

and

!
exp [- (1 ~ z ) e)
(i - ««)vïexp L (i + , ) ξ J '

k=7·78

χ 10 14

- " (frS 1 " βχρ [- j r r i *l ■ (1"9-23)

Equation (1-9.23) is substantially equivalent to the result of Sulzer and
Wieland. 155 It has been shown 155 that Eq. (1-9.23) is in excellent agree-
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ment with measurements on Cl 2 and that equivalent relations, with
appropriately modified coefficients, may be used also to account quantitatively for experimental data on Br2 , I 2 , and diphenyl, 155 as well as for
BrCl, ICI, and IBr. 160
1-9C AN EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE FOR DETERMINING THE STATE OF
viBRATiONAL EXCITATION DURING DISSOCIATION.* Among the important
unanswered problems, in nonequilibrium reacting gas flows, is that of the
mechanism and state of vibrational excitation during dissociation of a
diatomic molecule. Using the data derived in the preceding Section
1-9B, we shall now indicate an experimental procedure for studying
this problem. The measurements involve medium-resolution spectroscopic studies in emission or absorption of a diatomic gas, which is
dissociating behind a shock front. For the sake of simplicity, the following
remarks are confined to pure C l 2 . The experiment should, of course, be
performed on Cl 2 in a vast excess of argon, which will then serve as an
isothermal bath for the relaxing and dissociating molecule.
Theoretical 155-157 and experimental 158 ' 161 studies on the continuum
absorption coefficient of Cl 2 have been described in the literature. These
investigations have provided quantitative estimates for the temperatureindependent parameter 8VV- , which represents the linear absorption
coefficient at the frequency v (in liter/cm-mole) for transitions from the
lower vibrational level v" to the upper repulsive state (cf. Section 1-9B).
If ^v" denotes the (nonequilibrium) concentration of molecules (in
mole/liter) in the level v", then the observable linear spectral absorption
coefficient at any frequency v becomes

K = £ <^v" Kv" -

(1-9.24)

v"=0

Hence a spectroscopic measurement of a set of values of kv (by determining either the emitted or the absorbed radiant energy) at a number
of frequencies, as a function of time, will provide estimates of the (nonequilibrium) concentrations JV*V» as a function of time for a set of
vibrational energy levels v". In particular, measurements of kv in at least
six carefully chosen, narrow frequency intervals will allow the determination of a (hopefully unique) set of six values of *Arv»(i) for
v" — 0, 1, 2,... 5. The experimental studies are expected to be similar
to those of Jacobs and Giedt, 161,162 except that measurements should be
performed at a multiplicity of frequencies with high time resolution in
order to define the spectral distribution of the absorption coefficient.
* This Section is reproduced from Penner and Varanasi. 160a
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To the order of approximation used in the theoretical studies, 155-157
which involve the assumption of a constant value (i.e., a value independent of internuclear spacing) for the electronic transition moment, it has
been shown [cf. Eq. (1-9.20)] that
liter
~ 7.78 x 10"14v I ΦΑ')
(α/π)1/2 cm-mole '

(1-9.25)

where a = 2.95 X 1018 cm - 2 , the harmonic-oscillator approximation
has been employed for the lowest-state wave function, and the wave
function φν*(γ) represents the best available wave functions for the
vibrational levels with quantum number v".
As an illustration for the sensitivity of the method to nonequilibrium
excitation, we have plotted in Fig. 1-9.8 the following curves: (a) the
equilibrium value of kv as a function of v at 1 atm and 2400°K in pure
Cl 2 ; (b) kv as a function of v at 2400°K in pure Cl 2 when the molecules
are equally divided between the ground level (v" = 0) and the third
excited (v" = 3) vibrational energy level; and (c) kv for Cl 2 at 2400°K as
a function of v when the first {v" = 1) through the sixth (v" = 6)
0 28

9.0

12.0

FIG. 1-9.8. Calculated linear absorption coefficients kv (using Wilkins' results 157 )
as a function of frequency for pure Cl 2 at atmospheric pressure and 2400°K. Curve (a)
refers to the fully equilibrated system; curve (b) has been calculated on the assumption
that the chlorine molecules are equally divided between the lowest {v" = 0) and third
excited {y" = 3) vibrational levels; curve (c) has been constructed on the assumption
that the levels with v" = 1 through v" = 6 have twice their respective equilibrium populations, the levels with v" > 6 are unoccupied, and the remaining molecules are left in
the v" = 0 level. Reproduced from Penner and Varanasi. 160a
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excited vibrational levels have double the equilibrium concentrations at
the expense of the ground vibrational level, and the levels for v" > 6 are
not populated at all.
Study of Fig. 1-9.8 indicates that the suggested experiment, when
properly performed, will provide important insight into the state of
vibrational excitation during dissociation of C l 2 . If the frequency
distribution is determined as a function of time, relatively larger uncertainties can be tolerated in the absolute values of kv than for measurements confined to one or two narrow frequency ranges. The expected
shifts in spectral structure, for other nonequilibrium distributions than
those plotted in Fig. 1-9.8, follow immediately from the known form
of 8Vy . In particular, the far wings tend to be strengthened by enhanced
populations in excited vibrational energy levels.

1-10

Relation between emissivities and absorptivities 1 1 9

For equilibrium radiation, spectral absorption coefficients ocv and
spectral emissivities ev are identically equal. For weakly absorbing (i.e.,
transparent) gases, irrespective of the band structure, the total absorptivity oc is related to the total emissivity € through the expression
cc(T8 -+TgiX)~

(Ts/Tg) €(TS, X)

(1-10.1)

where Ta is the temperature of a black or gray light source and the
emitting or absorbing gas is at the temperature Tg and optical depth X
(ΞΞ gas pressure times geometric path length). Equation (1-10.1) is
expected to hold, within a few percent, at temperatures up to several
thousand degrees Kelvin. Equation (1-10.1), as well as several additional
expressions given in this section, were first found empirically 93 and were
subsequently derived by Penner et al.119 The following scaling laws apply
for transparent gases (for constant δ):
lim oc(T,8X)

=8oc(T,X),

lim e(T, 8X) = δ€(Γ, X).
x->o

The general relation 119 between OL and e is of the form
oc(Ts -+TgyX)

= (TgITs)ß~i e[Ts, X(TS/Tg)ß; aTg],

(1-10.2)

where the parameter ß depends on the assumed band model and aT
identifies a spectral line-shape parameter at the temperature Tg .
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At elevated total pressures (p ;> 1 atm for C 0 2 , p ;> 4 atm for
H 2 0 , p > 15 atm for CO, etc.), the spectral line structure of absorbing
vibration-rotation bands is removed by line broadening. In this case,
ß = f and the dependence of e on the line-shape parameter aT
disappears.
At low pressures (i.e., pressures smaller by about a factor of 10 than
those specified in the preceding paragraph) and moderate temperatures
(i.e., Tg <; 3000°K unless the pressures are exceedingly small), the
spectral lines of molecules do not overlap and may be approximated by
a dispersion contour. In this case, ß = I and the explicit dependence on
the line-shape parameter aT again disappears. If additional spectral
lines contribute as the gas is heated in such a way that the spacing
between lines varies as T-7*, then Eq. (1-10.2) with β = I should be
replaced by the expression
oc(Ts -+TgiX)~

(TgITB)* e[Tg , X(TS/Tg)^].

(1-10.3)

For randomly distributed dispersion lines at moderate or large optical
depths,
oc(Ts -+TgyX)~
(TgITB)V* e[Ts, X(TS/Tg)^].
(1-10.4)
Equation (1-10.4) is particularly useful for molecules with complex
spectral structure (e.g., H 2 0 , C0 2 ) and is the preferred expression for
gas mixtures at moderate temperatures.
Several additional cases have been treated theoretically and we refer
to the literature 119 for futher elaboration on the relation between absorptivity and emissivity (see also Section 12-1 in Penner 77 ).

1-11

Procedures for approximate calculations of
radiant-energy emission f r o m nonisothermal e m i t t e r s *

The utilization of tables of equilibrium (isothermal) emissivities for
the calculation of radiant-energy emission from nonuniform gases will
now be discussed. Simplified procedures, based on the use of "box
approximations'' and "effective band widths" for the spectral absorption
coefficients, have been previously shown (see Penner, 77 Chapter 13) to be
useful in making a connection between isothermal (band or total) emissivity tabulations, on the one hand, and radiant-energy emission from
nonuniform gases, on the other hand. These methods of calculation may
* This section is based on work described by Penner and Sharma. 162a
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be refined and extended in such a manner that effective use may be made
of techniques for the theoretical calculation of band absorption.
Application of the theoretical relations to recently performed measurements on nonisothermal gases shows excellent agreement between
calculated and observed band emissivities.
1-11A INTRODUCTION. The classical procedures of formulating and
solving radiative transfer problems are well documented in the literature. 1 6 3 - 1 6 5 These calculations begin with the use of spectral absorption
coefficients that are presumed to be known as functions of temperature,
pressure, and frequency. In the vast majority of applications, tractable
procedures are obtained by utilizing a "gray-gas approximation'' [i.e.,
a frequency-independent spectral absorption coefficient kv T = £ r (cm - 1 )],
working in the transparent-gas limit {i.e., using the approximation
[1 — exp(—kv}TL)] ~ kv TL for all frequencies and geometric lengths L},
or else utilizing the Rosseland (diffusion) limit which is appropriate only
for highly opaque gases. The introduction of idealized band models
with spectral structure leads to a considerable complication in analysis,
which is seriously compounded as soon as a more realistic description
of spectral absorption-coefficient profiles is introduced. 166-169 It should
be noted that all of these studies require the use of spectral absorption
coefficients and that no useful connection whatever is made with (existing)
isothermal emissivity tabulations.
Some years ago, Penner and Thomson (Penner, 77 Chapter 13)
made a first attempt at learning how to use isothermal emissivity compilations in nonisothermal radiative transfer studies and developed a
useful procedure for molecular band systems with spectral absorption
coefficients represented by a "box model" of defined "effective width."
In applications of this technique to H 2 0 , crude approximations were
introduced for the temperature dependence of the integrated absorption
coefficients for vibration-rotation bands.
It is our purpose in the present analysis to reexamine the feasibility
of utilizing isothermal emissivity compilations in radiative transfer
studies on non isothermal gases. In this connection, we shall make
extensive use of recently published techniques for the calculation of
band absorption and emissivities of isothermal molecular emitters (see
Sections 1-5 to 1-8).
1 -11B T H E BASIC TRANSFER EQUATION. AS is evident from Fig. A1 -2.1
in Appendix 1-2, and as is also shown in detail by Penner 77 (Chapter 13),*
* In Ref. 77, we must interpret dQ to mean 4π sin Θ cos θ άθ, as is indicated in
Eq. (13-2), with 0 < θ < ττ/2. T h e derivation of Eq. (1-11.1) is fully described in
Appendix 1-2 in connection with the discussion of Fig. A 1-2.1.
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the total radiant-energy flux (steradiancy) B, per unit area, per unit time,
per unit solid angle, is given by the following expression:
B = a\XTAy[f(TY)rY^\dYJ

(1-11.1)

where
f(TY)

= - i j - (f^BlTYK_TYdv)

2f

B^TYk^Trdv

(1-11.1a)

,

[exp(-J

f

*,.,·, dy/cos0)]ein0,
(1-11.lb)

/»OO
J

0

B°V,TYKTY

dv

Here σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, Ty and TY are the local values
of the temperature at distances y and Y, respectively, from the plane at
which the steradiancy B is observed for nonuniform gases distributed
through a geometric length X, BQV T is the (Planck) blackbody steradiancy at the frequency v and temperature Τγ, τγ_+0 represents the
transmissivity for nonuniform gases, and the integration over Θ arises
when an average is performed over all angles Θ for the direction of an
incident ray with respect to the outward normal at Y = 0. For uniform
gases distributed over the distance X at the temperature TY, it is
apparent that Eqs. (1-11.1) reduce to the following expression:

= f.dY J7KTYdv C Κτ* lexp (- Înr)l sin °de
=2 JTKT*dv C t1 -exp (- ^Sf-)] sin θcos θde

K 2

= f B%Y[e„(TY,X)]dv
J

(1-11.2)

0

where
ev(TY ,X)

= 2 Γ/2
J
o

[eVt6(TY

, X)] sin 0 cos θ άθ

=2 Γ i1 - exp (- 4Sr)] sin ö cos θ άθ ί 1 - 11 · 3 )
is the spectral emissivity for uniform gases at the temperature TY and
geometric depth X. Equation (1-11.3) evidently approaches the correct
limiting values for both opaque [kvT X-+ oo and ev(TY , X) —>- 1] and
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transparent [kVtTX^>0
for uniform gases,

and ev(TY , X) —> 2kVtT X] gases. Furthermore,

[f(Tr)TY-*o]u

/»OO

B°v,TyK,TYdv
/»OO

d

1

3

ι

~ dY 1I oT\"Jo
η(Τγ

;

.n

where €U(TY> Y) is the (tabulated) emissivity for gases at the temperature
TY distributed uniformly between two infinitely parallel planes separated
by a distance Y. In view of the first expression given in Eqs. (1-11.1), we
therefore obtain the following alternate relation for the radiancy from
uniform gases:
Bu = σ J * T\ [^y-eu(Ty,

Y)] dY.

(1-11.4)

Comparison of Eqs. (1-11.1) and (1-11.4) shows that the nonuniform
gases may be treated like uniform gases only if the term
9£r,,Tr)

(1-11.5)

= k..TJK.Tr

becomes independent of frequency since, in this case,
1 / f°°
\ ( f°° Q
—ψΓ ( Βν,ΤγΚ,Τγ dv 2
B vTYkvTY
σι

Y

\J

/ (

0

f(TY)rY-*0

J

0

dv

/•OO

J n

^ί,ΤγΚ,Τγάν

reduces to
f(Ty)

TY-v = - ^

eu(Ty , Feff),

(1-11.6)

where
Yett=

\\v{Tv,TY)dy

(1-11.7)
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is a temperature-independent effective geometric length, i.e.,

B=o n

Î. h>h'-{Tr'Y«t)]dY·

(ML8)

It has been pointed out before (Penner, 77 Chapter 13) that B can be
expressed in terms of integrals of the type shown in Eq. (1-11.8) for a
"box model" with
/ T \3/2

Κτ..=Κτ
V,Ty
γ(-ψ-)
1

(1-11.9a)

ΔνΙΤ,) = [Δν({Τγ)\ (-jhf".

(1-11.9b)

y

in the interval

Unfortunately, the expressions given in Eqs. (1-11.9) are oversimplifications for polyatomic molecules since the integrated intensities of many
important vibration-rotation bands are not simply inversely proportional
to the temperature. For this reason, among others, it appears desirable
to refine the procedure given by Penner. 77
1-1 I C

REPRESENTATIVE CALCULATIONS FOR VIBRATION-ROTATION BANDS

REPRESENTED BY CONSTANT, AVERAGE ABSORPTION COEFFICIENTS I N DEFINED
SPECTRAL REGIONS.
We shall first outline briefly the procedure given by
Penner 77 and we shall then consider various improved representations
for the theoretical calculation of radiancies.

a. "Box Model", with kv>Ty = kifTY(TY/Tyfl2
and AVi(Ty) =
[AvlTy^TylTyfl*.
For the box model defined by Eqs. (1-11.9), using
frequency-independent average values B$tTy of the Planck function
for each vibration-rotation band, it is readily shown that (see Penner, 77
Chapter 13)
'0

Ix

x

+

Y

i r=z

i

dTu

deu[Tr,Zfa)]

r î r i W ^ P ^ + K <>-»·' >

where T0 is the temperature at the plane Y = 0, z is the value of μ for
which Τμ = Tyy
3 2
r1 / T
l Yv \\a//*
and μ is the physical depth at which the band width reaches the value
Δν{Τμ) = [Δν{Τ0)]{Τμ!Τϋγΐ*.
Equations (1-11.9) and (1-11.10) involve
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the assumption that the integrated intensities are inversely proportional
to the temperature. A numerical example, based on the use of Eq.
(1-11.10) has been described before. 77
b. Generalized box model, using derivatives of band emissivities. In the
general case, when the relations given in Eqs. (1-11.9) are not valid, the
procedure of Penner, 77 Chapter 13, may be used in Eqs. (1-11.1) and
shown to lead to the following result:
rx

B = aj

4
o T y dY

\

\m

i T

2 (-^)

1

ί

^ - Σ

\Ιή.τΑτγ[Μ{Τγ)]

<M-^F)H"H
p/2

r

(

Ä,,ryZ,(0)>

'ο

2m
Σ ]&<.τΑτΥ[ΜΤτ)]
σΤ%
r i

χ

r* 1 / Τμ \m 1 άΤμ I , ri2 r

/

exp

ΚτγΖί{μ)

\ι .

sin

\\

\0χ\-τ7) l^flH i l—3^HJ ^ij·

(1-11.11)
where m defines the temperature variation of the "effective" band width
and n defines the temperature variation of the integrated intensity, viz.,
Δν£Γ,)ΙΔνΑΤγ)
«ATJMTy)

=
(TJTYr,
= (7Υ/Γ,)»,

such that
Zi.Tjki.Ty = {TylTy)««»;

(1-11.12)

also
Z

iM

=

J μ

(KTJKTY)

dy.

It is again only possible for frequency-independent values of all of the
Ζ^(μ,) to replace the sum over bands by an integration over frequency, as
was done in Chapter 13 of Penner. 77 Thus it is apparent that the quantities involving Ζ{(μ) may be expressed as derivatives of equilibrium band
emissivities, which are defined by the relations

«,.«(*> . Zi) = ~L· {BlrY[AVi(TY)]}

x

Γ I1 -exp (- ^oS^-)] s i n θ c o s θ ά θ ·

(i iu3)

-
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In terms of the equilibrium band emissivities, Eq. (1-11.11) becomes*

It should be noted that, in the derivation of Eq. (1-11.14), we have not
used the same functions Z(0) and Ζ(μ,) for all of the contributing vibration-rotation bands. Since total emissivities can be evaluated only after
the band emissivities have been determined, the use of derivatives of
band emissivities does not imply an intrinsic complication in analysis. As
a matter of fact, the band emissivities are very simply related to the band
absorption Ai of the ith vibration-rotation band, which we have used
previously in total emissivity calculations (see Sections 1-5 to 1-8).
Instead of employing a "mean beam length", we may define a parameter
"/M.
J ith band

Jn

(

Γ

Κ.,ΤγΖ^μ)·

L

COS Θ

^CH^^IH00^'

J

sin Θ cos θ άθ

o-»·")

where
μ γ ^ ι

L

COS Θ

J

Γ

i l - e x p [ - ^ ^ q U

J ith band l

^ L

C0S6

1)

l

(1-11.16)

K

'

is known to be of the form [compare Eq. (1-6.1)]
A, = 4(kTYlhcBejy;*

[IiKJcos Θ)] BeJc

(1-11.17)

with
Kt = oLtpZfa) {hcBJkTyfltß

BeA ;

(1-11.18)

also, OL{ is the integrated intensity of the zth band, and

for a just-overlapping line model applied to a linear molecule with
rotational constant Bei for the ith vibration-rotation band and at the
* Equation (1-11.14) is seen to be identical with Eq. (13-27) of Penner 77 and with
Eq. (1-11.10) for the special case m = \ , n = 1, provided Z t (0) and Ζ^μ) have the same
values for all of the vibration-rotation bands, so that summation over vibration-rotation
bands may be replaced by integration over frequency.
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uniform pressure p. Comparison of Eqs. (1-11.13) and (1-11.15) or
(1-11.16) shows that
deitU(TY,Zi)_

2

Ώ0

r*/*dA

dB

(1-11.20)
an expression which is expected to have a greater range of validity than
the constant absorption-coefficient approximation. An alternate expression for the derivatives of the band emissivities is the following:
^(,η(Τγ,Ζ()
8Z,

- ^ «.*.» V-AT, - 4 ( ^ ψ f; [z(^)] ,„. *|.
(1-11.20a)
which is readily obtained from Eqs. (1-11.13) and (1-11.16) by taking
the derivative before introducing the definition of Ai . Using Eq.
(1-11.20), it is easily shown that Eq. (1-11.14) becomes

X

r.fr.WiM,.,,,,,,
J
dZ (0)

\\Ty)
z

+m

f

0

{

m

1 / T„ \ I άΤμ I , r-/« a / ^ f Z ^ f l / c o s Θ} . .

i0T;hv) I^MH

. ..)

sin cos

ΎζΖ—- * H·

(1-11.21)

From the definition of I(KJcos Θ) given in Eq. (1-11.19), it may be
shown that Eq. (1-11.21) may be rewritten in the form

rz

1 /T

\m I nT

J 0 1μ \ 1 Y I

\ Λμ

I

i

\

( Ζ((μ)

1

)
)KttOT

I
Ζί(μ,Υ)\

(1-11.2U)
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where
F(Kt)=

(1-11.22)

Γ[Ι(η)]η-*άη

is plotted in Fig. Al-3.1.* Equation (1-11.21a) is in a form that is suitable
for a simple numerical integration in the evaluation of B. Since the
specific assumptions of the box model have been removed in the transformations leading from Eq. (1-11.14) to Eq. (1-11.21a), we expect
Eq. (1-11.21a) to have approximately the same range of validity as the
just-overlapping line model.
c. Generalized interpretation of previously derived expressions. I n
Eqs. (1-11.14), (1-11.21), and (1-11.21a) there remains no formal reference to the fact that these relations were derived from a box model,
except for the remaining temperature factors raised to the power m>
which arise because of the assumed temperature dependence of an
effective band width. Furthermore, eiu and its derivatives may be
evaluated for all band models. We shall assume in the following discussion that a relation of the form of Eq. (1-11.14) applies to all band models
with m = 1/2. This modified version of Eq. (1-11.14) has then not been
derived from first principles but rather appears to be founded on
reasonable heuristic arguments. Our generalized prescription for
calculating the radiancies of nonisothermal gas mixtures thus takes the
following form:

+

2^J ro (r„r r )V»

8Ζ((μ)

(1-11.14a)

where Z is the value of the modified geometrical depth at which the
temperature reaches the value TY, the temperature is a monotonie
function of the distance Y with at most one relative maximum, and

H ^ - ik *U STd-ârsinθ «- θ de- <»-"·*">
i

i

υ

i

In using Eqs. (1-11.14a) and (1-11.20a), the band absorption Ai is to
be determined from Eq. (1-11.16) for any applicable band model. I n
* The evaluation of F{Kt) is fully described in Appendix 1-3.
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particular, Eqs. (1-11.21) and (1-11.21a) are the révélant relations for
the just-overlapping line model with m = 1/2.
It should be noted that the derivation of Eq. (1-11.21a) involves the
implicit assumption that the band contributions may be added independently, i.e., Eq. (1-11.21a) yields an upper bound to B. For strong,
overlapping bands, it may be preferable to sum first over the integrated
intensities in selected spectral regions j and then to replace the summation over bands i by a summation over spectral regions j . This procedure
will generally yield a lower bound to B since the bands are now treated
as coincident. On the basis of the results presented in Sections 1-5 to 1-8,
it appears likely that the lower and upper bounds determined by summing over spectral regions j or over bands z, respectively, are generally
quite close.
We shall now consider briefly several limiting cases, other than the
just-overlapping line model.
Transparent gases. For transparent gases, Eq. (1-11.1) immediately
reduces to the correct limiting result
B = 2 \X dY Γ BltTYkVtTYdv
(1-11.23)
Jo
^o
since the term exp(— J kvT dyjcos Θ) is nearly equal to unity in this
case. Similarly, we obtain from Eqs. (1-11.14a) and (1-11.20a) the
relation
B = 2 \XdY^BlrYociiTY
J

o

(l-11.23a)

i

where B\iTy is a mean value for the radiancy in the spectral region of the
zth band, while
<*i.Ty = f
J

(1-11.24)

KfTydVi.

zth band

Since Eqs. (1-11.23) and (1-11.23a) are substantially equivalent in the
transparent-gas limit, it follows that our heuristic intermediate introduction of the box model has not produced essential changes in the
applicable relations for this case.
Nonoverlapping spectral lines. For nonoverlapping dispersion lines in
the square-root region of the curves of growth, belonging to heteropolar
diatomic molecules at moderate temperatures, we may use the expression
for the band absorption derived by Penner and Tsien, 170 viz.,
At\TY , Z,(«)/cos Θ] ~ 4.1(2) K,Ty^,ryZz.(/x)/cos θγ/* (lMB^/Ty)^*

,
(1-11.17a)
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where bi T is the average dispersion line (semi-)half-width at the
temperature TY, which is determined by the expression
fti.iy = bi,T0(To!TY)1/2(pYlPo)

(1-11.25)

if pY denotes the local pressure, and Bei is the applicable rotational
constant for the ith band. Equation (1-11.17a) may also be used, in
first approximation, for vibration-rotation bands of polyatomic emitters
in which no rotational lines are missing. For molecules such as C 0 2 with
alternate missing rotational lines, the factor 4.1(2) in Eq. (1-11.17a) must
be replaced by 4.12/(2) 1 / 2 = 2.9(1).
Randomly distributed spectral lines with dispersion contour. The use of
statistical models is generally not compatible with a priori calculations
of band absorption and band emissivities from first principles because
such parameters as the mean line intensity ( = S^, the effective line
spacing ( = 8f), and the appropriate mean semi-half-width for all of the
lines in the ith vibration-rotation band ( = b{) are generally not known.
On the other hand, the functional form of the results, derived from the
use of statistical models, generally fits observed experimental results
well. As in Section 1-6, we prefer to introduce the essential features of
the statistical models in the form of correction factors to the well-defined
limiting case of the just-overlapping line model [compare Eqs. (1-11.16)
to (1-11.18)]. Thus we write for the band absorption the following
general expression:
Α[Τγ

, Z f (/*)/c0S Θ] ={Α{[Τγ

X

, Zi(fi)lcOS 0]}frOm Eq. (1-11.17)

1 - e x P { - 2[SUTYbi>TYtPZ^)lcos 0]1/2/δ*}
1 - e x p { - 2 [ ^ r ^ > r y ^ ( ^ ) / c o s ^ / 2 / S * } ' (M1·26)

where Ai is determined according to Eqs. (1-11.16) to (1-11.18), bi T p
is the value of the semi-half-width for dispersion lines when the justoverlapping line model first applies as either the optical depth or the
pressure is increased, and
Κτγ.» = bi,TY,Pov(plPov)
is the applicable value of the semi-half-width at the temperature TY and
pressure/). Equation (1-11.26) should constitute a valid approximation,
provided the important spectral lines in the vibration-rotation band fall
into the square-root region of the curves of growth. The parameter
(^i,r y ^,r y ,p 0V ) 1/2 /S* must generally be determined empirically, for any
given value of Zf(f/,)/cos Θ, for isothermal gases.
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d. Exact numerical evaluation for a just-overlapping line model.
tion (1-11.1) may, of course, be used in the unmodified form
B = 2j

dY j°° ΰΙ,τγΚ.Τγ dv f/2

Equa-

[exp ( - Çkv>Ty dy/cos fl)] sin θ άθ,
(1-11.27)

where curves of kv T v are constructed on the basis of formidable numerical
.
calculations utilizing the best available information on how to construct
line profiles for the spectral absorption coefficients.
1 -11D APPROXIMATE NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS. Representative
numerical calculations have been described previously in Chapter 13 of
Penner. 77 We have repeated these calculations for the same conditions,
but using Eq. (1-11.21a) rather than Eq. (1-11.10). The calculated change
in the total radiancy was found to be about 10%.
Of greater interest than discrepancies between simplified theoretical
procedures is a direct comparison between calculated and observed
radiancies. These calculations will now be described in detail for the
2.7 μ band of H 2 0 .
The integrations in Eq. (1-11.21a) were carried out on a high-speed
digital computer using the trapezoidal rule. For application to the 2.1-μ
band of H 2 0 , the summation over the subscript i evidently disappears.
The values of the pressure^), the geometric depth Xy and the temperature
profile TY used in the calculations correspond to the experimental conditions defined by Simmons. 169 Relevant values are summarized in
columns 1 to 4 of Table 1-11.1. The rotational constant (Bei) and the
integrated intensity (c^) were taken to be equal to 11.6 c m - 1 and 126
cm~ 2 atm _1 at 600°R, respectively (compare Section 1-6). Furthermore,
the integrated intensity was assumed to be inversely proportional to the
temperature.
The values obtained from Eq. (1-11.21a) were corrected for the effect
of rotational fine structure. For Run #1125-5(6) of Simmons, 169
N 2 gas was introduced into the cell containing H 2 0 vapor to bring the
total pressure to 1 atm. As was discussed in Section 1-6, the correction
factor is then given by the relation
=
/w

1 - e x p ( - x w VrjX)
1
-exp(-XwV2A6X)y

where η = 1.46pw + l,pw is the partial pressure (in atmospheres) of
water vapor, and # w = 0.4 (ft-atm) -1 / 2 .
In order to simplify the calculations, we used a constant correction
factor/ w for the nonisothermal case by taking the mean ( / ) of the values
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of/ w at X = 0 (i.e.,/ w = 1) and at X = I m a x ( I m a x is the total optical
depth for the cell).
In other measurements, 169 pure water vapor was used in the cell. The
correction factor fw must then be modified and is easily shown (see
Section 1-6 for details) to be given by the relation
/w =

1 -exp(-x w V2.46j>w^0
1 -exp(-XwV2A6X)
'

where we have used the result that the ratio of the collision half-width
for water-water collisions to that for water-nitrogen collisions is 2.46. As
before, we employed a constant mean value f o r / w .
The results of the calculations have been found to be in excellent
agreement with the measured data (see Table 1-11.1).
T A B L E 1-11.1
COMPARISON BETWEEN OBSERVED

169

STERADIANCIES AND CALCULATED STERADIANCIES,

BASED ON THE USE OF E Q . (1-11.21a).
REPRODUCED

Temperature

Profile

p

FROM

X

PENNER

AND

S H A R M A . 1 6 *2 1

-^measured (Simmons 1 6 9 )

(atm) (ft-atm) (Btu-ft^-sec-^-sterad - 1 )

/

-^calculated

(Btu-ft-^sec-^-sterad - 1 )

1. Isothermal
[Run #122-9]
T = 1809°R

0.472

0 to 0.93

0.127

0.875

0.122

2. (a) Linear
[Run #122-4]
1800°to2232°R

0.528

0 to 1.04

0.211

0.893

0.225

0.786
(b) Linear
[Run #1125-5(6)]
1827°to2250°R

0 to 1.52

0.256

0.978

0.279

0.517

0 to 0.51
to 1.02

0.225

0.890

0.228

3. Triangular
[Run #122-8]
1800°to2196°R
to 1300°R

1-1 IE
COMMENTS ON OTHER TECHNIQUES FOR RADIATIVE TRANSFER
CALCULATIONS IN NONISOTHERMAL GASES. Of the many techniques

described by other investigators for performing radiative transfer
calculations, the Curtis-Godson approximation is probably the simplest
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and most appropriate to use, 171 provided the temperatures are not
excessively high so that Doppler broadening may be neglected, and the
principal radiative energy contributions are made by spectral (dispersion) lines for which either the weak- or the strong-line approximation
is appropriate. This procedure has been applied recently by Weiner and
Edwards 172 to radiation from nonisothermal water vapor with good
success. Related studies have also been performed by other investigators. 173 " 175

Appendix 1-1
Temperature variation of integrated intensities
for vibration-rotation bands belonging to
polyatomic molecules*
The integrated intensity for simultaneous transitions from the vibrational levels v'l to the excited levels v\ + δ^ (i = 1, 2, ..., n) in a polyatomic molecule is known [see, e.g., Eq. (7-117) of Penner 77 ] to be given
by an expression of the form
OL(V{

-► v{ + 3j , v\ -► v\ + δ2 ,..., < -► v"n + $n)

= « [ < - > < + 8,(1 = 1,2,...,»)]

3Sr^0-O/>U

a„,

(A-l.l)

where h is Planck's constant, c is the velocity of light, ω is the wavenumber at the band center for the transition, βϊ * ô is the vibrational
matrix element for all of the n transitions occurring simultaneously,
^v",vf,...,v"IP 1S t n e number of molecules in the lower state per unit
volume per unit pressure, u = (hcœ/kT), k is Boltzmann's constant, T
is the absolute temperature, and double primes identify the lower
vibrational state.
We shall now consider the development of various intensity formulae,
first in the harmonic oscillator approximation and then for a "pseudoharmonic" oscillator.

* This Appendix is reproduced from a paper by Gray and Penner.120a
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T H E HARMONIC OSCILLATOR APPROXIMATION.

In the harmonic

oscillator approximation,
n

ω

= Σ ω Α· >
i=l

where ω1 is the frequency of the ith normal mode of vibration. It is also
convenient to define the quantity ^ = {hcœ^jkTy whence it follows that
u = Σ »A .

(A-1.2)

4=1

Furthermore, for harmonic oscillators, the wave function for the molecule, φ, is given by the product of the wave functions φί, and the matrix
elements for transitions involving more than one normal vibrational
frequency are given by
0U

6η = Π $ ( ·

(A-1.3)

The number of molecules in the ground level, per unit volume, is*

N*l.v;

.; = i r l W e x P ( - <"<)]>

(A"1·4)

where Ντ represents the total number of molecules per unit volume,
gv; is the statistical weight of the ith level with vibrational quantum
number ν[ , and the partition function may be written as

ρ. = Π (l i=l

ex

( A -!· 5 )

P - «<r"

since gi is the number of times the /th normal mode appears.
Combination of Eqs. (A-1.1) to (A-1.5) leads to the result
OL[V1 -► v"i + Si (i = 1, 2,..., n)]

87Γ3ω [l - exp ( - X «A)] A^T Π ßl^v^M3hcp

~
Π (i -

v>i)]
(A-1.6)

ex

P -

u

9i

i)~

i=l

* In some of the following discussion, it will be necessary to consider degenerate
energy levels and statistical weights differing from unity. Equations (A-1.4) to (A-1.6)
refer to this case. For a harmonic oscillator, gv* = gi — 1.
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In the harmonic oscillator approximation, the quantities ß\_ are nonzero
only for δ ί = 1, in which case it may readily be shown, by using the
procedure described in Illinger and Freeman," that
« K - > < + 1(1 = 1,2,...,»)]
8τΛν τω [l - exp ( - Ç «,)] ft |
~

i

| [ e x P ( - *X)] I β?\2

»
[ ] (1 - exp - Ui)-1

3hcp

'

where we have s e t ^ = gi = 1, used the expression
^

= ^ r ^ l ^ l

2

= K + i)li8?l 2 .

and introduced the symbol | β% | 2 to denote the vibrational matrix
element for the zth of the 0 —>· 1 transitions. If we now perform a summation over all possible lower states v[ , we obtain the result
£ « [ < - * < + l ( i = 1,2,..., n)]
Vt=0

ΠΙ^Ι2

8τΛντω [l - exp ( - £ «,)]

(A-1.7)

n

3hcp

Π (1 - exp - ii<)
since
Σ

W

+ m)!

<=* 0»)! « ) !

e x p ( - ^ X ) = (1 - exp - a,r ( w + l ) .

For w = 1, Eq. (A-1.7) reduces to Eq. (19) of Illinger and Freeman."
Furthermore,
Σ « [ < - , < + 1 (i = 1, 2,..., «)]

jl - exp [ - Σ ιι,(Γ)]|
1

- o
1

£ a [ < - *î + 1 (ί = 1, 2,..., «)] ί Γ

ν;;=ο

) ο

, (Α-1.8)
Π 0 -

ί=ι

ex

P [ " «*(Ό]}

where we have assumed that exp[—U^TQ)] <^ 1 and have used the
ideal-gas law.
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T H E "PSEUDO-HARMONIC OSCILLATOR" APPROXIMATION.

We

define the "pseudo-harmonic oscillator" approximation as the approximation in which an expansion of the electric moment in terms of the
moments of the permanent dipole, quadrupole, etc. is employed, in
conjunction with harmonic oscillator wave functions, for intensity
estimates. Furthermore, the anharmonicity contributions associated
with the use of anharmonic potential functions are always assumed to be
negligibly small compared with unity. This type of approximation is
properly characterized as the first step in an iteration procedure. We
shall first use the pseudo-harmonic oscillator approximation on the
assumption that each oscillator is nondegenerate. Next we consider
arbitrary degeneracies and show that the final relation for the ratio of
integrated intensities remains unchanged.
For nondegenerate (independent) oscillators, it is convenient to
utilize the corrected treatment of Crawford and Dinsmore, 176 specialize
their results by deleting all terms containing anharmonicities, and treat
each transition ν\-+ν\ + δ{(ί = 1, 2, ..., n) as an independent harmonic oscillator. In our notation, Eq. (57) of Crawford and Dinsmore 176
becomes

«(0—8,)

-^- *„Σ
v f =0

W )l
stji
«ψ
i'

ex

P(~ <*) = (» - exP - *Γ (β|+1)

i '

(A-1.9)

In forming the ratio

Σ

t?J=0«=l,2

n)

q[< -> < + δ,- (i = 1, 2,..., n)]
a [ 0 - * M f = l,2,...,*)] >

we note that the factor appearing on the right-hand side of Eq. (A-1.9)
occurs for each value of δ{(* = 1 , 2 , ..., n). Furthermore, it follows from
Eq. (A-1.6), for v\ = 0 and gv* = gt = 1, that
<*[0-+&i(t = 1,2,...,«)]
3hcp Π (1 - exp - Ui)-1

χ Ifl l ßl H fi -

ex

P ( - Σ «A)1 >

(A-i.io)

where the quantities | jS°. | 2 represent the squares of the matrix elements
for the transitions 0 -> 8$ = 1, 2, ..., n) and the exponential factor is
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the usual induced-emission term. From Eqs. (A-1.9) and (A-1.10), it is
now apparent that
00

£
«J=0(i=l,2

a[Vi -> < + &i (i = 1, 2,..., n)]
n)

o 3
»
= W ^ n i Ä 4 l

, L

[l - exp ( - Σ «A)!
n
=
'

(A-i.ii)

and, therefore,

(

£

W'=0(t=i,2

j

«[<— < + 8, (i = 1, 2

£

(t>J=0(i=l,2

n)] j

n)

n)

)T

αΚ-><+δ ί (/=1,2,... ) η)]Ι

Mo

[l - exp ( - f «*(Γ) δ*)1

X
= -ψ —n
—^
Yl{l-exp[-Ui(T)]f<

(A-1.12)

if we assume again that exp[—^(Γ 0 )] <^ 1.
For the pseudo-harmonic oscillator with degeneracy, it is necessary to
evaluate directly the quantities ßl_ in Eq. (A-1.6). Expansion of the
electric moment μ in the normal (degenerate) coordinates q{ leads to the
relation
n

gi

n

gt

P = Po + Σ Κ Σ 9Yi + Σ /*« Σ
i=l

y=l

i,3=l

9γΰγΊ + ' " >

(A-1.13)

γ,γ'=1

where only terms through the quadrupole terms have been given
explicitly. Examination of the matrix elements arising from the terms
in Eq. (A-1.13), in conjunction with harmonic oscillator wave functions,
shows that
I ßit I2 - «

I μ \< + tu* °c ( ^ ΐ ^ ! ^ ,

1 ) !

·

(A-1.14)

Furthermore, if the ith mode has a degeneracy of gi, then£ r " represents
the number of ways of forming v'[ from gi indistinguishable vibrations.
This number turns out to be 177
r

K+ft-i)i
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Hence

Σ
v'J=0(z=l,2

Π $U4 e x P(~" ü*M*)]

n) t=l
n

11 .

oo

^

it»' + P - n i — o ? - ni „n

.. fr fe +8* ~ ^
~ Π

fe
1)!
(^7),

y

K +g<+ 8,-i)i

ex

P^

rc:CD,

(1 - exp - «,Γ ("+β<)

ViUi

>

- „

(A-1.15)

Introduction of Eq. (A-1.15) into Eq. (A-1.6) again leads to Eq. (A-1.12).

Appendix 1-2
Derivation of the basic transfer equation
for nonisothermal gases
The radiant energy emitted (see Fig. A 1-2.1) per unit area, in unit
time, into the solid angle άωΘ, in the frequency interval between v and
v + dv, from the gases located at a normal distance between Y and
Y + dY, along rays making an angle θ with respect to the inward normal
at the point of observation (i.e., at the origin), is
(ti!.TyK.TYdYlcQse)dvda>e;
the flux incident at the origin is reduced by the factor
exp ( - J kVtTy dy/cos 0j;
hence the radiant energy received per unit area, normal to the incident
ray, in the frequency interval dv, from the gases between Y and Y -\- dY,
in the solid angle dœQ , is
dBnYtV,e = (B°v>TYkv>TY dY/cos Θ) [exp ( - Ç kVtTy dy /cos θ)] dv dœe .
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TCK)

FIG. Al-2.1. Schematic diagram showing the origin of Eqs. (1-11.1); reproduced
from Penner and Sharma. 162a

The solid angle subtended by άθ is
dcja

=

(2πΥ sin 0/cos 0) (Y/cos 0) άθ
= 2π sin 0 d0,
(y/cos Θ)2

whereas the fraction of a unit area at the origin, normal to the rays at
angle 0, is the unit area perpendicular to the jy-axis at y = 0 multiplied
by cos 0. It follows, therefore, that
άΒΥνθ

= dBnYiVtQ cos 0,
/.7Γ/2
»IT/

dRy
and
dR^

-r
J

dB Υ,ν,θ

5

* 0

dRy

0

= 2TT dY j°° BlTYkVtTY dv fß

[exp ( - j

kv>Ty dy/cos 0)] sin 0 dB,

where dRY denotes the energy flux in dv, originating in dY, and passing
per second through unit area located within the plane y = 0, at the
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origin, into a solid angle of 2π steradians. The steradiancy at the origin
is obtained by dividing dRY by π, i.e.,
dBY = 2dY j°° B°VtTYkVtTY dv f/2 [exp ( - j * kVtTy dy/cos #)] sin Θ dB.
The relation given in Eq. (1-11.1) is obtained by multiplying and
dividing the preceding expression b y / ( T y ) and integrating from Y = 0
to Y = X.
A p p e n d i x 1-3
E v a l u a t i o n of F ( Ä , ) *
The function F(K?) has been defined in Eq. (1-11.22) through the
expression
F[K,)=

(A-1.16)

Γ[Ι(η)]η-*άη,
J

K

i

where
Ι(η) = Γ {1 _ e x p [ - ηχ e x p ( - *2)]} <&.
J
o

(A-1.17)

The following asymptotic approximations apply for /(^):
Ι(η) ~

fo/2)

for small η

(A-1.18)

(for 77 ^ 10, this approximation is good to better than 4 % ) ;
Ι(η) ~ 1.11 [In (1.21T?)]1/2
for large values of η.
(A-1.19)
2
We consider first the case K{ > 10 . We may then replace Ι(η) according to Eq. (A-1.19), i.e.,

FjK^lAlJl^^är,.
This last integral may be evaluated by making the substitution
In (1.21,) = C»,
whence it follows that
F(K{) ~ 1.11 x (1.21)2 f
~ 0.555

[ln(1

2£ 2 [exp(- 2ζ2)] αζ

: ^ ' ) ] 1 / 2 + 0.509(erfc{[2 Ιη{1.21Κ()]^})

for Kt > 102.

* T h e numerical work described in Appendix 1-3 was performed by Messrs. P. Varanasi
and S. Chou; reproduced from Penner and Sharma. 162a
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Similarly, using Eq. (A-1.18), we obtain for Kt ^ 0 . 1 the relation

a numerical evaluation of the integral
Λιοο
J

Ι(η) η~* άη

for

0.1 < Kt < 100

Ki

is also readily performed.
100 r

10

K:
1.0

0.1

io-

10

I0' 2

I0'1

10

F(K,)—-

FIG. Al-3.1. Plot showing the function F(Kt)
reproduced from Penner and Sharma. 162a

in the interval 0.1 < Kt < 100;

The final relations for F(Kt) take the following form
F{Kt) = (~

- 5) + Γ° ^φ-άη

+ 1.21 x 10-4

r 100 ij-n) άη + 1.21 x 10-4
3

■U v
= 0.555

[ln(1

' ^ ' ) ] 1 / 2 + 0.509(erfc{[2 1η(1.21Α<)]1/"})

for Kt < 0.1;
for 0.1 < K(;
for Kt > 100.
(A-1.20)
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For Kt > 100, erfc[2 1η(1.21^)] 1/2 is negligibly small in comparison
with [ln{l.21 Ki)]1121(Kif. A plot of F(Kt) is shown in Fig. Al-3.1 for
0.1 < Kt < 100.
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